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Abstract

Perceptual-motor synchronization in small human groups is crucial in many human
activities from musical ensembles to sports teams. Unveiling the underlying mechanisms
of human coordination has attracted the interest of researchers from diverse disciplines
from psychology to complex systems. Several studies in social and nonlinear systems
sciences have highlighted the main features characterizing synchronization within human
dyads and large crowds, whereas the investigation in human groups with multiple agents
(5 − 7 people) remains preliminary, and rarely captured by a consistent mathematical
framework. In addition, a theory of leadership emergence in human group motor
synchronization is still missing. In this thesis, we study group motor synchronization
across different experimental conditions. The goal is to uncover the individual and group
features that influence group performance; derive a mathematical model able to describe
and unfold the mechanisms underlying group coordination; understand how leaders
naturally emerge in a group of people coordinating their motion and guide all the other
members towards a desired behaviour; and explore if and how artificial agents interacting
with humans promote group coordination and influence leadership emergence. To this
aim, we built a flexible experimental setup allowing to implement a group version of the
"mirror game", which is considered as a paradigmatic coordination task in human groups.
In our setup, participants were asked to perform oscillatory movements and synchronize
with the others in the group. We considered different groups of participants, characterized
by different kinematic features, and studied how group coordination emerged.

Addressing this challenge plays a crucial role in the case of humans performing
some joint task with patients affected by social disorders. Indeed, social psychology
suggests that coordination enhances social attachment and we envisage the results of
our study can be used for the rehabilitation of patients affected by social disorders, to
develop a control-based cognitive architecture that drives virtual agents’ (robots or avatars)
behaviour to promote patients’ participation and leadership, and drive players and patients
towards a preferred group behaviour.

This doctoral work was conducted in the context of a Ph.D. cotutelle between Università

degli Studi di Napoli Federico II and Université de Montpellier, and was funded by the
VINCI program promoted by Università Italo-Francese/ Université Franco-Italienne

(Scholarship number C3-862).
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Résumé etendu en français

Introduction

Comprendre comment et pourquoi les êtres humains se rassemblent et interagissent en
groupe pour satisfaire des instincts profonds ou accomplir des tâches collaboratives sont
des questions essentielles de recherche dans de multiples disciplines scientifiques telles que
les neurosciences [1, 2], la psychologie sociale [3], l’anthropologie [4], l’ingénierie [5–7],
l’économie [8], la théorie des jeux [9] ou la science des systèmes complexes [10, 11]. Il
est difficile de répondre à ces questions primordiales car la coopération interpersonnelle
comporte différents niveaux d’interaction, se produit dans divers contextes sociaux (par
exemple, affiliation, agonisme, alimentation) et est réalisée par des personnes très variées
ayant de multiples connaissances, compétences, et capacités [12, 13].

Plus précisément, la synchronisation perceptivo-motrice dans les groupes humains
est un phénomène courant, crucial pour améliorer la performance dans les ensembles
musicaux, les troupes de danseurs ou les sports d’équipe, et peut également être exploitée à
des fins de réhabilitation [14–16]. En effet, les sciences cognitives et la psychologie sociale
suggèrent que le processus de synchronisation, ou de coordination, contribue à renforcer le
lien social et peut être utilisé pour la rééducation des troubles sociaux, par exemple grâce au
développement d’architectures cognitives pilotant le comportement d’ agents artificiels (par
exemple, robots ou avatars) de manière à promouvoir la participation des patients au sein
du groupe (par exemple, le projet européen AlterEgo- www.euromov.eu/alterego/).

Dévoiler les mécanismes sous-jacents de la coopération humaine et les principales
caractéristiques de la synchronisation sensorimotrice au sein des groupes humains est un
problème actuel. Dans la littérature, les recherches sur les interactions de groupe avec un
nombre limité de membres (# = 5 − 7 personnes), c’est-à-dire au-delà de la coopération
dyadique et en deçà des comportements de foule, sont rares, et les résultats sont rarement
formalisés par un cadre mathématique. En outre, afin de concevoir, comme évoqué
ci-dessus, un agent artificiel capable de réguler la dynamique de groupe, il est nécessaire
de comprendre comment émerge le leadership et comment identifier l’individu le plus
influent dans le groupe. Dans ce contexte, une théorie de l’émergence du leadership dans
la synchronisation motrice de groupe est toujours manquante.
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Objectifs de la thèse

La coordination est un trait essentiel dans de nombreuses activités humaines, où les
acteurs, par exemple dans une dyade ou dans un groupe, effectuent une tâche commune et
communiquent entre eux [17–22]. En effet, la synchronisation humaine est omniprésente,
des activités simples de la vie quotidienne telles que les réunions de travail, la danse
populaire et les sports d’équipe, ou lorsque nous jouons de la musique dans un ensemble.
Différents canaux sensoriels d’interaction, à travers la vision, la proprioception ou
l’audition, ainsi que l’établissement d’une identité sociale et d’une connexion mentale
entre tous les membres, sont nécessaires pour atteindre une cohésion et un comportement
stable dans le groupe [19, 23, 24].

Dévoiler les mécanismes qui encourage les êtres humains à coordonner leurs mouve-
ments, à les adapter afin de les faire correspondre à ceux des autres de manière à atteindre
et maintenir un comportement collectif stable, représente un défi clé, à la fois d’un point
de vue psychologique et mathématique. La contribution principale de cette thèse, à
l’intersection entre la science du mouvement, la théorie du contrôle et les mathématiques
appliquées, est l’investigation expérimentale, l’analyse de données et la modélisation
de la coordination motrice de groupe et l’émergence du leadership dans les ensembles
humains, à partir de travaux récents [25, 26]. Bien que la coordination humaine ait été
analysée en détail dans les interactions dyadiques ( [27–31]), ou dans de grands groupes
d’individus ( [22, 32]), plusieurs questions en suspens relatives à la synchronisation
humaine demeurent, par exemple:

• comprendre les caractéristiques individuelles et celles du groupe qui influent sur la
performance de l’ensemble,

• développer des modèles mathématiques capables de saisir et de déployer les
mécanismes sous-jacents à la coordination de groupe,

• découvrir à partir de données si et comment un ou des leader(s) émerge(nt)
naturellement pour organiser la synchronisation et guider les autres membres vers
le comportement souhaité,

• déterminer si des agents artificiels interagissant avec des groupes d’individus
favorisent la coordination de groupe et influencent l’émergence du leadership.

Notre approche

Afin d’aborder ces questions, nous analysons dans cette thèse le comportement humain
à travers un paradigme de coordination simple mais efficace, connu sous le nom du
jeu en miroir (mirror game [33]), dans lequel les participants sont invités à produire
un mouvement oscillatoire d’une partie du corps en synchronie avec d’autres individus.
Différents groupes et topologies sont considérés, tant en présence qu’en l’absence
d’interaction sociale. Dans ce dernier cas, nous utilisons une configuration informatisée
qui permet d’effectuer des taches de coordination tout en minimisant diverses formes
d’interaction sociale, récemment présentées dans [34]. Nous proposons également un
réseau d’oscillateurs hétérogènes couplés avec différentes structures, comme modèle
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mathématique capable de rendre compte de la dynamique de la coordination observée
expérimentalement. Nous effectuons une analyse minutieuse des données expérimentales
pour découvrir l’émergence du leadership dans le groupe, montrant que cette émergence
se produit dans un nombre réduit de scénarios. En outre, nous présentons des résultats
préliminaires portant sur l’influence d’un joueur virtuel sur la dynamique de groupe,
évaluant sa capacité à interagir avec les membres d’un ensemble humain, par exemple pour
influencer la synchronisation pour la réhabilitation des personnes socialement déficientes.
Relever ce défi est crucial dans les contextes cliniques où, par exemple, des actions de
synchronisation en groupe sont menées par et avec des patients souffrant de troubles
sociaux. Une meilleure compréhension de la façon dont personnes en bonne santé et
patients convergent vers des régimes spécifiques de synchronisation sensorimotrice, et
de la façon dont ces régime favorisent la participation, la cohésion et le leadership, est
aujourd’hui nécessaire.

Les résultats obtenus dans cette thèse peuvent être instrumentaux dans un certain
nombre d’applications. D’abord et avant tout, les résultats que nous présentons peuvent
être cruciaux pour le développement d’avatars et d’acteurs virtuels pour la réhabilitation
des patients souffrant de troubles sociaux, tels que la schizophrénie [35] ou l’autisme [36].
L’autisme touche environ 1% de la population adulte et entraîne des coûts très élevés pour
nos systèmes de santé. Les déficits d’interaction sociale, généralement diagnostiqués lors
de conversations, sont les déficits les plus importants et les plus difficiles à réhabiliter
pour un patient autiste. Contrairement aux thérapies traditionnelles, le but final de ce
projet est le développement d’une nouvelle plateforme logicielle pour la télé-réadaptation
de groupe, capable d’aider le personnel médical et de minimiser les distances, le temps et
le coût des traitements. Notre approche implique des travaux expérimentaux, ainsi que
des techniques de modélisation et de classification dans le contexte de la synchronisation
sensorimotrice humaine. Ils impliquent également une analyse fine de la coordination
et de l’émergence du leadership au sein d’un groupe de personnes engagées dans une
tâche coopérative, et constituent un exemple parfait à étudier grâce aux outils des réseaux
complexes.

Notre approche est également pertinente pour la robotique, discipline dans laquelle
des modèles mathématiques et des algorithmes de contrôle sont nécessaires pour que les
robots coopèrent avec les humains de manière sûre, et dans les situations d’interaction
homme-machine, pour réaliser des tâches difficiles, par exemple dans la logistique ou
dans des environnements à risque.

Résumé des chapitres et principaux résultats

Les travaux expérimentaux et de modélisation présentés dans ce manuscrit sont le résultat
d’un programme de doctorat international basé sur la collaboration entre le Département

d’Ingénierie Electrique et de Technologie de l’Information de l’Université de Naples
Federico II en Italie et le Centre EuroMov de l’Université de Montpellier en France
(programme bilatéral VINCI).

Nous commençons nos travaux par un aperçu de la littérature existante sur la
coordination humaine (Chapitre 2). Nous détaillons l’objectif principal de ce projet et la
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pertinence du développement d’exercices de groupe, puis nous passons en revue les études
les plus importantes sur la coordination humaine et animale, ainsi que celles portant sur
l’émergence du leadership. Ensuite, nous synthétisons les modélisations existantes dans
la littérature qui peuvent être utilisées pour décrire la coordination des mouvements dans
les ensembles humains, et nous présentons un aperçu synthétique des outils d’analyse
de données utilisés pour rendre compte des phénomènes de synchronisation, en mettant
l’accent sur ceux qui se sont révélés utiles pour étudier et explorer les processus
comportementaux découlant de la coordination au sein du groupe.

Notre contribution personnelle commence par le Chapitre 3, dans lequel nous nous
concentrons sur les propriétés caractérisant la coordination interpersonnelle entre plusieurs
agents. Plus précisément, nous analysons la continuité de l’interaction malgré une perte
transitoire de contact perceptif. Nous étudions la dynamique de cette continuité, dans deux
expériences utilisant la version de groupe du mirror game [33] où les participants sont
invités à synchroniser leurs mouvements dans l’espace et dans le temps. Nous analysons
les caractéristiques qui peuvent influer sur la qualité de la coordination au sein du groupe
dans deux scénarios complémentaires manipulant la similarité entre les participants, la
similarité cinématique (l’homogénéité de la fréquence des mouvements) et l’expertise (par
la comparaison entre participants novices et danseurs). Nous montrons que la coordination
de groupe peut être maintenue après une interruption du contact perceptif pendant environ
7s, et que la similarité améliore la performance de synchronisation. Nous proposons et
comparons trois modèles mathématiques (c’est-à-dire des réseaux d’oscillateurs de phase
non linéairement couplés) pour capturer les observations et clarifier la double origine de
cet effet de mémoire, individuelle et sociale. Ces résultats offrent un nouvel éclairage
sur les raisons pour lesquelles nous continuons à nous synchroniser malgré une perte de
couplage sensoriel; ils ont été publiés dans [37].

Notre contribution se poursuit dans le Chapitre 4 par un raffinement des modèles
de synchronisation. Nous focalisons ici particulièrement notre attention sur les raisons
conduisant les participants engagés dans une tâche commune de synchronisation à réduire
leur fréquence d’oscillation. Nous proposons trois modifications alternatives du modèle
traditionnel de Kuramoto pour expliquer nos observations expérimentales, fondées sur
trois principales hypothèses neuroscientifiques différentes. Tout d’abord, nos résultats de
modélisation montrent des valeurs de retard qui se situent dans la fourchette généralement
démontrée dans la littérature en sciences du mouvement [171,226]. Nous montrons ensuite
qu’un modèle tenant compte des retards neuronaux dans le traitement de l’information est
le plus performant pour saisir le ralentissement observé expérimentalement.

Dans le Chapitre 5, nous nous concentrons sur le problème épineux de l’émergence
du leadership et de ses effets au sein du groupe. Nous constatons que l’émergence du
leadership favorise effectivement la coordination et est donc un phénomène naturel qui
se produit dans les groupes même lorsqu’il n’est pas établi a priori. Fait intéressant,
avec l’utilisation combinée de deux indicateurs - le leadership de phase et le leadership
d’influence - nous montrons l’existence de trois principaux scénarios dans lesquels le
leadership émerge : leadership de phase, leadership d’influence, et leadership mixte.
De façon cruciale, ces trois scénarios peuvent être immédiatement liés à des scénarios
naturels dans le règne animal, confirmant que l’émergence du leadership est un phénomène
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organisateur naturel lorsque la coordination est le but du groupe. Ces observations s’avèrent
indépendantes de la présence d’une interaction perceptivo-motrice physique entre les
participants. En effet, les résultats sont confirmés par des expériences utilisant une
configuration informatique empêchant les participants d’interagir directement et laissant
les volontaires percevoir seulement le mouvement des autres participants à travers un
écran d’ordinateur portable. Les résultats présentés dans ce chapitre sont soumis pour
publication.

Enfin, le Chapitre 6 est consacré à une étude préliminaire portant sur l’influence
d’un joueur virtuel, interagissant au sein d’un ensemble humain, sur les niveaux de
synchronisation de groupe ainsi que sur l’émergence de leadership. Nous montrons que
des agents artificiels ayant des caractéristiques cinématiques spécifiques, reliées de façon
appropriée à un sous-ensemble de participants de l’ensemble, sont capables d’influencer
la dynamique de coordination des deux groupes. Ces résultats encourageants constituent
la base de l’élaboration d’une stratégie de contrôle que les joueurs virtuels peuvent utiliser
pour améliorer la coordination entre les humains d’un groupe, affecter le leadership au
sein de l’ensemble, ou même détourner le comportement de l’ensemble des régimes
synchrones indésirables. À cet égard, des agents artificiels pourraient être effectivement
utilisés pour offrir des méthodes thérapeutiques complémentaires pour réhabiliter les
personnes socialement handicapées.

Un résumé de nos résultats et une discussion de leurs implications, complétées par
des orientations pour les travaux futurs, sont présentées dans le Chapitre 7. Enfin, deux
annexes présentent des travaux connexes effectués au cours de la thèse. Dans l’annexe A,
la définition d’une signature de groupe est présentée. Elle représente un outil d’analyse
potentiel peu coûteux et non invasif permettant d’évaluer les déficiences sociales, identifier
le type de tâche collective et explorer l’influence du groupe sur la plasticité individuelle.
L’annexe B présente les résultats des travaux corrélés sur la modélisation de la propagation
de la COVID-19 en Italie.

Applications possibles et travaux futurs

L’utilisation adaptée d’agents artificiels représente une nouvelle méthode pour étudier la
coordination des mouvements humains au sein des groupes, explorer certains principes
importants de la psychologie sociale, et tester de multiples hypothèses dans le monde réel
et dans le monde numérique. La disponibilité d’un modèle mathématique de coordination
au sein du groupe est d’une importance cruciale pour mettre en œuvre des avatars
interagissant avec d’autres partenaires à des fins de réadaptation dans l’interaction avec
des personnes socialement déficiences (par exemple, patients souffrant de schizophrénie
ou du syndrome autistique).

Une description mathématique de la coordination au sein du groupe, comme celle
proposée dans les Chapitres 3 et 4, est fondamentale non seulement pour faire la lumière
sur les mécanismes sous-jacents de coopération et de synchronisation, mais aussi afin
de prévoir le niveau de performance atteint en fonction de structures d’interconnexion
ou de comportements intrinsèques individuels, et permettant un meilleur développement
d’entités artificielles. Dans ce dernier scénario, puisque les leaders sont ceux qui
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influencent le plus le mouvement des autres agents, il est raisonnable de les mettre en
contact avec un joueur virtuel afin de promouvoir un comportement désiré sur le groupe
humain engagé dans un exercice de réadaptation.

En ce qui concerne les travaux futurs possibles, concernant la modélisation, les
extensions possibles et les améliorations des travaux présentés dans cette étude incluent
la possibilité de combiner les paramètres adaptatifs et personnalisés du comportement
individuel, ainsi que des quantités variant dans le temps en fonction du niveau de
coordination en temps réel avec les autres partenaires. Une telle extension peut permettre
aux joueurs virtuels de faire correspondre encore plus étroitement leurs comportements
à ceux des personnes réelles. Il existe une pléthore de caractéristiques différentes qui
influencent les comportements collectifs et qui méritent d’être étudiées plus en profondeur,
permettant de contraster les stratégies de modélisation proposées dans une variété de
situations, où les paramètres perceptifs et topologiques sont manipulés afin de mieux
caractériser leur contribution respective et leur effets interactionnels.

De plus, l’étude analytique de l’émergence du leadership au sein du groupe présentée
dans le Chapitre 5 peut être appliquée à des mouvements différents et certainement plus
complexes. Les situations ordinaires, comme l’aviron, les réunions de travail quotidiennes
ou l’exécution d’ensembles musicaux, sont beaucoup plus riches que les simples tâches
oscillatoires exécutées ici, tant du côté de l’action que du côté de la perception, par la
contribution multiple de nos modalités sensorielles aux fonctions de coupage identifiées.
La façon dont des configurations multiples et co-existantes, pour chaque sens et dans
l’interaction entre eux, modulent nos comportements collaboratifs, dans ces situations et
dans d’autres, reste largement inconnue et constitue un axe de recherche prometteur pour
les études futures.

En dépit de leur caractère préliminaire, nos résultats expérimentaux présentés dans
le Chapitre 6 sur le leadership de phase et d’influence dans le jeu en miroir peuvent
fournir des conseils sur la façon de sélectionner les participants à la modulation par un
agent artificiel, afin d’obtenir un comportement souhaité, par exemple lors de procédures
d’évacuation à large échelle, ou lors de la sélection des membres d’équipage dans une
course d’aviron d’équipe. Un problème qui reste à étudier est l’émergence du leadership
avec un agent virtuel dans des configurations expérimentales plus systématiques pour
confirmer nos résultats.

Enfin, les stratégies de leadership que nous avons soulignées pourraient être utilisées
pour planifier le mouvement d’un ou de plusieurs agents artificiels afin d’améliorer la
performance des groupes humains-robots. Cette approche pourrait être pertinente, par
exemple pour aider à la conception de partenaires artificiels innovants pour des applications
industrielles, où un compromis optimal entre l’autonomie des robots et l’intervention
humaine est nécessaire pour maximiser la production d’une manière sûre [247], ou
pour la recherche et le sauvetage dans des zones dangereuses non accessibles aux êtres
humains [248].
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1 Introduction

Man is by nature a social animal- claimed Aristotle in his book "Politics".
Understanding how and why human beings gather and interact in groups to accomplish

and satisfy deep instincts and primary needs are key research questions across different
scientific disciplines such as neuroscience [1, 2], social psychology [3], anthropology [4]
engineering [5–7], economics [8], game theory [9] and complex systems science [10, 11].
Answering these paramount questions is challenging as interpersonal cooperation involves
different levels of interactions, it occurs across diverse social contexts (e.g., affiliation,
agonistic, feeding) and relates to different types of individuals with various knowledge,
skills, and abilities [12, 13].

Specifically, perceptual-motor synchronization in human groups is a common phe-
nomenon which is crucial to enhance performance in musical ensembles, dancers’ crews,
or team sports and can also be exploited for rehabilitative purposes [14–16]. Indeed,
social psychology suggests that coordination enhances social attachment and can then
be used for rehabilitation of social disorders, to develop control-based cognitive archi-
tectures, that drive virtual agents’ (robots or avatars) behaviour to promote patients’
participation and lead players and patients towards preferred group behaviour (e.g.,
www.euromov.eu/alterego/).

Unveiling the underlying mechanisms of human cooperation and the main features
characterizing motor coordination within human groups is a challenging open problem.
In the literature, the investigations on group interactions with a finite number of members
(# = 5 − 7 people)- differently from dyadic cooperation and crowds- is much less studied
and the results are rarely formalized through a mathematical framework. In addition, in
order to design an artificial agent with the ability to regulate the group dynamics, it is
necessary to know how leadership emerges among humans and how to identify the most
influential individual in the ensemble, to better diffuse the control action of the artificial
agent and gain the leadership role. However, a theory of leadership emergence in human
group motor synchronization is still missing.
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1.1. Human group synchronization

1.1 Human group synchronization

Coordination is an essential trait in many human activities, where people, for instance
in a dyad, or in a group, perform a joint task and communicate with each other [17–22].
Indeed, human synchronization is pervasive, from simple daily life activities such as
work meetings, to popular dancing and playing team sports, or when playing music in an
ensemble (see Figure 1.1). Different channels of perceptual interaction, through vision,
proprioception or hearing, as well as the establishment of social identity and mental
connectedness among all members, are necessary to reach a cohesiveness and stable
behaviour in the group [19, 23, 24].

Figure 1.1: Examples of human group coordination. Four familiar human cooperation
situations in various contexts: (a) an ordinary organization during everyday work meetings;
(b) often present in sports, for instance in team rowing; (c) popular dances in cultural
contexts or among children at play (round dance); (d) musical ensembles performing
a concert. The image in panel (b) comes from unsplash.com, all the others from
pixabay.com.

Unveiling the mechanisms that drive people to coordinate, adjust their movements to
match those of the others, reach and maintain a stable coordinated behaviour represents a
key challenge, both from a psychological and a mathematical point of view.

The main contribution of this thesis, at the intersection between movement science,
control theory and applied mathematics, is the experimental investigation, data analysis
and modeling of group motor coordination and leadership emergence in human ensembles,
starting from the work presented earlier in the literature [25, 26].

Although human coordination has been analysed in details in dyadic interactions
( [27–31]), or in large groups of individuals ( [22, 32]), several open questions in human
synhronization remain. For example,

• understand how individual and group features that affect the performance of the
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Chapter 1. Introduction

ensemble,
• mathematical models able to capture and unfold the mechanisms underlying group

coordination,
• uncover from data if and how leaders naturally emerge to organise the synchronisa-

tion onset and guide all other members towards a desired behaviour,
• investigate if artificial agents interacting with groups of individuals in a human-like

fashion promote group coordination and influence leadership emergence.

Addressing this challenge is crucial in clinical contexts where, for instance, joint actions
are performed by and with patients suffering from social disorders. As research in social
psychology has suggested that coordination enhances social attachment. A better under-
standing of how healthy individuals, and/or patients, converge to specific sensorimotor
synchronization patterns, and how these patterns promote participation, cohesion and
leadership is required.

In order to tackle these challenging questions, in this Thesis we analyse human
behaviour through a simple yet effective coordination paradigm, known as the mirror

game [33], where participants are asked to produce an oscillatory movement in synchrony
with other individuals. Different groups and topologies are considered, in the presence as
well as in the absence of social interaction. In this latter case, we use a computer-based
set-up that makes it possible to perform coordination tasks while minimising various
forms of social interaction, recently presented in [34]. We also propose a network of
coupled heterogeneous oscillators with different structures as a mathematical model
capable of capturing the dynamics of human group coordination observed experimentally.
We carry out a careful analysis of the experimental data to detect and uncover leadership
emergence in the group, showing that such emergence mostly occurs in three different
scenarios. In addition, we present preliminary results on the influence of a virtual player
on group dynamics, evaluating its ability to interact with members of a human ensemble,
for instance to influence synchronisation for rehabilitation of socially challenged people.

The results presented in this Thesis can be instrumental in a number of different
applications. First and foremost, the results we presented can be crucial in developing
avatars and virtual players for the rehabilitation of patients suffering from social disorders,
such as schizophrenia [35] or autism [36].

Autism affects about 1% of the adult population with very high associated costs.
Deficits in social interaction, typically diagnosed during conversations, are the most
significant and the most difficult deficits to rehabilitate for an autistic patient. Differently
from traditional therapies, the final goal of this project is the development of a new software
platform for group tele-rehabilitation able to assist medical staff and minimize distances,
time and costs. The proposed approach involves experimental work, as well as modelling
and classification techniques in the context of human sensorimotor synchronization.

Investigations of the emergence of movement coordination and leadership within a
group of people engaged in a cooperative task represents a perfect example to be studied
through complex networks.

Our approach is also relevant for robotics, where mathematical models and control
algorithms are needed for robots to cooperate with humans in a safe manner, and in
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1.2. Thesis structure and outline

human-machine interaction to perform challenging tasks, for example in logistics or in
risky environments (see Figure 1.2).

(a) (b)

Figure 1.2: Examples of Human-Robot cooperation. Panel (a) shows Robonaut, a
humanoid robotic torso, developped by the NASA laboratory and designed to assist ISS
crew during extravehicular activities1whereas in panel (b) a woman cooperates with the
robot Baker that helps moving and orienting parts from the assembly line2.

1.2 Thesis structure and outline

The research presented in this manuscript is the result of an international joint doctorate
program based on the collaboration between the Department of Electrical Engineering
and Information Technology of the University of Naples Federico II in Italy and the
EuroMov Centre at the University of Montpellier in France.

This Thesis is organised as follows.
We start with an overview of the existing literature on human coordination in Chapter

2. Firstly, we detail the main goal of this project and the relevance of the development
of group exergames, and we review some of the most significant studies on animal and
human interpersonal coordination, as well as on leadership emergence. Secondly, we
provide an overview of the modelling results from the existing literature that can be used
to describe movement coordination in human ensembles, and we present a synthetic
overview of the state of the art of the data analysis tools that allow to capture behavioural
observations.

Humans interact in groups through various perception and action channels. We begin
our investigation of human coordination, analysing the continuity of interaction despite a
transient loss of perceptual contact in Chapter 3. Here, we study the dynamics of this
continuity, in two experiments employing the group version of the mirror game [33]
where participants are asked to synchronize their movements in space and in time. We
analyse the features that can influence the quality of group coordination in two different
scenarios when either participants’ similarity (i.e., homogeneity in movement frequency)
is manipulated or participan’s expertise is varied (i.e., through comparisons between
novice individuals and dancers). We show that group coordination can be maintained

1Image credit: www.datamanager.it/news/robanaut-il-chirurgo-spaziale-della-nasa-53970.html
2Image credit: Rethink Robotics
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Chapter 1. Introduction

after perceptual contact has been lost for about 7s, and that agent similarity in the group
modulate synchronization performance. We propose and compare three mathematical
models (i.e., networks of nonlinearly coupled phase oscillators) to capture the observations
and to clarify the double origin of this memory effect, of individual and social nature.
These results shed new light into why humans continue to move in unison after perceptual
interruption and were published in [37].

Our study of human coordination continues in Chapter 4 where we propose three
alternative modifications of the traditional Kuramoto model to explain our experimental
observations. In particular, we propose three alternative extensions of the original model
presented in [38], grounded into three main alternative neuroscientific hypotheses, to
explain some of the observed group effects, such as the slowing down of the oscillation
frequency during synchronization.

In Chapter 5 we shed light on the self-emerging strategies that drive human group
coordination, investigating the emergence of leadership in a group of people performing
a joint motor task. The contribution of this study is represented by the quantitative
identification and definition of leadership patterns, by means of the proposed combination
of two metrics, phase leadership and degree of influence. Our data analysis shows that
coordination in human groups is driven by, and enhanced through one of three possible
leadership emerging patterns. We confirm our finding by repeating the experiments with
two different set-ups, with and without direct visual interaction between the participants,
using a computer-based set-up preventing participants to perceptually interact directly.
The results presented in this Chapter were recently submitted for pubblication.

In Chapter 6, we discuss preliminary findings on leadership emergence obtained
experimentally in a human ensemble interacting without and with a virtual agent. This
work starts to unveil the influence an artificial avatar can have on group coordination
dynamics and can, therefore, represent the basis for the development of a control strategy
that virtual players can use to enhance coordination among humans in a group, assign
leadership in the ensemble, or even steer the behaviour of the ensemble away from
unwanted synchronous regimes.

A summary of our results and discussion of their implications, complemented by
directions for future work, are drawn in Chapter 7. Finally, two appendices contain other
worked carried out during the PhD. In Appendix A the definition of a group signature is
given that represent a low-cost and non-invasive potential analysis tool for several diseases
and that can help to distinguish ensembles, to identify the kind of collective task and
to explore group influence on individual plasticity. Appendix B presents the results of
correlated work on modeling the spread of COVID-19 in Italy.
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1.3 List of publications

The results in this Thesis were the subject of several publications as listed below:

• Bardy B. G.*, Calabrese C.*, De Lellis P., Bourgeaud S., Colomer C., Pla S., di
Bernardo M. (2020).Moving in unison after perceptual interruption. Scientific
Reports, 10(1), 1-13 (Chapter 3);

• Calabrese C., De Lellis P., Bardy B. G., di Bernardo M. Capturing human slowing

down during group interaction: modified Kuramoto models, In preparation (Chapter
4);

• Calabrese C., Lombardi M., Bollt E., De Lellis P., Bardy B. G., di Bernardo M.
(2020). Self-emerging leadership patterns facilitate the onset of coordinated motion

in human groups. Submitted for pubblication (Chapter 5);

• Della Rossa F.*, Salzano D.*, Di Meglio A.*, De Lellis F.*, Coraggio M., Calabrese

C., Guarino A., Cardona-Rivera R., De Lellis P., Liuzza D., Lo Iudice F., Russo G.,
di Bernardo M. (2020). A network model of Italy shows that intermittent regional
strategies can alleviate the COVID-19 epidemic. Nature communications, 11(1),
1-9 (Appendix B).

* These authors equally contributed to this work.
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2 State of the art on human

coordination

In this Chapter, we review previous investigations in the literature on the study of
collective behaviour and interpersonal synchronization, especially in the case of movement
coordination, in animal and human kingdom (see Section 2.1), and continue with a review
of leadership across several scientific fields (Section 2.2). We focus on the principles
governing group synchronization, highlighting the missing points that we try to address
in this doctoral work. In particular, we show that while most studies are focused on the
emergence of leadership, little is still known on how this phenomenon occurs within
groups of human players, and how to quantitatively describe this emergent process. In
Section 2.3 we highlight the different modelling approaches that have been used to
reproduce and simulate experimental observations on group interactions, complemented
by an overview of the analytic tools useful to unfold mechanisms about animal group
coordination that we later exploit (see Section 2.4). Then, we give a synthetic description
of an exergame and its fundamental properties for rehabilitative purposes (Section 2.5).
We highlight the importance of the deployment of such platforms for autism rehabilitation,
and present existing cognitive architectures. A summary of the Chapter is presented in
Section 2.6.

2.1 Multi-agent group synchronization

Understanding how multiple agents synchronize their behaviours and which individual or
group features facilitate the collective coordination has been studied in several areas of
Science and Technology. A large part of the literature has looked at human cooperation
as a result of evolution. In fact, collective behaviours emerge in different species [39, 40]
such as birds [41], fish [42] or insects [43], and researchers have analysed the advantages
that promote the development of group formation. It is postulated that animal grouping
yields several benefits for the group members including reduced individual predation risk,
joint resource defence, cooperation and information transfer for a more efficient regulation
of food foraging and shared vigilance [44–47]. In particular, recent studies have shown
that cooperation fosters the information flow among the agents and contribute to group
decision making. For example, in animal group traveling (e.g., in pigeon homing [48] or
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fish schooling [42]), integration of navigational decisions by group members is crucial,
where individuals continuously solve conflicts between personal directional preferences
and group interests. Alexander [49] claimed that groups form because all individuals
experience the benefits of living together. Therefore, the crucial evolutionary transition
in the animal world is represented by the shift from an originally solitary lifestyle to a
group or tribal one [50], and there is an important difference between humans and other
animals that is worth to highlight. As all animals, humans were collaborative foragers and
interdependent individuals but, as soon as new skills and motivations scaled up to group
life, regulation with norms and institutions was necessary. In this way, cooperation became
an emergent property based not on altruistic helping but on mutualist collaboration where
the unique capability of humans to coordinate and communicate about their decisions has
represented the key-point to form joint goals and cooperate [51].

In what follows, we present a survey of studies from the literature that have explored
group dynamics occurring in the animal world, with a particular emphasis on human
contexts.

2.1.1 Examples in the animal world

Social animals that forage or travel in groups afford a multitude of group decisions
involving coordination of activities and travel directions’ choice, by self organizing

interaction patterns among group members [52]. This collective behaviour cannot be
fully understood in terms of the dynamics of any individual agent but it is important
to take into account group wide effects such as how social information is integrated,
positive feedback or response thresholds, that are repeatedly observed in very different
animal societies [53] (see Figure 2.1). In many cases, few individuals have relevant
information, such as knowledge about the location of a food source or of a migration
route [39]. Therefore, achieving collective group action may not be accomplished by
simple rules alone but requires averaging preferences (democracy), or following choices
of specific leaders (despotism) [54].

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: Examples of animal group interaction. In panel (a), a typical example of
group synchronization in the animal kingdom- the very early stage of life is characterized
by learning "filial imprinting", during which a young animal surrounds and coordinates
with its parent as a result of exposure to it. Panel (b) represents a stunning example of
animal collective behaviour, during migration stage, where all birds follow who knows
the route without missing any element, creating wonderful single shapes in the sky. The
images come from pixabay.com.
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Individual attributes represent the primary elements that influence the group dy-
namics including temperamental and personality traits, such as boldness [42, 55]. It has
been shown that, in pairs of sticklebacks, bolder individuals displayed greater initiative in
movement and were less responsive to their partners, whereas shyer individuals displayed
less initiative but followed their partners more faithfully; they also elicited greater leading
tendencies in their bold partners. These results demonstrate that not only group dynamics
is influenced by personal characteristics but also that these traits are reinforced by positive

social feedbacks among the agents. In fact, positive feedbacks allow the emergence
of collective behaviour, amplifying events through reinforcement [53]. As imitation
behaviour continues, the number of partners performing an activity explodes exponentially
and this allows information to spread quickly through a group.

Also the way information flows among agents is crucial for the coordination of
multi-agents systems. For example, in [56], researchers observed that during birds’
migrations, although a large variety of path shapes are displayed, the paths of the bats
within a pair are qualitatively similar. Orange et al. showed that directional information

transfer exists within the bat pairs and that higher information transfer flows from the
bat flying in front to the bat flying in the rear. This study highlights how relative spatial

positioning plays an important role during navigation. Similar analyses have been carried
in other animal groups such as insect [57], where coordinated group behaviors emerge
from agents’ choices of the interacting partner.

Next, we discuss the case of human group coordination.

2.1.2 Examples in the human world

The daily situations where examples of human synchronization arise, such as team rowing,
everyday working meetings, or musical ensemble performance, are varied and generally
too complex, both on the action side and on the perception side, to reveal basic processes
of coordination. For this reason, researchers have begun to investigate interpersonal
coordination in simpler contexts (see Figure 2.2). Scientists in Complexity have primarily
looked at dyadic interactions ( [17–20,27–31]) where just two individuals interact with
each other, or at the case of crowds with a large number of agents ( [21, 22,32]). There
are fewer studies in the literature on group interactions containing a small number
(# > 2) of agents, such as [32,58], and, in addition, they do not always focus on motor
synchronization between human participants.

In addition, analytical and modelling aspects are often missing. What makes these
studies challenging is the fact that researchers often have little control over the participants’
characteristics and strategies that affect their interactive behavior, such as the social
influence due to visual and auditory coupling. One promising approach, as a preliminary
step toward investigating motor synchronization among individuals, is to study cooperation
of participants through platforms that simulate the potential behavior of a human partner
in the task [20,27,34]. This approach makes it possible to control and vary systematically
the simulated partner’s characteristics, so that there is a limited set of parameters that
needs to be inferred from the data.

Some key observations from the existing literature are reported below.
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(b)(a) (c)

Figure 2.2: Three paradigmatic examples of human group interaction. Panel (a)
represents a dyadic interaction between mother and daughter, typical of child development1.
Panel (b) shows a larger group coordination task, common to several team sports2. Panel
(c) portrays a crowd over the famous Millennium bridge, well-known for its movements
caused by a positive feedback phenomenon between the synchronized natural sway motion
of people walking and the small oscillations in the structure3.

The study of interpersonal coordination- both intentional and unintentional- occurring
between two people when sitting side-by-side in rocking chairs [31], revealed that the
stability of a visual interpersonal coupling is mediated by attention and the degree to

which an individual is able to detect information about a co-actor’s movements. Indeed,
social interaction implictly requires a give-and-take dynamic. In fact, the investigation on
the effects of social skills or physical variables on the degree of dyadic coordination [28]
has suggested that having partners with high social competences does not guarantee high
levels of synchrony. On the contrary, a more successful coordination was achieved in
this study when partners had complementary social competences. Pairs of high social
expertise partners showed higher fluctuations in the relative phase lag than in the other
combinations, reflecting the inability of this kind of pair to cooperate and, on the contrary,
witnessing the emergence of competition.

Therefore, partner adaptivity plays a fundamental role during intepersonal synchroniza-
tion. In the literature there are many studies about human sensorimotor synchronization,
where people are asked to coordinate actions or movements with computer-controlled
event sequences ( [20, 27]). The main goal of these works is to study adaptivity and

compensation abilities of the participants. In particular, in [20] authors used computer
platforms that are able to modulate adaptively the timing of a tone’s sequence to the
auditory pattern of human participants, as a human partner might do. Experiments
run in different scenarios by varying error correction parameters over a wide range,
revealed that as long as human participants face with a cooperative partner, they mantain
their synchronization strategies. On the other hand, when faced with an uncooperative
partner, humans are forced to adapt and to switch to a guiding role and keep the correct
tempo, by increasing, for instance, the gain of their phase correction.

3Image credit: www.standupcomedyclinic.com/5-reasons-to-use-imitation-and-emulation-to-learn-stand-up-
comedy/

4Image credit: www.theglobeandmail.com/sports/olympics/a-day-at-the-pool-with-canadas-womens-
synchro-swim-team/article4224993/

5Image credit: www.chroniclelive.co.uk/news/history/gallery/queen-opens-millennium-bridge-between-
12995658
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Sensorimotor synchronization among members becomes more crucial when consider-
ing performances of musical ensembles. Temporal coordination among performers is
very challenging due to the mixture of global tempo-variations and the highly variable
local fluctuations given by personal expressive interpretations and by the noise in the
sensorimotor system. Wing et al. [59] showed that the stability of an ensemble’s cohesive-
ness is directly related to the ability of performers to adjust to each other’s tempo in a
multitude of ways so as to compensate any asynchronies.

Information flows across the agents are influenced by the communication structure
implemented among them. This topic is particularly important for navigational tasks.
Following previous studies about consensus decision making in animal and human groups
on the move [39,60], Dyer et al. [32] focused on the importance of uninformed individuals
in reaching consensus in walking groups and on the effect of spatial positioning of
informed individuals on the speed and accuracy with which they guide uninformed group
members to a target. They found that the spatial position of informed individuals affected
both the speed and the accuracy with which they guided the uninformed group to the
target. They found that having one informed individual starting in the centre and one
starting on the periphery of the group was the most effective way to guide the group
quickly and accurately to a destination. Similar conclusions were achieved in [25] where
Alderisio et al. found that the interaction patterns influenced synchronisation dynamics
over time differently across topologies.

In summary, among the results that have been presented in the Literature on human
group coordination we highlighted the importance of key points such as the adaptivity
behaviours or the influence of information flowing among the group members. However,
only a limited analysis has been carried out with respect to the effects that the individual
dynamics of group members and the structure of interactions within the group might have
on their coordination performance. To address these crucial challenges, in this Thesis
we will extend a paradigmatic coordination task (i.e., the mirror game [33]) to a group
dimension and shed light on how the sudden loss of visual feedback and the pattern of
visual interactions among the people in the group affect their coordination levels. In
addition, we will investigate how their individual attributes influence that of the ensemble,
and how participants choose to adapt their personal kinematic features in order to meet
the synchronization goal. Furthermore, we will derive, where possible, mathematical
models able to capture, describe and unfold the mechanisms underlying human group
coordination in this context.
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2.2 Leadership across different research fields

Leadership emergence is one of the most interesting and important questions in human
behaviour. We have already highlighted how the knowledge of leadership emergence
is central for the design of artificial avatars that need to gain the leading role to steer
the group dynamics towards a preferred behaviour. For this reason, in this section, an
overview on the different approaches of leadership definitions found in diverse research
fields is provided.

First, given the complexity of human group interaction, we may wonder if leadership
in a group of cooperating agents is a necessity at all. Research has demonstrated that
leadership is an emergent solution to specific social group coordination challenges, such
as group migration, intra-group peacekeeping and inter-group competition [61], where
individuals take actions that depend on the simultaneous actions of the others, with
the leader mediating and solving social dilemmas, thus promoting cooperation among
agents [62]. In the animal domain, researchers have analysed the behaviour of individuals
while foraging or during a group migration [39, 63–66]. They found that information
about a possible target to reach spreads quite easily within groups even when group
members do not know which individuals have that information. In particular, it was found
that a small proportion of informed individuals is necessary, but also sufficient, to guide
the group, and, therefore, to take collective decisions. Interestingly, dominance failed

to be associated with leadership. Instead, the level of exploration may be a stronger
predictor of leadership that works as a positive feedback reinforcing individual behaviour.
In particular, evidence of several changes in guiding the group dynamics, has been found
indicating that leadership is not an absolute quality [64, 65] but rather corresponds to
situations where individuals dynamically adapt their responses to one another. In addition,
the presence of both bold and shy individuals within a group, and therefore variability in
agents’ response, result in more flexible behaviour at the population level [64]. These
aspects were also detected in studies on the emergence of collective behaviour in human
groups, e.g. [67].

Several definitions of human leadership have been proposed [54, 68, 69] focusing,
however, mostly on isolated variables that describe only few of the aspects that characterize
a leader. Indeed, Winston et al. [70] identified over 90 variables corresponding to
leadership, from being an active person, creating connections, being determinate to define
directions, exerting power, etc. These definitions may comprise the whole set of leadership
qualities but, it is easy to imagine that formulating an integrative definition encompassing
all of them is an ambitious goal [68].

Leadership is often defined in terms of the people who are in charge of organizations
and their units [69]. By definition, such people are leaders. However, those who rise to the
top of large organizations are distinguished by hard work, intelligence, critical thinking
skills, intuition, ambition, both persuasive rhetoric and interpersonal communication, and
political skills, they seek personal growth and increase in mental, physical, and spiritual
states [70]. In this way, a leader can be thought as the person who selects and influences
others, and guides them to enthusiastically expend spiritual and physical energy to achieve
group goals [69]. In addition, the existing literature on leadership in human groups
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postulates the existence of different levels or types of leaders [71, 72], and of personal
attributes that could promote the selection of a leader [70, 73]. In this sense, personality
allows leadership to emerge and to effectively influence teams and organizations- good
leadership promotes group performances, bad leadership degrades the quality of life for
everyone within a team. From this point of view, personality accounts for leadership: who

we are is how we lead [72]. Nonetheless, a large part of the literature today rejects a

person-centric and hierarchical approach to the study of leadership, where supervisors
are leaders, subordinates are followers, and leader–follower identities are static [74].
According to the contrasting point of view, partners co-build their identities through a
series of bidirectional leading–following interactions over time [61,75–77]. Many studies
agree that leadership is a collective phenomenon, and that a more social and dynamic
conception of leading–following processes in groups is needed- individuals are involved in
repeated leading–following interactions, and through these, they co-construct identities

as leaders and followers. Over time, through repeated interactions, these leader–follower
relationships emerge to form group-level leadership structures that range from centralized
to shared patterns of leading and following, that can evolve to enable groups to adapt
in dynamic environments [74]. This adaptivity is supported by a collective process
of learning that changes reputation relationships among the agents and impacts the
structure of the group [78]. During human interactions, agents build their own preferred
attachments over time and adjust then to a varying environment [75, 79]. Understanding
how people use information available from the behavior of partners is, therefore, important
for understanding not only individual decisions but also patterns of change and variation
during human interactions [20].

Leadership in moving groups becomes crucial in musical contexts (see Fig. 2.3(a))
where non-verbal interaction needs to efficiently transfer information among people
through sensorimotor communication while performers have to afford complex visuo-
spatial integrative brain processes [80, 81]. In these cases, communication flows through
qualitatively different channels linked to kinematic features, reflecting real-time inter-
personal information sharing, modulating the formal roles of the involved partners (e.g.,
conductor to musicians and musician to musician interactions), influencing the level of
synchronization and, therefore, the quality of the execution. In these scenarios, visual
information complements auditory information, facilitates interpersonal information flow
and improves coordination among co-actors, with followers leveraging visual information
to predict the leader’s actions.

Besides musical performances, in the majority of studies [32, 82–85], leadership was
induced by introducing informational asymmetries among participants, with only a subset
of the group having knowledge of the goal of the joint action, for instance preferred
direction or final destination. These research studies focused on scenarios in which
communication among the agents is limited to the mutual observation of their movements,
thus lessening the impact of individual personality traits on leadership. It was found
that minorities can successfully lead a majority through immediacy and consistency of
the first move. On the contrary, the amount of uninformed individuals in a group can
influence the time to reach the goal and the likelihood of group splitting. One of the
main results that emerged [32,83,85] is that having more than one leader, possibly of two
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different types [32] - one informed individual starting in a core position and steering the
uninformed individuals towards the target, and one unconstrained on the periphery of
the group - is often the most effective way of guiding the group quickly and accurately
towards the goal (see Fig. 2.3(b)). Within complex networks theory, these roles have been
formalized in the concept of the so- called power and knowledge leaders [86].

Investigation and detection of leader-follower patterns in human ensembles is also
a problem of great importance in the context of rehabilitation robotics, where a virtual
agent (avatar or robot) is added to the group interaction (see Fig. 2.3(c)). The virtual
agent might be required to specifically act as a leader or follower in order to help patients
recover from their social disabilities For this reason, the necessity of a quantitative analysis
of leadership to design virtual agent and to enable the validation of alternative theories
becomes apparent [87].

(c)(b)(a)

Figure 2.3: Leadership in different human contexts. Panel (a) represents a famous
italian orchestra director, Riccardo Muti, conducting a concert4. In panel (b), we
represented a typical scenario where the cooperation of different and multiple actors
is needed5. It happens in evacuation contexts where the group in trouble is guided by
a leader driving to the exit, and by several security agents making sure people go in
the right direction and that any member is not missed. Leader-follower dynamics are
crucial to design robots deployed in rehabilitative session dedicated to motor impaired
patients6(panel (c)).

Several leadership theoretic models have thus been presented above [76,88]. However,
they mainly provide qualitative descriptions and, in general, propose regression analyses
where perceived leadership identity is treated as dependent variable and cognitive ability,
extraversion, self-efficacy or other psychological traits represent predictive factors. For
this purpose, in this thesis we investigate the emergence of leadership in human ensembles
performing a paradigmatic joint motor task, that is, a multi-player version of the mirror
game, where participants are involved in a simple hand movement coordination task when
connected over different interaction patterns. We address the problem of quantitative
analysis of leadership emergence, proposing the combined use of two metrics, the first
based on the relative phase between the partners, and the latter index based on causation
entropy (see Section 5.2.2, in Chapter 5). We investigate leadership both in the presence
and in the absence of direct visual and social interaction, so as to separate the effects of

6Image credit:classicalmusicart.wordpress.com/2008/04/29/biografia-del-maestro-riccardo-muti-direttore-
dorchestra-e-artista/

7Image credit:www.ilmessaggero.it/rieti/rieti_scuola_sicurezza-1013118.html
8Image credit:daywebchronicle.com/2019/11/28/rehabilitation-healthcare-assistive-robot-market-future-

scope-2019-2025-opportunities-trends-dynamics-and-growth-factors-hondamotor-hansen-gait-tronics/
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individual behaviours from those of complex human social interactions (e.g., hierarchy
levels, shared affinities, friendship). Our goal is to unveil whether, when no designated
roles are assigned, a leader spontaneously emerges in the group, how such emergence
depends on the structure of the interconnections among the team members, and whether it
is affected by the presence of social interaction between them. In addition, in this Thesis
we also present some preliminary results of our investigation on the influence artificial
avatars can have on the leadership emergence process (see Chapter 6).

2.3 Modelling human coordination in literature

Different mathematical models were developed to investigate, describe and understand
the main aspects of human interpersonal coordination observed experimentally. They rely
on various mathematical tools such as game theory, optimal control, nonlinear dynamics
or stochastic behaviour to derive the partners’ motor behavior and capture adaptation
during group interaction.

One of the final goals of this Thesis is the extension of existing mathematical models
used in the context of human group motor synchronization to capture the experimental
observations we collected in different experimental setups. Depending on task involved
and the captured dynamics, different modelling approaches can be followed. Below, we
describe the main modelling avenues adopted in the Literature.

Oscillators models: HKB model and network of Kuramoto oscillators. Coordinated
rhythmic behaviour are observed at many levels of biological organization, from popula-
tions of molecules to communities of organisms. Systems of coupled oscillators represent
a suitable approach for studying these emergent behaviours. Main research investigation
focused primarly on the synchronization of simple rhythmic movements [31, 89]. Human
interaction partners tend to synchronize their movements during purely rhythmic actions
such as walking or clapping, to show approval after a music performance. One of the
systems achieving a great deal of success in describing human dyadic coordination is
the Haken-Kelso-Bunz model, also known as the HKB model, originally introduced
in [89] to account for the transition from phase to anti-phase synchronisation in bimanual
coordination experiments. The HKB model can show a large variety of coordination
patterns [90] and, for this reason, is potentially able to capture several human coordination
observations beyond bimanual synchronisation, such as the coordination between different
limbs [29], between two people [31, 91], and perception and action also the coordination
between human and virtual partners [92].

The HKB model is suitable to describe dyadic scenarios but it cannot capture as is,
the dynamics of larger human ensembles where the number of agents is greater then
two. During multi-player interactions, agents self-organize and the emergent behaviour
becomes the result of the distributed functional organization of the group, communicating
through different sensory channels (e.g., vision, feel, sound) [18]. In these cases, the
emergent group dynamics can be described through a network modelling framework
where individuals are represented by nodes and the edges model the social links (see
Figure 2.4).
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A network extension of the HKB model was presented in [93] but can be in general
difficult to parametrize from real data.

1. Agents (Nodes)

¤G8 = 58 (G8 , ) + 68 (G8)D8 , 8 = 1, . . . , #

where G8 ∈ R= and D8 ∈ R=

2. Coupling model

D8 = f
∑#

9=1
08 9 (ℎ(G 9 ) − ℎ(G8))

3. Network structure (Graph)

G = {N , �}

where N = {1, . . . , #} and � ⊂ N ×N

Figure 2.4: Modelling networks. The key ingredients to model complex networks of
dynamical systems are: 1- a model of the dynamics of each agent; 2- the communication
protocol (interaction model) among agents; 3- the structure of the interconnections
between agents.

The network of oscillators modelled by Kuramoto [38] is another classic model
used to describe the emergent rythmic behaviour in an ensemble, looking only at the
phase (macro-description). It has been shown to be powerful in capturing degree of
synchronization relevant to any activity requiring the coordination of several people, as in
music, sport or at work. For instance, in [25, 94] researchers used Kuramoto oscillators
to investigate how coordination emerges in human ensembles. Networks of coupled
heterogeneous oscillators with different structures captured well the coordination levels
shown by the groups during joint action experiments. This modelling framework also
helped researchers to observe new peculiarities of the rhythmic applause [22]. This
versatile model has also been augmented with two opposite driving forces to model the
attitude of each agent to be part of the group [95]. This approach allows new insights
on why synchronization suddenly occurs, and on why synchronization is observed for a
specific clapping period. This mathematical framework represents the starting point for
our modelling approach to capture our experimental observations (see Chapters 3 and 4).
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From synchronization to metastability- multi-layer and mean field models. We have
shown above how the dynamics of animal societies emerging from interactions among indi-
viduals can be described through a network framework where individuals are represented
by nodes and the edges model the social links. However, sometimes standard network
modelling approaches cannot be sufficient to capture the heterogeneities that typically
characterize human cooperation. In fact, a monolayer approach that try to squeeze all
the interactions in one layer can lead to superficial and misleading inferences about the
social structure. For this reason, given the complex nature of human communication and
the simultaneous presence of several factors that influence group interactions, multilevel
modelling frameworks are often necessary to capture the emergent dynamics. The
development of multilayer network analysis offers a new promising approach for studying
social behavior in animals, the role of social structure in transmitting information [96]
and infection [97], and many other features. However, social systems have multiple facets,
as they include social interactions that occur at both different times and locations, and
traditional network analyses have typically ignored such crucial interdependencies when
studying multirelational systems. A multilayer network combines multiple networks,
called layers, into a unique mathematical object. The analysis of such networks can
uncover ways in which different layers interact and impact one another [12].

There are two main types of multilayer networks- multiplex and interconnected
networks [98]. Multiplex networks are characterized by edges between layers that connect
nodes representing the same entity across different layers. Each layer includes the
same individuals, but not all individuals need to be involved in all types of interactions.
Analysing these networks enables the examination of individuals’ roles in a society by
simultaneously considering multiple modes of interaction. Interconnected networks are
used to model connections between different subsystems, connecting different types of
nodes to each other.

These modelling approaches showed their effectiveness in the analysis of animal
movement patterns, in contrast with aggregating individual movements approaches that
considerably reduce information on influences among group members, and potentially
mislead interpretation of movement patterns [99]. Multiplex representations of interactions
among the members of a group have been successfully used in studying the role of
individuals and interaction patterns in monkeys’ social structures [100] but also in
developing attention model over surrounding agents to predict trajectories of members in
a human group, with applications, for instance, in robotics, to plan the robot’s behaviour
navigating through human crowds [101].

When the number of agents involved in group interaction becomes higher, scientists
are interested in describing the overall group behaviour, discarding the uninformative
particle details. Mean-field approaches are very useful in these cases. They are common
in neuroscience where the analysis and reproduction of each single neuron activity is
unconceivable and often unuseful. Top-down approaches derive behavioral patterns
from neural fields [102]. Whereas synchronization (usually inphase) naturally arises
in Kuramoto-like models, it is viewed here as only one regime of brain coordination
dynamics. Metastable regime which arises when the system exhibits an integrative
tendency, i.e. a tendency to synchronize, together with a tendency for the components
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to maintain their autonomy. Metastability is the way the brain constantly creates and
destroys neural assemblies. It consists of a more subtle dwell and escape dynamics in
which the brain is never stable but merely expresses the joint tendency for neural areas to
synchronize together and to oscillate independently. This dynamical behavior is more
complex than phase locking. The two main issues are to first determine if a system is
metastable and then to quantify its properties to assess the kind of coordination dynamics
that exists between the parts. Among the models of neural ensembles [103–105], neural
masses consists in replacing the probability density distributions over the state-space by
their mass-center which provides a single number that represents the average activity of
the population. These mathematical approaches, essential for neuroscience modelling,
have been applied also to human crowds dynamics in [106–108] when the number of
agents becomes sufficiently large.

To summarize, we presented the most important mathematical framework developed
to capture human behaviour dynamics in different conditions: dyads, large ensemble and
crowds. We highlighted the variety and complementarity of several models proposed
in literature, able to capture diverse group patterns observed in the human repertoire.
However, models for group dynamics have not been explored enough in different human
contexts. We will present how we tried to contribute to this research area in Chapters 3
and 4. First, we present below data analysis tools that will be used in the rest of the Thesis.

2.4 Data analysis tools

In this last section, we provide an overview of useful tools for data analysis to unfold the
mechanisms promoting group cohesiveness and leadership emergence during interpersonal
synchronization tasks (see Table 2.1).

It is possible to group and identify the tools in five main categories:

• temporal and frequency relations;
• synchronization indices;
• causal relations among agents;
• individual characterization;
• machine learning for pattern recognition and data reduction.

In the following, we briefly revise each category with specific examples of data
analysis tools.
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Describing temporal and frequency relations. Since not all features fostering synchro-
nization in a dynamic system are necessarily known a priori, the behavior of these
hidden variables can be evaluated via their interaction with, or their influence on, known
variables. For this reason, the easiest way in data analysis is to analyse the temporal
evolution of signals by extracting relative position or velocity errors, and then extract
correlations between them [31,109,110]. In these studies, authors used relative phase,
linear cross-correlation- used to measure the strength of the relation and the time delay
between pairs of time series-, cross-recurrence quantification- a non-linear version
of cross-correlation- and cross-spectral analysis- which determines the relationship
between two time series at each component frequency or lagged cross-correlation that
gives an estimate of the symmetry between different time-series. At the local level, linear
cross-correlation can be used to measure the strength of the relation and the time delay
between pairs of time series. Differently, a non-linear, two-dimensional cross-recurrence
analysis can be used to quantify the time-correlated activity between pairs of time series
for each dyad in a group [110,111]. The neighborliness of points within some tolerance
can indicate recurrent points in the two time series. These points represent states in one
time series that closely correspond to previous, current or future states in the other time
series, and can illustrate behavioral patterns of coordination in the observed system. The
recurrent points are identified and represented in a cross-recurrence plot, from which a
suite of measures can be computed to quantify these patterns, such as the cross-max line
that provides a measure of the longest coupling time interval of two participants during a
given trial.

Orthogonal to time domain methods, frequency domain techniques have been used
to describe how the periodic variations in a time series may be accounted for by cyclic
components at different frequencies through the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [112].
Quantitative evaluation of spontaneous synchrony is provided by the FFT power spectrum
overlap (PSO) between the movements of two participants involved in a coordination
action (for instance, [113]). PSO measures the percentage of movement frequencies
common to both partners in a pair, by computing the area of intersection between each
participant’s normalized spectral plots. It represents an indicator of the strength of the
frequency entrainment between the two participants. In addition, it is possible to compute
the peak frequency (i.e., the maximum of the FFT power spectrum) and cross-spectral
analysis- it computes bidirectional weighted coherence- to describe the shared rhythmic
variation between a pair of time series.

Quantifying group synchronization. The limit of the temporal and frequency ap-
proaches mentioned above is that they work on pairs of signals and are not informative
about group performance. For this reason, Richardson et al. in [114] developed a method
to quantify phase synchronization in a network of Kuramoto’s oscillators. Through this ap-
proach, it is possible to compute the order parameter- the degree of phase synchronization
among agents-, the degree of synchrony of each agent with respect to the group and within
dyads, and the degree of the frequency synchronization of the group. Often scientists
want to analyse the global degree of synchronization in contexts where infomation comes
from signals of different nature, as it is the case in neuroscience. When dealing with these
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situations, events could be defined differently in each time series, since their common
cause might manifest itself differently in each series. In this case, event synchronization
measures may help. They cannot distinguish between different forms of lockings [115],
but they can tell which of two time series leads the other and can show rapid changes of
synchronization patterns. This analysis can be useful to detect causality and predictability
relations among group members during human synchronization [116].

Detecting causal relations among agents. Evaluation of a participant’s behavior pre-
dictability is important to verify whether intrinsic variability of their behavior is altered
by experimental manipulation or, in particular, by specific individual features such as
leadership. Correlational tools are inappropriate for detecting causal communication
and influence between a set of agents exhibiting nonlinear behavior during coordinated
motion. In cooperative joint action tasks, leaders tend to make their movements more
consistent over time to help their partner build a predictive model of other’s action [117].
An increase in the predictability of a partner A translates into a smaller uncertainty when
partner B needs to predict future signals coming from A to plan the most appropriate
action. Such variability can be detected in different ways. It is possible to evaluate the
level of predictability of a participant’s behavior using the goodness of the fit of the linear
autoregressive model computed on the motion profile, or using standard deviation, useful
to evaluate the stability of a particular response to perturbations. In experiments however,
it is often not possible to compare the perturbed response with the undisturbed trajectory
exactly, due to the variability in repeated movements. Alternatively, one can infer stability
from observing the deviation of the set of consecutive trajectories in repeated trials.
The size of the set of deviations is affected by the amount of motor variability and the
magnitude of unpredictable disturbances along the motion as well as by the stability
properties of the overall system. The deviation grows with the duration of the observation
when the system is unstable, and remains bounded if the system is stable. In this case,
an index borrowed from chaos theory, called the Lyapunov exponent, can be useful to
capture the stability of dynamic interactions [118].

The problem of defining causality in complex systems is non-trivial. The analysis
of predictability of ongoing interactions between different parts of a network system
is fundamental to identify causal relations among cooperating agents. The pioneering
approach is represented by the Wiener–Granger method [119] that does not require any
direct intervention in the system. It relies on the estimation of causal statistical influences
between simultaneously recorded time series, based on the statistical predictability of one
time series that derives from knowledge of one or more other time series. Unfortunately,
the linear autoregressive nature of the models of stochastic processes at the core of
this method weakens the effectiveness of this analysis tool to capture complex systems’
nonlinearities. However, it is possible to extract nonlinear dependencies among agents
in terms of transfer and causation entropy [56, 57, 75] that measure the reduction in
uncertainty of one time series when knowledge of the other time series is gained, by
exploiting the notion of entropy.

Causality can be traced also by exploiting the theory of Algorithmic Information [120]
that defines what constitutes a cause as opposed to randomness in discrete and deterministic
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dynamical systems. Formally, the algorithmic complexity- an accepted mathematical
measure of intrinsic randomness of an object, independent of probability distributions
-is related to a Universal Turing Machine [121]. An object is referred to as random, and
consequently non-causal, if its algorithmic complexity cannot be generated by any law or
rule, only by a copy of itself- simple and predictable outcomes are more likely to be the
output of an algorithm. Therefore, the analysis of complexity under perturbations allows
to estimate the causal contribution of each system’s element. In fact, in a random system,
a change would not have a great impact because any part of the system can explain any
other part, whereas in a causal generated system some changes will be recognizable. The
study of the algorithmic information landscape to identify and rank the elements by their
algorithmic contribution, and the changes that they may exert on the original network,
moving it towards (negative ranks) or away from randomness (positive), allows to define
an information signature.

Characterizing individual motor behaviour. It is clear that in the investigation of
interpersonal coordination, behavioral analyses can help to understand the individual role
of each group member from the local performance, and extract the particular features
that can influence the global interaction, such as leadership. Quantitative methods for
the detection of the most influential node are useful tools for decision-making in many
real-life social networks.

The analysis of interpersonal and intergroup cooperation in networks is a central
topic in the domain of cooperative game theory and one of the fundamental concepts of
game theory is the Shapley value [122]. Since coalition building is a natural feature of
agents’ behavior for leadership emergence in social networks, the Shapley value has a
practical importance for real-life applications. It is an index that characterizes the payoffs’
distribution among players according to their personal contributions to the overall gain in
a cooperative game. Specifically, it reflects the real-world players’ interrelations since
it counts mutual influence of players measuring the leadership of nodes in all possible
coalitions of agents that can be formed within a network [123,124].

The Shapley value-based centrality metric is not the unique solution to estimate
leadership. For large-scale networks, the quantitative assessment of the leadership
potential of nodes can be evaluated through the network structural characteristics [125].
Depending on the context of the problem, several conventional centrality metrics, e.g.,
those based on node degree, closeness, and betweenness, can be considered. Each of
these metrics specifies type of leadership and, therefore, their efficiency depends on the
application area.

Motor signatures constitute an additional evaluation method to characterize the
individual behaviour in movement science. Among the diverse motor signals, micro-
movements represent an interesting source to investigate and extract striking observations
for researchers [126]. Taken in isolation, small fluctuations in the value of the movement
parameters say very little about the individual behavior. Yet, over time, they accumulate
evidence of the continuous flow of physical behavior, which can be studied as a stochastic
process. It is possible to examine the evolution of the stochastic signatures in real time
as well as longitudinally across different sessions. Therefore, micro-movements allow
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a useful estimation of the underlying distributions of motor control parameters in a
personalized manner and serve to reliably predict different levels of intentionality in the
individual’s actions. Diverse tools have been proposed to characterize the individual
kinematic attributes. Experimental estimation of the probability distributions most
likely can describe the unique and individual movement trajectory parameter. It can
be done with SPBA [126], a new statistical platform for behavioral analyses that treats
the speed-dependent variations from trial to trial as a stochastic process over time, and
allows to statistically index the predictability of the estimated probability distribution
across different tasks and as a function of different stimuli. A similar approach has been
adopted by Slowinsky et al. [79]. They estimated the probability density function of the
player’s velocity to analyse similarity among participants by using the Earth mover’s
distance, an established tool in pattern recognition applications. Analyses by means
of multidimensional scaling allows to visualize relations between the objects under
investigation, reducing dimensionality while preserving as much information as possible.
Signatures can be helpful also in studying goal-directed movements such as done in [127]
where for each subject, a gamma distribution has been fit to match the personal distribution
of peak velocities of individual movements. Here, each subject is represented by two
points in the Gamma parameter space- one point representing the goal-directed signature
and the other point representing the supplemental signature of variability in the peak
velocity.

Pattern recognition and data reduction. In the case of large groups analysis such as
crowds, flocks or swarms where a great amount of data is involved, it is often necessary
to reduce dimensionality of the problem to reduce the very high computational burden
and extract lower-dimensional patterns. In general, collective behaviour can be seen as
dynamics on a a low-dimensional manifold on which coordinated group states may be
embedded. Recently, a variety of machine learning algorithms have been developed.
For this purpose, for example, to evaluate the level of imitative coordination between
two participants, principal component analysis (PCA) [128] can be used. PCA is a
standard statistical technique generally used to extract a low-dimensional structure from a
high-dimensional dataset. In particular, PCA has been used to characterize the degree
of covariance across time of different body segments in whole-body movements (e.g.
locomotion). Mathematically, the method involves the eigenvalue decomposition of a
dataset covariance matrix in order to find the principal directions in high-dimensional
space. PCA identifies linear relationships within multi-dimensional datasets and then
maps the original data into a newly defined space, with the principal components as
its axes. The principal components do not necessarily map directly onto the original
dimensions of the actual measurement. The end result is a representation of potentially
new, important collective variables that best account for the variance within the observed
system.

An alternative nonlinear technique is the isometric mapping algorithm (ISOMAP) that
preserves geodesic distances in the raw data set and in the lower-dimensional manifold
coordinates it extracts [40].

A recurrence plot is a powerful alternative tool for visualizing and analyzing patterns
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of nonlinear dynamical systems when the state space itself is of too high-dimensionality
to be visualized [129]. Rather than showing the state variable itself, it shows the relation
between states at different points in time, e.g. as a distance matrix, from which one can infer
how frequently a system visits different points in the state space. Recurrence plots may
not work so well for high-dimensional dynamics involving multiple spatiotemporal scales.
In that case, a topological version has been proposed to study metastable patterns [130].

Table 2.1: Useful data analysis tools to study group interaction during joint action.

Goal Data analysis tools Pros/Cons

Describing temporal

and frequency rela-

tions

Relative positions, velocity
errors, linear and lagged cross-
correlation, cross-recurrence
quantification, cross-spectral
analysis, Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT), FFT power spectrum
overlap (PSO), peak frequency.

Useful to measure strength of time and frequency re-
lation, and time delay between pairs of time series, to
estimate symmetry between different time series, peak
frequencies, and bidirectional weighted coherence to
describe shared rhythmic variation between two physio-
logical response systems. These methods do not provide
any indicator of the quality of a group performance.

Quantifying group syn-

chronization

Order parameter, individual pa-
rameter, dyadic synchronization
index, frequency synchronization
index, event synchronization mea-
sures.

Instrumental to quantify degree of phase and frequency
synchronization among group agents, cohesiveness of
each agent with respect to ensemble and within dyads.
They can be used also to detect global degree of syn-
chronization when infomation comes from signals of
different nature and rapid changes of synchronization
patterns. However, they can be used to analyse only
oscillatory dynamics.

Detecting causal re-

lations among agents

(leadership)

Linear autoregressive model com-
puted on motion profile, stan-
dard deviation, Lyapunov expo-
nent, Wiener–Granger method,
transfer and causation entropy, al-
gorithmic complexity.

Helpful to evaluate stability of a particular player from
observing the deviation of the set of consecutive trajec-
tories in repeated trials and to estimate causal statistical
influences between simultaneously recorded time series
data both in linear and in complex systems.

Characterizing

individual motor

behaviour

Shapley value, centrality metrics
(e.g., node degree, closeness, and
betweenness), motor signatures,
stochastic process, probability dis-
tributions of motor control pa-
rameters (e.g., individual velocity,
peak velocities).

Useful to analyse individual contributions to overall gain
in cooperative game and detect central agent role for
different problem contexts. Evaluate individual motor
signatures and characterize each subject by means of
(estimated) individual kinematic attributes in a parameter
space to facilitate visualization and behavioural analysis.

Pattern recognition

and data reduction

Principal component analysis
(PCA), isometric mapping algo-
rithm (ISOMAP), recurrence plot.

Statistical techniques generally used to extract low-
dimensional structure from high-dimensional datasets,
by identifying linear/nonlinear relationships within
multi-dimensional datasets and then map original data
into a newly defined low-dimensional space.

In summary, in this section we provided an extensive overview of some useful data
analysis tools in social sciences (see Table 2.1, for an overview), from temporal/frequency
metrics, instrumental to quantify the strength of relation between pairs of time series,
to synchronization indices, useful to measure the level of coordination among several
group agents. We presented causality detection metrics that play a crucial role to analyse
leadership relations among interacting partners. Then, we provided a collection of methods
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for individual behaviour characterization, effective to unfold the influence of personal
kinematic features on collective dynamics (and viceversa) and, at the end, we described
some data reduction strategies, important to facilitate visualization and manipulation of
large datasets.

Providing the mathematical details for each of the introduced tools is not the scope
of this survey on human group coordination. Mathematical descriptions for the most
important techniques used to analyse group dynamics and leadership emergence in this
Thesis will be described later in Chapters 3- 6.

2.5 A possible application: development of exergames for

autism

Autism affects about 1% of the adult population with very high associated costs and
significant deficits in social interaction. A possible application of the results of this project
is the development of a new software platform for tele-rehabilitation able to help medical
staff and to minimize distances, time and costs through an approach based on modelling
and classification of human motor synchronization.

In individuals diagnosed with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) impairments in
executive function [131] and motor skills [132] have been consistently observed. Executive
functions refer to cognitive processes used to guide behavior in a changing environment,
and include impulse control, working memory, cognitive flexibility, and creativity [133],
all skills necessary for social interaction, cognition, and goal-directed activities [134].
At the same time, motor skills are necessary for many types of human activities, such as
self-care, writing, or sports [135]. Motor deficits often associated with ASD may include
problems in motor planning, coordination, dysrhythmia, and an inability to participate in
developmentally appropriate activities, which affect the child’s ability to initiate motor
activities or switch between motor tasks [132].

Deficits in executive function together with poor motor skills seriously limit participa-
tion in many important life activities.

There are different benefits on motor and cognitive abilities from participating in
exercise games for children with autism. Evidence in favor of this potential benefit
come from studies involving exercise entertainment games, such as sports or dancing
games [136, 137] with beneficial effects [138] about motivation to engage in physical
activity [137,139], reducing repetitive behaviors, improving motor skills, and behavior on
executive function tasks [136, 139]. For this reason, several computer-based interventions
have been proposed to improve the efficacy of rehabilitative procedures.

Progress in telecommunications and information technology during the last decades
has promoted and accelerated the growth of telehealth, specifically the development of
applications for the delivery of clinical therapies in artificial environments in the context
of telerehabilitation. In the ’80s, the development of first game platforms driven by
international game companies, such as Atari or Nintendo, gave birth to a new concept of
active video gaming that require bodily movements to play as a form of physical activity.
Exergaming has become an emerging trend in fitness, education and health sectors. The
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term exergame covers its dual nature, as exercise and as games- exergame is more than
virtual rehabilitation exercises.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.5: Examples of exergames. Panel (a) shows a dyadic exergame between two
children7whereas in panel (b) an old man interacts in a virtual bowling scenario during a
training session to improve Parkinson’s disease motor symptoms8. Children and elderly
people both represent the main users for whom exergame applications are addressed.

How to create an effective yet motivating exergame to provide powerful semi-
autonomous rehabilitation is a key question. Several requirements need to be taken into
account in order to reproduce the activity and the supervision of a human therapist:

• Therapy efficacy: exergames should incorporate multiple exercises to cover the
whole range of needed movements, appropriate to the therapy;

• Customization and adaptation: the therapist needs to configure the parameters of
the exercise to customize it for the specific condition of the subject, both off-line and
online, to maximize the efficacy of the therapy for different patients. Customization
helps in the day-by-day rehabilitation, so that the exercise can be configured to
follow the daily progression of the patients and to readjust itself to match the
patient’s condition transparently during its execution, as a therapist typically does
during a rehabilitative session;

• On-Line monitoring and feedback: during ordinary rehabilitation sessions, the
therapist supervises patient’s movements to guarantee a correct and safe execution of
the rehabilitation exercise, and advises the patient in case it is not with appropriate
feedbacks (verbal, haptic or visual). Clear and immediate feedbacks to the player’s
actions relate to the concept of quantifiable outcome, which is part of the definition
of the game. If the feedback is not immediate, it may be hard to discern which
action triggered which feedback, or to correct wrong behavior over time;

• Motivation: in traditional rehabilitation environments, therapists also act as
motivational guides to the patients: they link with them emotionally, pushing them
to perform their exercises and remind them of the final goal [140].

Among the exergaming attempts to motivate autistic patients to exercise, we mention
Astrojumper [141], a stereoscopic virtual reality exergame where virtual space-themed

1Image credit: laurenzai.yolasite.com
2Image credit: mayo.edu
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objects fly toward the patient who must leverage physical movements to avoid collisions.
Investigations on children with autism showed that most patients were able to achieve
high levels of activity and enjoyment [14]. Another successfull example is represented
by the Makoto arena training [139], a light and sound speed-based exergame, used to
investigate the response speed, executive function, and motor skills in school-aged ASD
children. Significant progress was seen in average reaction speed, working memory and
agility. Also social robots (e.g, NAO) may increase motivation by promoting engagement
and learning achievement in autistic children with intellectual disability, communication
impairments, and low adaptive and social skills (e.g., motor imitation). Results indicate
that interacting with a social robot enhance engagement and goal achievement [36, 142].

These encouraging findings suggest that exergames are a promising way to improve
autistic people’ health and their quality of life. However, the issue of patient motivation
is a major topic in rehabilitation, as it is of great importance for patient compliance.
Rehabilitation exercises can be quite annoying and demanding. They require slow,
monotonous, and often painful movements, performed at high intensity and for long time
periods. On the other hand, a great motivation in traditional rehabilitation comes from
the social presence of the clinician. In short, the power of simple games alone may not be
enough to keep patient motivation high for the duration of the whole therapy.

It is quite hard to emulate the emotional and social capabilities of the therapist but in
games, we can find several elements that can help in achieving good motivation, although
in a radically different way than in traditional therapy, such as fun, challenge, immersion,
curiosity [143], or rewards like verbal approval [144] or virtual achievements.

Special attention should be addressed to the social dimension of the play. Indeed,
social interaction through game is listed by many authors as a great source of motivation
[145,146]. Traditional rehabilitation is usually performed through single-user exercises
tuned to the specific patient’s condition and guided by a therapist and, subsequently,
the majority of exergames tend to be designed for single players (e.g., the previously
cited Astrojumper [14], Makoto Arena [139], NAO [142]). Multi-user exercises are
uncommon but exergames could greatly benefit from social play. The specific advantages
of using multiplayer games for individuals with autism lie in increasing opportunities for
social interactions. In particular, in [147] researchers highlighted the relevance of letting
children interact in a multi-players scenarios to encourage pro-social behavior [145, 146]
and improvement in learning language skills [148] more likely than single-player games.
For example, playing entertainment video games with friends predicts positive friendship
qualities for adolescents with ASD [149]. This is because promoting communication
between multiple individuals in cooperative games provide safe opportunities to practice
communication and social skills within the game, as well as practice with working
collaboratively towards achieving their goals. This social aspect is fundamental to
promote caregivers or relatives to play alongside the patient, helping with the game while
the patient performs the exercise.

However, among the developed rehabilitative platforms very few examples consider a
multiplayer dimension (e.g., ExerSync platform [150]) and a model-based approach is
largely missing. The results which will be presented in the rest of this Thesis shed light on
several aspects of multi-player coordination tasks and, hence, can be instrumental for the
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development of better exergames for rehabilitation of patients affected by social disorders.

2.6 Summary

Coordination is a fundamental aspect of everyday life and exploring cooperation and
emergent dynamics in human group contexts is relevant in many areas.

We provided an overview of the main studies on coordination and leadership both in
animal and in human groups, and we highlighted the gaps that have not been addressed
yet. In particular, current research is not yet fully able to give a unified definition of
leadership, to identify a leader in the group, and to understand how to design a virtual
therapist that need to guide the group. It is possible to define different types of leaders in
terms of what we are interested in, such as a temporal leader [20,31], structural leader,
the person that does not follow the other or the least adaptive agent [86] and multiple
types of leaders can coexist and enhance group performance [32, 86].This is possible
because the interactions between humans are multidimensional [98] and never static. As
often highlighted in this chapter, leadership is a self-organizing process where agents
construct their own identities as leaders or followers [74]. This requires an adaptive
and, therefore, timevariant attachment between partners allowed by the implicit plasticity
in human behaviour. These links are certainly shaped both by the learning of others’
behaviour and of the environment, and by the strategy that each agent decides to follow.

Next, we proposed an overview of the models and data analysis tools used in the
literature, which were shown to be useful to investigate the synchronization process arising
in human groups. Some of the mentioned methods have been used in this study and they
will be described in the following chapters.

Finally, we have presented a general overview of the main features that an exergame
should satisfy to be effective, and we have higlighted how being part of a group in
a rehabilitation program enhances awareness, strategy behaviour, and psychosocial
functioning. These aspects impact the ability to synchronize with others and, therefore, to
become a socially connected unit in group [151].

In the following chapter, we investigate how coordination in human groups arises and
is affected by a possible loss of visual interaction.
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3 Moving together during and

after visual interaction

Humans and other animals often cooperate in small or large ensembles, for anti-predation,
for producing a collective performance, or sometimes just for entertainment. Among all
sorts of cooperative behaviours, synchronization in space and/or in time of the members
of the group is particularly present in the human repertoire. It is often rooted in perceptuo-
motor synergies in which proximal (e.g., postures, breaths) or distal (e.g., gazes, voices,
hands, legs) parts of the body are delicately locked, for brief or long periods of time, in
frequency and in phase [152,153]. In these and other examples, moving in unison is either
the goal or clearly contributes to it, and results from both (i) personalized characteristics
and (ii) the way individuals are coupled together.

Personalized characteristics refer, for instance, to mechanical properties such as body
inertia, length of limbs, or location of the centre of mass. A crucial aspect of these
personalized characteristics is the degree of similarity between the individuals involved,
which facilitates synchronization. The identical mechanical properties of moving limbs,
such as their natural oscillation frequencies, increase the level of synchronization by
virtue of physical principles [154]. The morphological and kinematic resemblance of
cooperating humans is also beneficial for synchronization [31,155], which has positive
effects in return for increasing emotional empathy [156] and social connectedness and
rapport in general [157].

Perceptual contact is the most natural form of coupling between agents in a group. It
obviously plays a crucial role, as the emergence and stability of a particular group structure
heavily depend on how individuals are perceptually coupled, through mechanical [158],
optical [159], or acoustical exchanges [160]. Visual and auditory couplings are the most
pervasive forms of perceptual interaction in human groups, either separately [161] or
combined, for instance during a meeting or when playing in an orchestra [162, 163]. Of
interest for the present research is the recent discovery that certain topologies of the spatial
organization of members in the group affect the strength and symmetry of perceptual
coupling.

In these and other examples, perceptual connection among participants is often
temporarily lost. In this Chapter, we target this powerful capacity of humans to maintain
regimes of synchronization despite a transient loss of perceptual (i.e., visual) coupling.
This phenomenon occurs for instance when a group of people continue to walk at the
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same pace even after they separate, or when dancers in a choreographic performance
maintain body synchronization during a transient lack of visual connection. This capacity
is a solid contributor to a wide range of social performances, in sport or at work. It
relies on our practical ability to internalise previously-produced movement patterns in a
social context, and to maintain them when alone for a certain amount of time. Besides
these alternative and not necessarily exclusive explanations, the memory effect has only
been experimentally studied in dyadic situations, and its dynamics in various spatial
configurations remains unknown. Addressing this issue is of pressing interest, not only
for basic science, but also for its potential consequences toward the acquisition and
mastering of cooperative patterns in a variety of domains such as daily work, sport, or
music performance.

This chapter, whose contents have been published in [37], is devoted to the analysis of
how the behaviour of a human ensemble, engaged in a specific coordination task, depends
on the particular interaction pattern implemented (e.g., the topological structure of the
visual pairings among its members), as well as on the group mechanical composition and
individual synchronization abilities of the subjects involved. Specifically, we investigate
the dynamics of voluntary synchronization, in groups composed of seven participants,
manipulating their similarity, spatial organization, and the presence or duration of
visual coupling (see Section 3.1). Participants were engaged in an intentional group
synchronization task and had to swing a pendulum in order to achieve unison in space
and in time (phase synchronization). This task was selected as (i) it is extremely easy to
learn and perform, (ii) it has been documented before in a dyadic context [159], and (iii)
it allows a simple yet precise control over each participant’s natural frequency. Our data
analysis- fully described in Section 3.2- confirms and unravels interesting attributes of
human group motor synchronization, which are detailed in Section 3.3. In addition, in
Section 3.4 in order to evaluate the contribution of memory (and of which type, individual
or social) to synchronization persistence after visual interruption, we describe three
versions of a dynamical model capturing the essence of our experimental data, with the
potential for generalization to various group situations during which perceptual contact is
transiently lost. At the end, a summary of the main findings will be given in Section 3.5.

3.1 Task and conditions

We considered two different experimental setups to investigate the unknown aspects of
human synchronization dynamics.

In Experiment 1, we explored the influence of participants’ similarity (i.e., homo-
geneity) on the emergence and quality of group coordination. Mechanical similarity was
controlled by manipulating the pendula’s inertia and hence the natural frequency of the
players’ oscillatory motion.

In Experiment 2, homogeneity among the players was manipulated at a different
scale, by comparing groups of novices with groups of certified dancers. Since ballet
and ballroom dancers encounter various neural [164], cognitive [165] and motor [166]
changes during their years of practice, they can be considered as experts in sensorimotor
synchronization compared to non-dancers [167–169].
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Two groups of volunteers took part in our experiments and were grouped as follows:

• Experiment 1. A group of 7 participants, selected among 30 tested students at
the University of Montpellier took part in the experiment (5 males, 2 females, all
right-handed; mean age 21.2 y ± 1.5 y). They had no expertise in sensori-motor
synchronization activities (e.g. music or dance).

• Experiment 2. A total of 28 right-handed volunteers were recruited among
students at the University of Montpellier. They were divided into two macro-groups
according to their dancing experience. The dancers (D) had more than 5 hours of
practice per week over the past 10 years, and all possessed the French Dance EAT
certificate (Dance professorship). The non-dancers (ND) had performed physical
activities or sport less than three hours per week, and had never practiced dance or
music before. Participants were assembled in four groups of seven individuals each.
Specifically,

– two groups of dancers: D1 (5 females, mean age 25.6 y ± 3.1 y) and D2 (6
females, mean age 22.4 y ± 2.4 y);

– two groups of non-dancers: ND1 (3 females, mean age 20 y ± 2.6 y) and
ND2 (4 females, mean age 21.9 y ± 2.27 y).

Both studies were carried out according to the principles expressed in the Declaration
of Helsinki, and were approved by the EuroMov ethical committee. All participants
provided their written informed consent to participate in the study, and this consent was
also approved by the ethical committee.

In both experiments, the volunteers, seated in a circle in a quiet room with no
distractions, were asked to oscillate a pendulum, in synchronization with each other (Fig.
3.1(a)-(c)). The instruction was "Synchronize the movement of your pendulum back and

forth with the movement of the others, as naturally as possible, as if you could do it for 30

minutes". A demonstration was performed to make sure that the task was understood by
each participant, and to clarify that synchronization in phase, and not only in frequency,
was expected. Each group performed the experiments in four different interaction patterns
among players (i.e., topologies), implemented through the combination of the spatial
location of each participant and the use of home-made goggles limiting the field of vision
to the desired location. Namely, the four topologies were

• Complete graph: participants had all the other players in their field of vision;
• Ring graph: each participant could only see the motion of the pendulums of their

two closest neighbors;
• Path graph: this topology is similar to the ring graph, with the exception of two

participants who could visualize the motion of only one neighbor;
• Star graph: this topology prescribes the presence of a hub, that is, a player who

could see the motion of all the other players, who, in turn, could only see the motion
of the hub.

See Figure 3.1(d).
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Figure 3.1: Experimental set up. Experimental set up with (a) seven participants, (b)
details on one aluminium pendulum showing the additional mass, (c) in-house goggles
controlling the field of view; (d) complete, ring, path, and star graphs tested.

In each topology, each group performed 5 trials of 75 s each in Experiment 1, and of
90 s each in Experiment 2. The trials alternated absence or presence of visual contact as
follows:

• Eyes-closed period 1 (��1). The participants were asked to first swing the
pendulum with their preferred hand at their own comfortable tempo during 15 s

(Experiments 1) or 30 s (Experiments 2), while keeping their eyes closed.
• Eyes-open period (�$). Once the baseline was established in ��1, the participants

were instructed to open their eyes, synchronize their pendulums, and maintain this
synchronization regime during 30 s;

• Eyes-closed period 2 (��2). The participants were then instructed to close their
eyes again, and to keep on swinging their pendulum for 30 s. For the subsequent
analyses, the eyes-closed period 2 is split into two periods of equal length, denoted
by ��20 and ��21 , respectively.

An acoustic signal notified the requested change between visual conditions. The compari-
son between the first two conditions allowed us to evaluate the role of perceptual contact in
creating synchronization patterns. The comparison between the two eyes-closed periods
(before vs. after visual exchange) allowed the evaluation of the transient persistence of
synchronization in the absence of visual contact.

In Experiment 1, these analyses were repeated in three different Homogeneity condi-
tions. Indeed, the 7 participants were selected among 30 volunteers based on pre-tests
that were run to compute their natural frequencies. Specifically, each participant was
asked to sequentially oscillate 7 pendulums characterized by 7 different eigenfrequencies
(4.71 rad/s, 4.78 rad/s, 4.84 rad/s, 4.96 rad/s, 5.03 rad/s, 5.09 rad/s, and 5.15 rad/s,
respectively), obtained by adding additional masses of 96 g at different locations of
the pendulums’ arm (see Fig. 3.1(b)). For each pendulum, 5 trials of 20 s each were
performed to select the 7 participants of Experiment 1, based on the frequency of their
natural movement and their stability across time and trials. This enabled the design of the
three Homogeneity conditions:
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• Matched. By appropriately placing the additional masses, the different natural
frequencies of the 7 participants were compensated so that their swinging frequency
coincided (5.34 rad/s). The selected value of 5.34 rad/s corresponds to the group
average of all the individual frequencies recorded during the pre-tests.

• Matched-but-one. The six most stable participants at pre-tests (characterized by an
individual coefficient of variation in the range 0.33%− 2.75%) were set at the same
swinging frequency of 5.34 rad/s, while the seventh participant (the most unstable,
coefficient of variation 4.50%) was set at a different frequency (6.28 rad/s). This
condition was used to test to what extent and under which interaction topology the
introduction of one outlier would destabilize an otherwise homogeneous network.

• Natural. Here, all the additional masses were removed, and the 7 participants
performed the task at their own natural frequency, ranging from 5 rad/s to 6.13 rad/s.

3.2 Data analysis

Data collected in each experimental setup were processed following two steps: prepro-
cessing and metrics computation.

3.2.1 Preprocessing

Each pendulum was equipped with a calibrated analog potentiometer to record its angular
motion at 5B = 200 Hz. The position time series were then smoothed out through a
Moving Average filter with a time window of 10 samples (ΔCF = 0.05 s). The Hilbert
transform method [170] was applied on the filtered positions to extract the time series of
the phases.

3.2.2 Data analysis and relevant metrics

Denoting ) as the number of samples in each trial and # as the number of players, we
can define \8 (:) as the phase of the 8-th pendulum at the :-th sampling instant, for all
8 = 1, . . . , # and : = 1, . . . , ) . The following set of metrics were used to capture the
relevant features of the human group interactions recorded in our experiments:

• Individual frequencies and group frequency

At each time step, we computed the angular velocity of each player by applying finite
differences (forward Euler method) to the extracted phases:

l8 (:) =
\8 (: + 1) − \8 (:)

ΔC
, 8 = 1, 2, . . . , # , (3.1)

with ΔC = 1/ 5B being the sampling time. This allowed us to characterize the frequency
of each participant and its stability. Then, the average frequency of the group, lgroup (:),
was extracted as the time-average of l8 (:).

• Group synchronization metrics

To quantify and characterize the level of synchronization among the players, we used
the following metrics:
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3.2. Data analysis

– Phase-synchronization index: for each trial, we evaluated the extent of synchro-
nization in the group at each sampling time : through the order parameter A (:),
defined as

A (:) =

�����
1

#

#∑

8=1

4 9 \8 (:)

�����
∀: ∈ {1, . . . , )}, (3.2)

where 9 is the imaginary unit. Note that A (:) belongs to the interval [0, 1], and it
is 1 when the phases coincide at time : . Then, we computed the average order
parameter in the trial Ā, and that is,

Ā =
1

)

)∑

:=1

A (:). (3.3)

– Levels of group phase synchronization: to allow for a proper comparison of
the extent of synchronization in the group in the various conditions introduced
in the main document, we discretized the order parameters into four phase-

synchronization levels (see Fig. 3.2):

LevelA (:) =




1, if A (:) < 0.70 (not in sync),

2, if 0.70 ≤ A (:) < 0.85 (weak synchronization),

3, if 0.85 ≤ A (:) < 0.95 (medium synchronization),

4, if 0.95 ≤ A (:) ≤ 1 (high synchronization).

(3.4)

Note that LevelA (:) = 1 (not in sync) means that the phase of the pendula at time
: cannot be grouped in a circular sector of angle c rad.

– Time-To-Synchronization and Time-In-Synchronization:
Figure 3.2 illustrates how data were classified in order to compute the Time-To-

Synchronization (TTS) and the Time-In-Synchronization (TIS).

∗ Eyes-open (EO): computing TTS. For a given trial, we denote )sync,8 as the
number of sampling instants : such that LevelA (:) = 8, and the corresponding
fraction �sync,8 = )sync,8/) , for 8 = 1, . . . , 4. We computed TTS only for trials
in which �sync,1 ≤ 0.5 in order to exclude from the analysis the trials in which
synchronization was only occasionally achieved. The remaining trials were
classified as follows:

1. if �sync,2 + �sync,3 > 0.75(1 − �sync,1), then the trial was considered as
an instance of Medium synchronization;

2. if �sync,3 + �sync,4 > 0.75(1 − �sync,1), then the trial was considered as
an instance of High synchronization;

3. if neither condition 1 nor 2 are satisfied, then the trial is considered as an
instance of Weak synchronization.

Depending on the above classification, TTS was defined as the first time
instant such that LevelA became 2 (for trials of weak synchronization), 3

(for trials of medium synchronization), or 4 (for trials of high synchronization).
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Chapter 3. Moving together during and after visual interaction

∗ Eyes-closed (��2): computing TIS. TIS was the first time instant such that
LevelA < 1 if the players stayed in sync (LevelA > 1) after closing their eyes
for at least 3 consecutive periods of length 2c/lgroup, where lgroup is the
mean frequency of the players in the trial. Otherwise, we set TIS= 0.

Figure 3.2: Levels of phase synchronization. Three levels of synchronization — Weak
(W), Medium (M), and High (H) — characterized by the value of the order parameter r,
used to determine Time-To-Synchronization (TTS) and Time-in-Synchronization (TIS).
EO: Eyes Open; EC: Eyes Closed.

3.3 Synchronization results

3.3.1 Experiment 1: mechanical similarity

Individual and group frequencies

We computed the average lgroup recorded during the interaction across the three Homo-
geneity conditions and compared them with the average individual frequency, which we
called lsolo, that the players displayed during the pre-test session. On average, these
frequencies were measured to be 5.34 rad/s (SD: 0.05), 5.23 rad/s (SD: 0.03), 5.31 rad/s

(SD: 0.02), and 5.33 rad/s (SD: 0.03) in Solo, Matched, Matched-but-one, and Natural
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3.3. Synchronization results

conditions respectively, and were affected by our manipulation. A repeated-measures
ANOVA detected a general Homogeneity effect (� (3, 12) = 9.48. ? = 0.002, [2 = 0.70)
showing that swinging movements slowed down when performed in the groups. This
slowing down was however observed only in the Matched condition (post-hoc Bonferroni
difference between Solo - Matched ? = 0.002, Matched - Matched-but-one ? = 0.02,
Matched - Natural ? = 0.004), at first sight a surprising result. However, as the homoge-
neous (Matched) condition was also the condition exhibiting the highest synchronization
performance, both in frequency and in phase, this suggests that our players modulated
their behaviour in that condition, i.e., slowed down, in order to maximize perceptual
coupling and increase performance (the group values reported here are those extracted
from the eyes-open periods).

Movement similarity increases phase synchronization during and after visual interaction

The values recorded in the 5 trials performed by the group in each condition were
considered independent samples in a within-subjects analysis of variance (repeated-
measures ANOVA) with Homogeneity [Matched, Matched-but-one, Natural], Topology

[Complete, Path, Ring, Star] and Vision [��1, �$, ��20, ��21] as factors. The three
way (Homogenity×Topology×Vision) repeated-measures ANOVA on A values, with
all degrees of freedom corrected using the Greenhouse-Geisser estimate of sphericity,
showed a main effect of Vision (� (1.17, 4.67) = 53.4, ? < 0.001, [2

? = 0.93), indicating
that visual coupling induced phase synchronization. This main effect was completed
by a Homogeneity×Vision interaction (� (1.89, 7.54) = 7.52, ? = 0.017, [2

? = 0.65),
see Figure 3.3(a) (left panel), suggesting that movement similarity increased the visual
advantage. Particularly interesting for the present research is the transient persistence of
phase synchronization, after vision has been removed (��20 condition). This is witnessed
by significant post-hoc Bonferroni comparisons between ��1 and ��20 (? = 0.001), and
between ��20 and ��21 (? < 0.001). This was the case in all homogeneity conditions,
with a clear advantage of fully similar movements compared to the other two homogeneity
types (? < 0.001). In short, group phase synchronization persisted for around 7 seconds
after visual interaction had been interrupted, a persistence that was strongly reinforced
when the participants’ motion was homogeneous.

Topology modulates phase synchronization and its persistence after visual interruption

The ANOVA presented above also revealed an effect of Topology (� (3, 12) = 9.54, ? =

0.002, [2
? = 0.70), showing that Complete and Star graphs yielded higher synchronization

than Ring and Path graphs (post-hoc Bonferroni comparisons: Ring different from
Complete, ? = 0.007, and from Star, ? = 0.004). This confirmed a result previously
obtained for different types of movement [25]. More important is the finding that
phase persistence after visual interruption was reinforced for the two leading topologies
(Complete and Star graphs) compared to the Ring and Path graphs (see Figure 3.3(a), right).
This is shown by the significant Topology×Vision interaction (� (2.23, 8.93) = 10.8,
? = 0.004, [2

? = 0.73), and by the subsequent post-hoc analyses (Complete and Star
topologies differ from Path and Ring topologies in �$ (? < 0.001) and in ��20
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*

**

**

Figure 3.3: Main results of Experiment 1. (a) Mean and standard deviation of phase
synchronization across homogeneity (left panel) and topology conditions (right panel);
(b) distribution of phase synchronization levels for Similarity (left panel) and Topology
(right panel).

(? < 0.001); Complete topology differs from Star (? = 0.02), from Path (? = 0.01), and
from Ring topologies (? = 0.03) in ��21).

Synchronization quality through the order parameter A

To assess the quality of synchronization among conditions, we defined four levels of
coordination based on the order parameter values: (i) not-in-sync (A < 0.7), (ii) weak
(0.7 ≤ A < 0.85), (iii) medium (0.85 ≤ A < 0.95), and (iv) strong (0.95 ≤ A ≤ 1). In order
to test for Homogeneity and Topology effects, we ran the log-likelihood version of j2, the
�−test, on the distribution of these four levels, encoded by a variable denoted by LevelA .
We found that the distributions were indeed different. Homogeneity exhibited weak
synchronization when an outlier was present in the group (matched-but-one condition)
(�2 (6) = 14.08, ? = 0.02, Cramer’s + = 0.34) (Figure 3.3(b), left panel). Topology
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3.3. Synchronization results

showed an increase in occurrence of medium and high phase values for the Complete and
Star graphs (�2 (9) = 41.15, ? < 0.001, Cramer’s + = 0.48) (Figure 3.3(b), right panel).

Time-To-Synchronization (TTS) and Time-In-Synchronization (TIS)

To complete our analyses, we evaluated the effect of homogeneity in individual frequencies
on the temporal aspects of the various synchronization regimes. This was performed
by focusing on two variables, (i) the time to synchronization ())(), capturing the time
necessary for all participants to reach phase synchronization once they had opened their
eyes, and (ii) the time remaining in synchronization () �() after eye closure, quantifying
the memory effect (see Figure 3.2). Since the normality assumption was not met for TTS,
we analysed the Homogeneity effect through the Kruskal-Wallis statistical test instead
of an ANOVA whereas for TIS, the normality assumption was met but the data were
not homoscedastic. We ran the Welch’s ANOVA on TIS, together with Games-Howell
post-hoc tests for pairwise comparisons.

))( did not differ between conditions but) �( did, showing a group effect (� (2, 19.66) =

15.30, ? < 0.001, [2
? = 0.61), more precisely a difference between the Natural condition

(5.32 s) and the two other conditions, Matched (9.95 s, ? = 0.001) and Matched-but-one
(8.20 s, ? = 0.003), see Tab. 3.1.

Table 3.1: Time-To-Synchronization (TTS) after eyes opening and Time-In-

Synchronization (TIS) after eyes closing in Experiments 1.

Mean TTS Mean TIS

Matched 8.66 s 9.95 s

Matched-but-one 8.18 s 8.20 s

Natural 6.25 s 5.32 s
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3.3.2 Experiment 2: influence of participants’ expertise

While Experiment 1 manipulated similarity between participants at the fast temporal scale
of pendulum dynamics, Experiment 2 investigated similarity at a much more extended
temporal scale. The group synchronization metrics were compared between novice and
expert dancers, again across topologies and visual interaction.

Complete and Star graphs increased synchronization and persistence

Here as well we evaluated the synchronization performance reached by our participants in
the group through the order parameter reflecting phase synchronization. A preliminary
analysis of the Group factor [D1, D2, ND1, ND2] showed that the two groups of dancers
(and of two non-dancers) were not statistically different and, for this reason, the sub-
groups were combined to form the Expertise factor [D={D1 ∪ D2}, ND={ND1 ∪ ND2}].
Therefore, the values recorded in the 10 trials performed by each group (D/ND) in
each Vision and Topology condition were considered as independent samples in a mixed
repeated-measures analysis of variance with one between factor — Expertise [Dancers/Non
dancers] — and two within-factors — Topology [Complete, Path, Ring, Star], and Vision

[��1, �$, ��20, ��21]. As the Mauchly’s test indicated non sphericity of the values
of A for Topology (j2 (5) = 17.6, ? = 0.004) and for the Topology×Vision interaction
(j2 (44) = 64.2, ? = 0.03), degrees of freedom were corrected using the Greenhouse-
Geisser estimate of sphericity (Topology: n = 0.59, Topology×Vision: n = 0.54). The
ANOVA revealed a main effect of Topology (� (1.78, 32.1) = 27.8, ? < 0.001, [2

? = 0.61),
again suggesting that the Complete and Star graphs increased synchronization by about
15%. It also revealed a general vision effect (� (3, 54) = 196, ? < 0.001, [2

? = 0.92),
suggesting a clear memory effect for both samples of participants during the first 15

s following visual occlusion (��20). Interestingly, the Topology×Vision interaction
(Figure 3.4(c)) was significant (� (4.83, 87) = 14.7, ? < 0.001, [2

? = 0.45), indicating
that this memory effect was prolonged after 15 s for the Complete graph, i.e., during
��21 (all post-hoc ? < 0.03).

Dancing increased synchronization and persistence

A main effect of Expertise was also found (� (1, 18) = 34.2, ? < 0.001, [2
? = 0.66),

indicating that dancers were in general more synchronized than novices, a clear anticipated
effect of expertise visible in this simple pendulum oscillation task. More importantly for
our research is the significant interaction found between expertise and the other factors
(Figure 3.4(a)-(c)). First, the Expertise×Vision interaction (� (3, 54) = 16.7, ? < 0.001,
[2
? = 0.48), Figure 3.4(a), revealed that dancers exhibited a higher phase synchronization

in �$ (post-hoc ? = 0.002) and in ��20 than non dancers (post-hoc ? = 0.002), the two
conditions revealing the memory effect. Second, the Expertise×Topology interaction
(� (1.78, 32.1) = 3.63, ? = 0.04, [2

? = 0.17), Figure 3.4(b), revealed that the advantage
of the complete graph at facilitating group synchronization benefited more to the dancers
than to the novices (post-hoc ? = 0.002).
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Figure 3.4: Main results of Experiment 2. Mean and standard deviation of Phase
synchronization A in Experiment 2 as a function of (a) Vision×Expertise, (b) Exper-
tise×Topology, (c) Vision×Topology); (d) distribution of phase synchronization levels
across categories of robustness for Expertise (left panel) and for Topologies (right panel).

Synchronization quality analysis through the order parameter A

As in Experiment 1, we evaluated the extent of phase synchronization by grouping the
values of the order parameter into four levels (from absent to strong synchronization),
and compared the obtained distributions of LevelA values using j2 tests. The analysis
confirmed the general results obtained in Experiment 1. Indeed, distributions were
different for Expertise (j2 (3) = 22.28, ? < 0.001, Cramer’s + = 0.53), with a higher
occurrence of poor synchronization levels for novices compared to experts (Figure 3.4(d),
left panel). They were also different for Topology (�2 (9) = 77.29, ? < 0.001, Cramer’s
+ = 0.57) (Figure 3.4, right panel), showing higher synchronization levels for Complete
and Star graphs when compared to Ring and Path graphs.
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Time To Synchronization (TTS) and Time In Synchronization (TIS)

Since the normality assumption was met neither for TTS nor TIS, we used the Mann-
Whitney test instead of a C−test. Here again, we observed that TTS did not differ between
groups. However, dancers were found to remain synchronized for a longer time interval
after visual occlusion (in ��20) compared to non-dancers, 8.81 s and 6.26 s respectively
(* = 143, ? = 0.007, A = 0.39), consistent with the memory effect observed above (see
Tab. 3.2).

Table 3.2: Time-To-Synchronization (TTS) after eyes opening and Time-In-

Synchronization (TIS) after eyes closing in Experiments 2.

Mean TTS Mean TIS

Dancers 8.99 s 8.81 s

Non dancers 7.21 s 6.26 s

3.4 Modelling group synchronization and memory effect

Next, we present a modelling framework to capture the experimental observations and to
test different hypotheses in order to explain the persistence of synchronization observed
in groups when visual coupling is suddenly lost.

Due to the oscillatory nature of the tasks that the volunteers were asked to carry out,
the mathematical model we employ to account for the dynamics of the group observed
in the these experiments and for the rest of this thesis work is a network of nonlinearly
coupled heterogeneous Kuramoto oscillators [38]. Such model is described by:

¤\8 (C) = l8 + 2

#∑

9=1

08 9 sin (\ 9 (C) − \8 (C)) (3.5)

with \8 representing the phase of the motion of the preferred hand of the 8-th human subject
in the ensemble, l8 their own natural frequency of oscillation when not coupled with the
others (i.e., preferred rhythm recorded in the eyes-closed sessions), and # the number
of players. Each participant is modelled with a different value of l8 , so as to account
for human heterogeneity, and is influenced by the interaction with her/his neighbours
modelled by the second term in the right hand side of Eq. 3.6. In particular, 08 9 = 0 98 = 1

if the topology being studied involves a visual connection between players 8 and 9 when
eyes are open, whereas 08 9 = 0 98 = 0 if it does not. Parameter 2, here assumed to be
constant and equal for all nodes in the network, models the intensity of interaction among
the subjects, i.e., when visual coupling was established.
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In this work, in a first attempt, following [25], we modeled the group dynamics as
a network of Kuramoto oscillators, coupled through the graph topologies used in the
experiment and we embedded the transition between ’eyes closed’ and ’eyes open’ by
setting the coupling gain 2 instantaneously to zero so that the motion of each player in the
group is modeled as

¤\8 (C) =

{
l8 + 2

∑#
9=1 08 9 sin (\ 9 (C) − \8 (C)), if eyes open,

l8 , if eyes closed,
(3.6)

In the following, we will refer to this model as the Static Coupling model (SC).

Two additional versions of the model were contrasted to better understand the origin
of the memory effect following visual interruption: the individual memory (IM) version,
and the social memory (SM) version. Similarly to the SC model, these two versions
predict a decay rate in synchronization metrics when vision is removed. However, the
IM version predicts that the decay is based on the individual motion features of each
participant, whereas the SM version predicts a decay dependent upon the synchronization
strength at the time of visual interruption. In the first model extension, the Individual

Memory model (IM), we assume that the motion frequency exhibited by each player
at time C0 of visual occlusion remains first as similar as possible to the last frequency
¤\8 (C0) exhibited with eyes open, and then, after some time lag, relaxes back to the natural
frequency of the player, l8 . The model then becomes:

¤\8 (C) =

{
l8 + 2

∑#
9=1 08 9 sin (\ 9 (C) − \8 (C)), if eyes open,

l8 + q(C) ( ¤\ (C0) − l8), if eyes closed,
(3.7)

with q(C) = exp (−(C − C0)/g); g being the estimate of the decay time observed experi-
mentally once visual contact among the participants is lost.

We contrasted the model above with the predictions of a different model, the Social

Memory model (SM). In this model, we assume that participants maintain longer
synchronization times at eye closure by internalising the aggregate group dynamics. These
dynamics are captured by the modulus A8 (C) and phase k8

ref
(C) of the local order parameter

computed by player 8, using information received from the visually coupled players before
closing their eyes. In this case we have

¤\8 (C) =

{
l8 + 2

∑#
9=1 08 9 sin (\ 9 (C) − \8 (C)), if eyes open,

l8 + 2q(C)A8 (C0) sin (k8
ref
(C) − \8 (C)), if eyes closed,

(3.8)

where k8
ref
(C) = ¤k8

ref
(C0) (C − C0) + k

8
ref
(C0) and q(C) is the decay function defined above.
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3.4.1 Models parameterization

To test the model validity, we parameterized the model from experimental data as described
here, and then computed the average TIS after switching the coupling 2 to zero.

Selection of coupling strength 2

For a given group and topology, we varied 2 between 0 and 1 with step 0.01 and, for each
value of 2, we ran 50 simulations of the Static Coupling (SC) model described in equation
(1) of the main document. Each of the 50 simulations differed for the selection of the
frequency l8 and for the initial phase \8 (0), 8 = 1, . . . , 7. Specifically, the frequency of
the 8-th player was extracted from a Gaussian distribution with the mean and variance
corresponding to the sample estimation performed in ��1. The initial phases were
selected from a uniform distribution in [0, 2c]. For each value of 2, we computed the
average order parameter Ā (2) in the 50 corresponding trials. Then, we chose 2 as

arg min
2

|Āexp − Ā (2) |, (3.9)

where Āexp is the mean order parameter in �$ across all the trials for the selected group
and topology. The procedure was iterated to associate a value of 2 to each group and
topology, see Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Coupling gains in Experiments 1 and 2.

2 Complete 2 Path 2 Ring 2 Star

Exp.1

Matched 0.04 0.20 0.16 0.28

Matched-but-one 0.07 0.20 0.11 0.38

Natural 0.08 0.41 0.10 0.72

Exp.2

Dancers 1 0.08 0.43 0.10 0.50

Dancers 2 0.12 0.40 0.09 0.50

Non dancers 1 0.07 0.14 0.07 0.25
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Selection of decay time g

For each group, we varied g such that 1/g ranges between 0.02 and 1 with step 0.02 and,
for each value of g, we ran 50 simulations of the IM model (equation (2) in the main
document) differing for the initial phases and natural frequency of the player (selected as
above). For each value of g, we computed the average time in synchronization TIS(g) in
the 50 corresponding trials. Then, we chose g as

arg min
g

���TISexp − TIS(g)

��� , (3.10)

where TISexp is the mean TIS across all trials where TIS was statistically different from
the TIS obtained from simulations of the SC model (Mann-Whitney test). The procedure
was iterated to associate a value of g to each group. The same steps were followed to
tune g in the Social Memory SM model (equation (3) of the main document). All the
identified values of g in the SC and SM models are reported in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Decay time g estimated from data for each group and memory model in

Experiments 1 and 2.

gIM gSM

Exp.1

Matched 12.50 8.33

Matched-but-one 10 12.50

Exp.2

Dancers 1 8.33 6.25

Dncers 2 8.33 8.33

3.4.2 Comparing models

We observed that the SC model was unable to capture the relatively longer TIS measured
experimentally, with model predictions being consistently shorter than expected in all
conditions except in the natural condition (see Table 3.5). Significant differences were
indeed found between data and simulations for Matched (* = 222, ? = 0.001, A = −0.37)
and Matched-but-one conditions (* = 75, ? = 0.003, A = −0.43), while the model agreed
with the data in the Natural condition (* = 43, ? = 0.17, A = −0.30). When used to
explain the observations in Experiment 2, the same model did capture the synchronization
dynamics of the non-dancers (* = 405, ? = 0.41, A = −0.01). However, it failed to
capture the longer TIS exhibited by the dancers’ group during the experimental trials
(* = 917, ? < 0.001, A = −0.38). Therefore, a more sophisticated model is required to
adequately capture the experimental observations.
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Table 3.5: Comparison of the Static Coupling, Individual Memory and Social Mem-

ory models with the experimental results: average (with standard deviation) exper-

imental Time-In-Sync TISexp versus average (with standard deviation) simulated

Time-In-Sync TISsim; **? < 0.01, ***? < 0.001.

Conditions Experimental results Static Coupling Individual Memory Social Memory

TISexp TISsim TISsim TISsim

Exp. 1 Matched 9.95 ± 3.71 s 6.52 ± 2.88 s ** 9.73 ± 3.72 s 9.71 ± 3.67 s

Matched-but-one 8.20 ± 1.94 s 5.94 ± 2.77 s ** 8.26 ± 2.55 s 8.16 ± 3.23 s

Natural 5.32 ± 1.17 s 4.74 ± 1.06 s - -

Exp. 2 Dancers 8.81 ± 3.42 s 5.92 ± 2.11 s *** 8.90 ± 2.97 s 8.97 ± 3.36 s

Non dancers 6.26 ± 2.43 s 5.66 ± 2.07 s - -

More specifically, the longer TIS exhibited in both experimental scenarios suggests
that some memory mechanism was present, allowing the groups to stay in sync for longer
than predicted by a sudden memory-less transition from eyes-open to eyes-closed.

Both the IM model (" = 2.05, (� = 1.58 error across topologies) and the SM model
(" = 1.38, (� = 1.84 error across topologies) were found to capture the experimental
data (mean difference= −0.67, C (6) = −1.98, ? = 0.09, A2 = 0.40). In Experiment 2, the
IM model (" = 0.96, (� = 1 error across topologies) was found to better capture the ex-
perimental data than the SM Model (" = 1.74, (� = 1.53 error across topologies, mean
difference= −0.79, C (7) = −2.87, ? = 0.02, A2 = 0.54). This would explain the residual
synchronization found in dancers. For both models, and for all of the four topologies

top ∈ {Complete, Path, Ring, Star}, we computed the error 4top =

���TISexp,top − TISsim,top

���

where TISexp,top is the average TIS observed in the experiments, while TISsim,top is the
average TIS obtained from the simulations. To evaluate the model that better fitted the
data, a C−test was then run to assess the differences between the values of 4top observed in
the IM and SM models, which are reported in Table 3.6.
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Table 3.6: Experimental and Simulated Time-In-Synchronization (TIS) for each

group, memory model and topology (in Path Matched-but-one, players did not stay

in sync for at least 3 consecutive periods of length 2c/lgroup).

TISexp TISIM TISSM

Exp.1

Complete Matched 9.41 s 9.64 s 9.31 s

Complete Matched-but-one 9.02 s 9.27 s 8.31 s

Path Matched 12.50 s 8.60 s 8.31 s

Path Matched-but-one No-sync No-sync No-sync
Ring Matched 4.90 s 9.14 s 8.88 s

Ring Matched-but-one 7.39 s 7.22 s 6.23 s

Star Matched 10.39 s 10.86 s 10.98 s

Star Matched-but-one 7.78 s 8.16 s 9.91 s

Exp.2

Complete D1 8.98 s 8.60 s 6.98 s

Complete D2 13.79 s 10.58 s 9.28 s

Path D1 7.53 s 7.83 s 6.95 s

Path D2 6.56 s 7.99 s 9.82 s

Ring D1 6.23 s 6.43 s 5.92 s

Ring D2 6.38 s 5.75 s 6.76 s

Star D1 7.88 s 7.40 s 8.65 s

Star D2 9.56 s 10.58 s 11.68 s

3.5 Summary

In this Chapter, we analysed our ability to move in unison as function of our spatial
configuration, similarity in behaviour, expertise and amount of visual exchange. In two
experiments we demonstrated that Complete and Star graphs were the most solid topologies
prone to facilitating synchronized behaviours, reinforced by inertial homogeneity between
participants and their expertise in perceptuo-motor synchronization. Importantly, we also
demonstrated that group synchronization can be maintained for a certain amount of time
(about 7 seconds) after informational exchanges have been interrupted, again more so in
the two dominant topologies, and in a stronger way for experts.

We investigated the origin of this "social memory" effect by modelling our behavioural
results with three different versions of networks of Kuramoto oscillators. A memory effect
had to be introduced in the model to account for the strong persistence of synchronization
when the visual exchange was lost, for two of the three homogeneity conditions, as well as
for the coordination experts. An advantage was found in this population for the Individual
Memory version compared to the Social Memory version of the model. Taken all together,
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these results help to better understand why behavioural cohesion is easier to maintain
when perceptual exchanges are lost and how perceptuo-motor expertise can reinforce this
cohesion.

Obviously, ordinary situations, such as team rowing, everyday working meetings, or
musical ensemble performance, are far richer than the pendulum experiments performed
here, both on the action side and on the perception side. How multiple and coexisting
configurations, within and across our senses, modulate our collaborative behaviours, in
those and other situations, remains largely unknown and constitute a promising research
line for future studies. Contrasting the proposed modelling strategies in a variety of
situations, where perceptual and topological parameters are manipulated, would help to
better characterize their respective contribution and their possible complementary nature.

In the next Chapter, we present some extensions of the classical Kuramoto model
to capture one notable observation from our experiments, the fact that when players
coordinate their motion, their common oscillation frequency is typically lower than their
individual tempos when playing solo.
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4 Capturing human slowing down

during group interaction:

modified Kuramoto models

Cognitive responses during human group interaction can be explained both in terms of the
so-called theory of mind and as the motor responses driven by the sensory feedbacks of
the interaction [23, 24, 171]. However, while human interactions have been systematically
investigated over the last decades across different fields, see for instance the studies
on mirror neurons [172], child development [135, 173] and joint action [174, 175], the
contributions of the cognitive and motor responses to human group coordination are
only partially understood. In particular, behavioural science is trying to understand
how to promote a desired group behaviour by only entraining a subset of the group
members [93]. This phenomenon is observed, for example, in music ensembles [160],
rhythmic applause [22], team rowing [176], and has potential implications in group
rehabilitation [15].

Networks of heterogeneous Kuramoto oscillators have been successfully employed
to explain how synchronization may emerge in human groups performing oscillatory
tasks. For instance, in [25] Alderisio et al. found that a rather simple mathematical model
of coupled Kuramoto oscillators was able to capture the coordination levels, observed
experimentally, of the ensemble depending on group homogeneity, as well as on the pattern
of visual couplings. However, this model predicts synchronization to the average frequency
of the individual characteristic frequencies, which is in contrast with our experimental
observation that, when synchronizing, the group tends to consistently reduce their average
frequency. These experimental findings are in agreement with previous observations in
the joint-action literature. For instance, inhibition of the motor output pathway has been
extensively studied in the context of action stopping, where a planned movement needs
to be abruptly stopped, jointly or alone [177, 178]. These works explain how the brain
selects actions, regulates movement initiation and execution, showing that joint action
requires a more selective and slower mechanism compared to individual movements.
This phenomenon has been observed across diverse tasks and applications, including in
tapping experiments, where researchers found that participants tapped faster alone than
when they are involved in cooperative tasks [179], or in human-robot interactions [180].
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The significantly large temporal difference between interacting partners is necessary to
gain time to see what the other person does during joint interaction. By slowing down,
resources could be freed-up and the own and the other’s movement could be judged [174].

Within the context of the mirror game [33], in this Chapter we propose three alternative
modifications of the traditional Kuramoto model to explain the observed reduction in the
synchronization frequency of the group. In particular, the three alternative models are
grounded on three main neuroscientific hypotheses.

In what follows, we first describe the testbed scenario of interest (Section 4.1), we
illustrate the metrics used in data analysis (Section 4.2), and discuss the main experimental
finding on group synchronization (Section 4.3). Then, in Section 4.4 we detail the three
different physiological hypotheses that could reasonably explain what we observed, and
explain how they can be taken into account to modify the standard Kuramoto model. The
proposed models are numerically validated in Section 4.5, and concluding remarks are
given in Section 4.6.

Part of the results presented in this Chapter were the outcome of a collaboration with
Mr Albert David Martinez from UPC Barcelona who carried out his MSc project as an
Erasmus student at the University of Naples Federico II in autumn 2018.

4.1 Experimental set-up

Here, we considered a multi-agent extension of the mirror game [33]. We ran our
experiments via a novel computer-based architecture Chronos developed at the University
of Naples, in collaboration with the University of Bristol [34], consisting of different
hardware/software devices. A central server unit receives position data from the client-
players and broadcasts movement information to a subset of the others, according to
the desired implemented spatial configuration, through a Wi-Fi network, as depicted in
Fig. 4.1(a). The positions of each agent are captured by a Leap Motion device [181]- a
low-cost position sensor- and appear on the screens of each individual personal computer
(see Fig. 4.1(b)). This platform allows remote motor coordination between players in the
absence of social (visual and/or acoustic) interaction.

4.1.1 Task description

Three groups of participants, each recruited from an initial pool of volunteers, employees
and students at the University of Naples, at the Euromov center, and at University of
Montpellier, took part in the experiments. They had no expertise in typical sensori-motor
synchronization activities. Volunteers were divided in three groups as follows:

• group 1 (G1)- 1 female, 4 males;
• group 2 (G2)- 3 females, 3 males;
• group 3 (G3)- 4 females, 2 males.

Experiments were divided in two sessions. The first part, called solo session, involved
only one participant. Participants were asked to carry out 5 trials in G1 and 10 in G2 and
G3, each lasting 30s, to produce sinusoidal-like waves at their own preferred rhythm with
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: Details of Chronos architecture. # clients (human players) send the server
requests to carry out group experiments through their player modules, so that real-time
interaction is initiated and data is appropriately saved (see panel (a)). The administrator
assigns the interaction patterns and sets the trial duration in group experiments. All the
devices are connected onto the same wireless local area network (WLAN) with the aid
of a dedicated WiFi source. The client interface is shown in panel (b). Specifically, for
each player: blue circle (her/his individual trace); orange circles (traces of the players
s/he is connected to). Participants are provided with their own one-dimensional position
trace and those of the others they are interconnected with, which are broadcast on their
computer screen, respectively, while being visually and auditory uncoupled among them.

their favourite hand, in isolation. In so doing, the experimenter can record the movement
of each single player alone in order to characterize her/his kinematic features. In Table
4.1 we report the average individual frequency for each of the three groups and computed
their average value.

The second session of the experiments is devoted to investigate group synchronization.
Participants were connected through the software platform Chronos and were asked
to move their index finger on a leap motion controller so as to move a ball on the
screen representing their own avatar, oscillating from left to right and vice versa, in a
synchronized way with the others (see Figure 4.1(b)). Namely, each participant was given
the following instruction: "Synchronize the movement of your finger from left to right with

the movement of the others, as naturally as possible, as if you could do it for 30 minutes".
A demonstration was performed to make sure the task was understood by each participant.
Volunteers were separated by barriers and wore headphones playing white noise.

The Chronos platform allows to manipulate the structure of the information shared on
the screen of each player so as to implement 4 different interaction topologies (Complete,
Path, Ring and Star graphs, which were described in Chapter 3, Figure 3.1(d)). For the
purpose of this analysis, we only considered the Complete topology since it represents the
unbiased condition where all the players have access to the current position of each of the
other players on their screen. Volunteers performed respectively 6 (G1) and 4 (G2 and
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Table 4.1: Mean individual frequencies in each dataset.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Player # l8 Solo Player # l8 Solo Player # l8 Solo

1 3.40 ± 1.55 rad/s 1 5.01 ± 0.23 rad/s 1 3.83 ± 0.26 rad/s

2 3.04 ± 0.11 rad/s 2 1.73 ± 0.64 rad/s 2 3.95 ± 0.23 rad/s

3 6.36 ± 0.58 rad/s 3 3.68 ± 0.49 rad/s 3 3.76 ± 0.47 rad/s

4 3.34 ± 0.21 rad/s 4 4.22 ± 0.14 rad/s 4 4.28 ± 0.30 rad/s

5 9.91 ± 0.68 rad/s 5 2.84 ± 0.20 rad/s 5 4.26 ± 0.36 rad/s

6 6.39 ± 0.54 rad/s 6 3.54 ± 0.35 rad/s

Average 5.21 ± 2.96 rad/s 3.98 ± 1.64 rad/s 3.94 ± 0.29 rad/s

G3) trials of 30 seconds each.
Each experiment was carried out according to the principles expressed in the Dec-

laration of Helsinki, and was approved by the local ethical committee. All participants
provided their written informed consent to participate in the study, and such consent was
also approved by the local ethical committee.

4.2 Data analysis

Data collected in each experimental setup were preprocessed and then sychronization
metrics were computed, following the same processing routine described in Chapter 3,
Section 3.2. The position time-series of each player collected through Chronos is sampled
at 10 Hz and then interpolated through a spline to obtain a 100 Hz sampling. Then, the
position time-series were filtered through a Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency
equal to twice the typical human natural movement frequency (∼ 3 Hz). For each dataset,
the Hilbert transform [170] was employed to reconstruct the phase associated to each
agent from its position time series. As in Section 3.2, we denote ) as the number of
samples in each trial and # as the number of players and we define \8 (:) as the phase of
the 8th player at the :th sampling instant, for all 8 = 1, . . . , # and : = 1, . . . , ) .

The following set of metrics were computed to capture the relevant features of the
human group interactions recorded in our experiments:

• the average individual frequencies l̄8 (see Eq. (3.1)) and group frequency l̄group

defined in Section 3.2;
• the average phase-synchronization index Ā (see Eq. (3.2)) and the average frequency-

synchronization index d̄6. This latter metric is used to quantify and analyse the
level of frequency coordination among multiple agents, and is a modification of the
index proposed in the context of human group coordination [114].
Specifically, let \8 (:) ∈ [−c, c] be the phase of the 8th agent, extracted from the
position signal by making use of the Hilbert transform, and let k(:) be the phase
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associated to the order parameter at each sampling time : , defined as

A (:) =

�����
1

#

#∑

8=1

4 9 \8 (:)

�����
∀: ∈ {1, . . . , )}, (4.1)

k(:) = tan−1 Im{A}

Re{A}
, (4.2)

which can be regarded as the average phase of the group at time : . Let q(:) :=

\8 (:) − k(:) be the relative phase between the 8th agent and the group at time
: . Differently from the arithmetic mean proposed in [114], this quantity can be
averaged considering a moving average over a time window F as follows:

q̄′8 (:) :=
1

F

:∑

;=:−F

4 9 q8 (;) , ∀: ∈ {F + 1, . . . , )}, (4.3)

q̄8 (:) := tan−1
Im{q̄′8}

Re{q̄′
8
}

(4.4)

The level of frequency coordination of the entire ensemble at sampling time : can
be quantified as follows:

d6 (:) :=
1

#

�����

#∑

8=1

4 9Δq8 (:)

�����
, ∀: ∈ {F + 1, . . . , )} (4.5)

where Δq8 (:) := q8 (:) − q̄8 (:).
The index d6 (:) gives information on the variability of the phase mismatches
among all the agents: the closer d6 (:) is to 1, the more the frequencies of the
players are synchronised at time : . Its value can be averaged over the whole time
interval [F + 1, )] in order to have an estimate of the mean coordination level of
the group during the total duration of the performance:

d̄6 :=
1

) − F + 1

)∑

:=F+1

d6 (:), ∀: ∈ {F + 1, . . . , )} (4.6)

In this study, we selected F = 3/)6, where )6 is the period of the average oscillation
in the group, computed as )6 =

2c
l̄group

, with l̄6 being the average frequency in the
group.

4.3 Collective slowing down

The analysis of data collected during group cooperation sessions revealed an interesting
result that represents the central topic of this chapter. Comparing Tables 4.1 and 4.2,
we observe that participants reduce the frequency of their oscillations when they try
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to coordinate with their partners. Independent C-tests run between solo and group
frequencies in each group showed significant differences (C (11) = 17.07, ? < 0.001, G1;
C (12) = 5.07, ? < 0.001, G2; C (12) = 8.28, ? < 0.001, G3). Also, we observed that this
approach was successful since participants reached a synchronization level different from
chance. This was ascertained by comparing the values of the recorded order parameter
with the value of the index computed on phases randomly extracted from a uniform
distribution in [0, 2c]. The levels of phase cohesiveness reached by each ensemble could
not be obtained by chance- A = 0.40± 0.20 for Nagents = 5, A = 0.37± 0.18 for Nagents = 6.

Table 4.2: Details of indices of interest.

Group # Group sync frequency (l̄6) Order parameter (A) Frequency sync index (d̄6)

1 2.97 ± 0.08 rad/s 0.90 ± 0.08 0.97 ± 0.01

2 3.23 ± 0.25 rad/s 0.78 ± 0.09 0.96 ± 0.03

3 2.88 ± 0.39 rad/s 0.78 ± 0.13 0.98 ± 5 · 10−3

Building on the work of [25], we first modeled the dynamics of the group interaction
in the mirror game as a network of nonlinearly coupled heterogeneous Kuramoto
oscillators [38]:

¤\8 = l8 + 2

#∑

9=1

sin(\ 9 (C) − \8 (C)), (4.7)

where the values of the players’ natural oscillation frequencies l8 were estimated by
considering the trials recorded in solo session. In the numerical exploration of the model,
we assumed that each l8 was randomly extracted from a Gaussian distribution whose
mean ` = l8 and standard deviation f2 = (�2

8 are taken from the "solo" experiments
(see Table 4.1) whereas the initial phases were picked from a uniform distribution in
[0, 2c]. A sample simulation using data from G1 is reported in Figure 4.2. We notice
that, by construction, this model predicts synchronization to the average frequency of
the individual characteristic frequencies [125], thus failing to reproduce the salient
experimental observation of a reduction in the group oscillation frequency.

In what follows, we first identify three possible neuroscientific hypotheses that
could explain the experimental observation, and then, for each hypothesis we propose
a subsequent modification of the Kuramoto model, to finally validate them against the
collected experimental data.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.2: Simulation results for a network of N = 5 heterogeneous Kuramoto

oscillators (Eq. 4.7) tuned to behave like agents in Group1. Phase trajectories \8 (C)
(a), angular velocities ¤\8 (C) (b) and Kuramoto order parameter A (c) are shown for
Group1. Different colours refer to different players. The parameters and the initial
conditions are set as follows: 2 = 1.6, \ (0) = [−1, 1.60, −1.17, 1.53, 0.44] rad,
l = [8.29, −0.13, 8.29, −0.003, 10.24] rad/s, Ā = 0.95 over the trial.

4.4 Neuroscientific hypotheses and proposed mathematical

modeling

The complexity of the processes underlying joint interaction lies in the interaction of
several different mechanisms that allow individuals to share representations, to observe and
predict actions, and to integrate the predicted effects of own and others’ actions such as joint
attention, task sharing, action coordination [174]. In particular, each individual possesses
certain tracking skills, which are enhanced through suitable behavioural strategies aimed
at minimizing the tracking error. A lesser ability to execute these strategies could lead to
poorer performance by older adults [182].

In the current study, we considered three possible neuroscientific explanations of the
slowing down during group coordination observed in our experiments. Each of them is
grounded in the literature on human group interaction which highlights that our motor
system is characterized by plasticity and by the inherent presence of delays. In particular,
the first and second possible explanations of our observation are both related to plasticity.
The former hypothesis posits that the individual behaviour adapts as a function of the
aggregate performance of the group, whereas the latter considers that each player weights
differently the information sensed from each neighbor. Finally, the third mechanism
considers that information is processed with a certain delay.

For each of the three plausible explanations, we present a corresponding extension
of the traditional Kuramoto model. Each modification acted on one of the three salient
components of a complex system (see Fig. 2.4) that is, the individual dynamics,the
interaction topology, and the communication protocol, respectively.

In the following, we provide a description of our hypotheses and detail the possible
modelling solutions to replicate experimental results.
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4.4.1 Hypothesis 1: behavioural plasticity as individual adaptivity

Sensorimotor synchronization is observed in different forms of coordination in daily
human life, especially in social contexts like coordinated dancing, rhythmic clapping,
or simply when walking together. In such complex scenarios, behavioural plasticity is
essential, since the partner’s decisions and actions cannot be accurately predicted and
the ongoing interactions constantly change. Therefore, precision and flexibility in the
movements represent crucial features to achieve coordination. In addition, interpersonal
entrainment has a wide variety of social consequences, in particular the de-individuation,
and the formation of a common group identity amongst partners [183]. Group coordination
leads an individual to think of themselves and the other in less individualised and more
interdependent ways. The sense of belonging arising from moving together leads to
pro-social behaviours and makes the agent more incline to adopting the ideology of the
team and, therefore, to adapt. Anticipatory mechanisms that support temporal prediction
of sequences that contain tempo changes are not sufficient to explain how people effectively
coordinate their joint actions during everyday activities and adaptive error correction
process should be considered [184]. Indeed, our motor system requires the capacity to
deal with, for example muscular fatigue, external loads, or changes in the sensory systems
guiding the movement [185, 186].

Adaptivity is a key-aspect in cooperation tasks since each individual moves differently
from everyone else (faster/slower, harder/smoother, etc.). Indices of variability, such
as the individual motor signature (IMS) [79], are able to capture the differences in the
way each of us moves and to demonstrate evidence of the behavioural plasticity that
coordination between two individuals performing a joint-action task requires. Specifically,
by behavioural plasticity it is meant that in order to cooperate people are willing, to
a different degree, to disregard their individual preferences and adjust their kinematic
characteristics when interacting with others. As pointed out by Ganesh et al. [187],
behavioural plasticity arises even when individuals are not consciously aware of being
physically connected. The authors of the study investigated how a partner adapts the
interaction forces and observed the motor adaptations during physical interactions to be
mutually beneficial, such that both the most and the least skilled among the interacting
partners improved motor performance. These benefits could not be explained only in
terms of multi-sensory integration by an individual, but also required an adaptation
process. This adaptation is often associated with a slowing down of the individual motion,
so as to favor synchronization. Studies have shown that, to achieve the accuracy necessary
for a successful interaction with the environment, specific strategies are employed, with
specific components of movement execution being slowed down [173].

Modelling-wise, we propose to mimic the slowing down associated with this adaptive
mechanism through a reduction of the individual natural frequency, until a desired degree
of phase synchronization, quantified by the order parameter A (assumed to be different
from zero), is achieved by the group. The standard Kuramoto model is then modified as
follows:

¤\8 = l8 (C) + 2

#∑

9=1

sin(\ 9 (C) − \8 (C)), (4.8)
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with

¤l8 (C) =

{
− 1

A2 (C)
l8 (C), if A (C) < A3 ,

0, otherwise,
(4.9)

where A3 is some desired synchronization level the group wishes to achieve. Note that the
more the group will be far from the desired level of coordination, the more the individual
frequencies will decrease. In what follows, we refer to Eqs. (4.8)-(4.9) as Model 1.

4.4.2 Hypothesis 2: behavioural plasticity as a result of selective attention

An alternative hypothesis sees behavioural plasticity as the result of a differentiated way
to pay attention to "what the others do" and to their personality or kinematic features,
with these aspects influencing the way we accomodate to interact with the others. Here,
we hypothesize that the heterogeneity in the motor repertoire of the group may foster the
emergence of a specific player catching the attention of the others.

Selective attention-the ability to concentrate on one source of information while
disregarding others [188]- is a key-element in effective cognitive and behavioural func-
tioning for children and adults, and dysfunctions of this process are paired with diverse
developmental psychopathology [189]. Indeed, the perceptual world presents too much
information compared to our limited processing abilities, and an act of selection must take
place at some point. Beyond this point, only some of the available information is handled,
while disturbing irrelevant sensory information are actively suppressed [190]. Among the
multiple behavioural consequences of attentional selection, researchers highlight higher
accuracy levels, enhanced sensitivity, but also a better communication among neuronal
groups in spatially distant areas, enhancing effective interactions and processing relevant
information [191].

Selective attention becomes relevant during group interactions as it has been often
highlighted in the literature. Capozzi et al. [192] observed that previous group interactions
can shape leader/follower identities in subsequent social attention episodes. Individuals
who do not guide group attention in exploring the environment are ineffective social
attention directors in later interactive tasks. Thus, the role played in previous group social
attention interactions modulates the relative weight assigned to others’ gaze. Similarly,
experiments with mixed-race groups helped the authors to show that aspects of the
perceiver’s social identity shape social attention [193].

Concerning the mathematical framework, we encode the selective attention through
the following model:

¤\8 = l8 + 2

#∑

9=1

F8 9 sin(\ 9 (C) − \8 (C)), (4.10)

where F8 9 ≥ 0 weights the attention that player 8 devotes to player 9 , and represents the
8 9-th element of a weighted (rather than binary) adjacency matrix, .

A question naturally arises about the selection of the elements of , . Here, we
assume that they are related to motor variability, which is a central topic in human
movement theory and has become an object of study in its own right during the last
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century. Bernstein [194] used the expression “repetition without repetition” when he
described consecutive attempts at solving a motor task. Each repetition of an act is unique,
with nonrepetitive neural and motor patterns [195].

Traditionally, movement variability is considered an indicator for sensorimotor
malfunctioning, associated to performance decrements and pathology. But functional
movement variability is also a result of compensation mechanisms e.g. to account for
prior movement deviations, to cope with perturbations, reduce injury risk, and facilitate
changes in coordination patterns [196]. Empirical evidence demonstrate that variability
can also play a functional role in the detection and exploration of postural stability in aging
and movement disorders, with special emphasis on the Parkinson’s disease [197]. For this
reason, variability and noise are a natural part of the neuromuscular system, and can occur
at multiple levels. Obviously, individual differences, for instance in terms of expertise,
influence variability of the neuromuscular system. The analysis of functional variability
during motor learning of a complex cyclic task showed that movement variability of the
result parameter decreased significantly with increasing expertise [198]. Many other
studies on the influence of expertise on the variability have been carried out in literature
in different sport domain as triple jumpers, javelin, discus throwing, basketball shooting,
locomotion, expert gymnasts [196,199–201]. The analysis of the influence of expertise
on the coordination variability was consistent with a U-shaped curve, resulting in the
emergence of different types of action in seeking to achieve the same task goal, as opposed
to the concept of “optimal” movement patterns, and fewer exploratory movements. In
contrast, beginners display lower levels of functional intra-individual variability of motor
organization.

Researchers suggested that slower speeds are associated with increased locomotor
variability, and increased variability has traditionally been equated with loss of stability
[202]. If the latter were true, this would suggest that slowing down, as a locomotor
control strategy, should be completely antithetical to the goal of maintaining stability.
Neuropathic patients instead exhibit slower walking speeds and better local dynamic
stability of upper body movements supporting the hypothesis that reductions in walking
speed are a compensatory strategy used to maintain dynamic stability of the upper body
during level walking.

The importance of quantifying motor variability for understanding the biomechanics
of human movement has been highlighted in several works [203–205]. Therein, standard
deviation has been shown to be a good measure for the analysis of variability, far from
being a source of error, optimal for healthy and functional movement. Here, we consider
standard deviation of the oscillation frequency recorded in solo session as a proxy for
the movement repertoire and for the individual tendency to adapt to the others. These
elements help the partners to weight the interactions with the others, as in general happens
during strategy selection characterizing human group interaction where synchronization
emergence affects how people subsequently adjusted their performance [206–208].

Specifically, from a modelling point of view, we consider two alternative scenarios
where the elements of the weighted matrix are defined as:
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1. Flexibility scenario where

F8 9 =
SD8

SD 9

(4.11)

the more player 8 is plastic than player 9 , the more player 8 corrects their mismatch
(in a scenario where the agents are supposed to coordinate);

2. Stubborness scenario

F8 9 =
SD 9

SD8

(4.12)

the more player 8 is plastic than player 9 , the less they adapt to them.

In what follows, we refer to Eqs. (4.10)-(4.11) as Model 2a, and to Eqs. (4.10)-(4.12)
as Model 2b.

4.4.3 Hypothesis 3: delays in information processing

Multilevel crosstalk represents the neural basis for motor control [209]. Multisensory
processing involves participation of individual sensory streams (e.g. vision, hearing) to
facilitate perception of environmental stimuli [210]. Since any natural process is not
instantaneous, a motor model should incorporate time delays, which are known to induce
temporal coupling between functional elements to modulate perception and stabilize or
destabilize a particular mode of coordination. The time delays associated with these
pathways and their signal processing are deduced from a variety of data: interhemispheric
transfer time has been estimated to be about 5 ms [211] based on behavioural [212,213] and
physiological studies [214], including intracranial recordings in humans [215], whereas
the maximum possible delay for the cortico-thalamocortical loop has been estimated to
be about 20 ms [211]. Although in most circumstances transmission delays in the brain
do not exceed 100 ms [216], for the visual system they can reach 150 ms [217].

Previous works have used delays when modelling replicating oscillatory behaviour
[218–220]. For instance, Slowinsky et al. [218] showed how two Haken–Kelso–Bunz
(HKB) oscillators coupled through a delayed communication protocol, were able to
replicate both a drop in the oscillation amplitude and the loss of anti-phase stability.

With the different goal of capturing the reduced frequency observed in groups of
individuals synchronizing their oscillations, we propose to embed delays in cross-talk
motor system within a modified Kuramoto model of the form:

¤\8 = l8 + 2

#∑

9=1

sin(\ 9 (C − g) − \8 (C)) (4.13)

where the cross-talk delays are captured by the parameter g, which corresponds to the
time that an agent 8 requires to track the position of an agent 9 ≠ 8 and to process this
information.

In what follows, we refer to Eq. (4.13) as Model 3.
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4.5 Validating the proposed models

4.5.1 Tuning the parameters

All the proposed models depend upon the selection of one or more parameters. Let us
denote with Π<, < ∈ {1, 20, 21, 3}, the set of parameters of model < that needs to be
tuned. Namely, we have Π1 = {2, A3}, Π20 = Π21 = {2}, and Π3 = {2, g}. Further,
we denote A< the set of the admissible values for the set of parameters of model <.
Specifically,

• the coupling gain 2 is varied between 0 and 2 with step equal to 0.1,
• the threshold A3 is varied between 0.40 and 0.95 with step equal to 0.05,
• the information delay g is varied between 0.01 and 0.35 with step equal to 0.01.

The parameter ranges were chosen as follows. The selected coupling gain interval
encompasses the values of the optimal couplings obtained when considering the original
Kuramoto model, see Table 4.3. As for the threshold A3 , we used 0.40 as the minimum
value based on the values of the order parameter obtained by chance (see Section 4.3),
whereas the maximum value was set to 0.95, which corresponds to all phases within an
angle of c

3
rad. The choice of the information delay interval was based on the different

transmission delays in the sensorimotor system found in literature (see Section 4.4.3).
For each proposed model, combination of the parameters, and experimental group

6 ∈ {G1, G2, G3}, we performed ten simulations. In particular, in each simulation the
initial phases are randomly picked from a uniform distribution in [0, 2c], and the natural
frequency l8 of player 8 is picked from a Gaussian distributions with mean and standard
deviation corresponding to their sample estimates computed in the solo conditions. For
each simulated scenario, we computed lg,sim, Ag,sim and dg,sim representing the average
values of the metrics described in Section 4.2.

In order to calibrate the parameters of each model for each experimental group, we
considered the following cost function:

�gm (Π<) =

(
lg,exp−lg,sim (Π<)

lg,exp

)2

+ _

(
Ag,exp−Ag,sim (Π<)

Ag,exp

)2

+ (1 − _)

(
dg,exp−dg,sim (Πm)

dg,exp

)2

(4.14)
for all g ∈ {G1,G2,G3}, m ∈ {1, 20, 21, 3}. This cost function is composed by three

terms. The first term is used to evaluate the ability the model has of capturing the average
group frequency, whereas the other two terms are a measure of the agreement in the phase
and frequency synchronization between simulations and experiments. The parameter _ is
set to 0.30 to bias the parameter choice towards a better agreement on the average d6.

Then, for each group and model, we picked the parameter combination that returned
the lowest value of Π<, that is,

Π
∗
m,g = arg min

Πm∈A<

�g (Π<), ∀< ∈ {1, 20, 21, 3}, ∀6 ∈ {G1,G2,G3}, (4.15)

Figure 4.3 shows for each model how the value of the cost function �6< defined in
(4.14) changes as the model parameters are varied over the range of interest. We notice
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that, when model 3 is selected, the level curves of �6<(2, g) are hyperbolic, implying
that similar performance is obtained by setting a small delay and a large coupling gain or
viceversa, see panels (1e-3e).

Not surprisingly the weighted models (panels (1c-3c) and (1d-3d)) behave similarly
to the original model (panels (1a-3a)).

(1a) (1b) (1e)(1d)(1c)

(2a) (2b) (2e)(2d)(2c)

(3a) (3b) (3e)(3d)(3c)

Figure 4.3: Cost function �6< as a function of the parameter selection. Each panel
corresponds to a specific dataset and model. In particular, the panel number identifies
the dataset (e.g., 1 corresponds to dataset G1), whereas the letter identifies the proposed
mathematical models. Specifically, letter (a) corresponds to the Standard Kuramoto, (b)
to Model 1, (c) to Model 2a, (d) to Model 2b, and (e) to Model 3, respectively.

In Table 4.3, we report the parameter values corresponding to the optimal values of
the parameters for each model in each group dataset.
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4.5. Validating the proposed models

Table 4.3: Parameters corresponding to the optimal values.

Standard Kuramoto Model 1 Model 2a Model 2b Model 3

2∗ 2∗ thr∗ 2∗ 2∗ 2∗ g∗

Group1 1.6 1.3 0.55 1.1 2 1.9 0.17
Group2 0.6 0.9 0.45 0.4 0.7 0.6 0.11
Group3 0.4 1.7 0.40 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.31

4.5.2 Comparing the proposed models

Denoting Ntrials(6) the number of trials of the experimental group 6, we compare how the
tuned models capture our experimental data by computing the following cost function in
each trial ;:

�gm,; =

(
lg,exp,;−lgm,; (Π

∗
6<)

lg,exp,;

)2

+ (1 − _)

(
dg,exp,;−dm,; (Π

∗
6<)

dg,exp,;

)2

+ _

(
Ag,exp,;−Am,; (Π

∗
6<)

Ag,exp,;

)2

,

(4.16)
for all g ∈ {G1,G2,G3}, < ∈ {1, 20, 21, 3}, ; ∈ {1, . . . ,Ntrials (6)} where Π∗

6< are
the optimal parameters reported in Table 4.3, lg,exp,; , dg,exp,; and Ag,exp,; represent,
respectively, the group frequency, the frequency synchronization index and the order
parameter recorded in each experimental trial, whereas lg,m,; , dm,; and Am,; are the
corresponding simulated values. We removed the outliers and ran an ANOVA test on �gm,;

to capture significant improvement provided by the proposed models. We considered 20
permutations of the pairing between simulated and experimental trials.

Figure 4.4 shows the models’ performances. The results confirm that the Standard
Kuramoto model (Model 1) does not fully match the experimental data and that a
modelling extension is needed. In particular, the figure reveals that the adaptive model
(Model 2) always returns the worst values in terms of �gm,; whereas Model 3 always
returns low values that are significantly different from the same cost function computed
for the other models (see also Table 4.4). In addition, in Figure 4.5 we compare the
dynamics in a sample trial of both the Standard Kuramoto model and the Model 3 in the
first experimental group. The asymptotic frequency value reached by the group with the
Standard Kuramoto is far from the experimental value (see Table 4.2) met by the delayed
model.
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Figure 4.4: Boxplots of �gm,; for G1(panel a), G2(panel b) and G3(panel c). A triple
star corresponds to ? < 0.001

Table 4.4: Details of models’ performances in terms of �gm,; as plotted in Figure 4.4.

Anova results Standard Kuramoto Model 1 Model 2a Model 2b Model 3

Group1 � (4, 556) = 114.87, ? < 0.001 0.52 ± 0.11 0.47 ± 0.38 0.02 ± 0.01 0.34 ± 0.35 0.04 ± 0.02

Group2 � (4, 387) = 78.22, ? < 0.001 0.08 ± 0.04 0.22 ± 0.15 0.08 ± 0.05 0.06 ± 0.04 0.03 ± 0.02

Group3 � (4, 395) = 90.28, ? < 0.001 0.19 ± 0.13 0.64 ± 0.41 0.19 ± 0.13 0.21 ± 0.15 0.05 ± 0.03

(a) (b)

Figure 4.5: Comparison between the Standard Kuramoto and Model 3 in a sample

trial from G1. Panel (b) shows how players in Group1 can achieve frequency syn-
chronization to the experimental recorded value with the delayed model (average group
frequency ¤̄\ = 2.88rad/s), better than the results of the Standard Kuramoto model (panel
a, average group frequency ¤̄\ = 5.33rad/s).
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4.6 Summary

In this Chapter, we investigated the possible reasons why human agents slow down while
executing a cooperative motor task and proposed three different models based on different
neuroscientific hypotheses underlying sensorimotor group synchronization. We found
that a model accounting for delays in information processing is the one that best captures
the reduced frequency of oscillation observed in our experiments when compared to solo
trials. The sensorimotor control system requires coordinating different forms of sensory
and motor data and these data are generally in various formats. Transformations between
these coordinate systems allow the motor and sensory data to be related, closing the
sensorimotor loop [221]. Therefore, to generate skilled actions, the sensorimotor control
system must find solutions to several problems, including coping with the nonlinear
nature of our motor system, together with delays, redundancy, and noise [222]. Motor
control can be divided into feedforward and feedback control strategies. Feedforward
control includes all techniques for controlling a motor apparatus without reference to
one or more controlled variables describing the current state of the motor system. In
contrast, feedback control uses some knowledge of the controlled variables to determine
the outgoing motor commands. Such control is robust but its principal disadvantage is
that it is sensitive to intrinsic delays in the sensorimotor loop and this reduces the speed
of its response [223]. In particular, neural delay has been shown to play a significant
role in the muscle control system [224,225]. This delay can be defined as the total time
interval between the presentation of a stimulus and the evocation of a response. It can be
influenced by the length of the neural path between the receptor organ and the responding
muscles, the time that the central nervous system requires to process the information,
and the time it takes for a muscle to react. For this reason, four sequential components
play a key role in the neural delay: sensation, perception, conduction, and execution.
These delays combine to give an unavoidable feedback delay within the negative feedback
control loop, which ranges between about 30 ms for a spinal reflex up to 200–300 ms for
a visually guided response [226] [171].

Tuning our simple yet effective model 3, which explictly accounts for these intrinsic
delays, we found delay values that are in line with the typical range evidenced in the
literature, and specifically between 110ms and 310ms.

In the following Chapter, we examine how leadership emergence occurs in a set of
experimental group coordination tasks, showing the occurrence of some "leadership
patterns" that seem to explain the observed behaviour.
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5 Patterns of leadership emergence

organize coordinated motion in

human groups

The main objective of this chapter, whose results were presented in [227], is to shed
light on leadership emergence during movement synchronisation in groups of interacting
agents. Leadership is a complex yet fascinating phenomenon that plays an essential role
in several human activities, as for example economics, politics, music and sport. In this
chapter, we investigate if and how leadership emerges within the context of human groups
motor coordination, which is observed for instance when people walk together or move at
unison. More specifically, we consider groups of humans performing a joint motor task,
that is, the multi-agent extension of the mirror game, described earlier in Chapter 2, as
implemented in Figs. 5.1 and 5.3. From a mathematical point of view, the problem of
leadership emergence has been studied with the aid of dynamical systems theory in the
case of animal groups [39, 63–66], whereas less attention has been focused on the case of
human ensembles.

Different metrics have been used to investigate leader-follower relationships; most
notably, the phase of each agent has been used to identify who is lagging behind whom in
the analysis of oscillatory tasks [20,27], whereas information theoretic quantities such
as transfer entropy have been employed to reconstruct the mutual influence among the
interacting agents [56,228]. Here, we combine both these metrics to investigate which
leadership patterns emerge and how they affect the level of coordination in the group.

In addition, to assess whether the social dimension affects the emergence of leadership
in the group, we repeat our experiments via our computer-based architecture Chronos
described in Section 4.1, removing any type of direct visual or auditory communication
between the group members so that subjects do not know the identity of the others they are
interacting with. In so doing, we also explore the emergence of leadership within groups
performing a different coordination task providing further evidence of our findings.

The contents of this Chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1 we describe the
task we assigned in our experiments and we illustrate the two experimental setups. Then,
in Section 5.2 we decribe the data analysis pipeline to achieve our results that are fully
presented in Section 5.3. Finally, a summary of the main findings and related implications
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are presented in Section 5.4.

5.1 Experimental setup

Six groups of voluntary participants were involved in two different types of experiments
as described in what follows.

5.1.1 Experiment 1: social cooperation

For this scenario, we considered the data described in Section 3.1- Experiment 2 of
Chapter 3 and will be analysed here in terms of leadership emergence. In particular,
since in this analysis we are not interested in the influence of the motor expertise, there
is no need to distinguish between dancers and non dancers. Therefore, the groups of
participants will be here addressed with more general labels as G1 (D1), G2 (D2), G3

(ND1), G4 (ND2).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.1: Experimental setup (1). Panel (a) describes the first setup (Experiment 1:

social cooperation), where each player was asked to move a pendulum with their own
preferred hand and try to synchronize its movement with the others. Panel (b) shows
the pendulum used to run experiments. Although masses could be added on the rod to
modulate the inertia of the pendulum, we did not use this feature of the setup as we did
not add any additional mass. Each participant was asked to wear handmade goggles (see
panel (c)) to manipulate the field of vision and implement the different topologies of
interest.
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Figure 5.2: Spatial distribution. In panels (a-d) we plotted the four configurations
(topologies) implemented in the experiments: complete graph (a), path graph (b), ring

graph (c), and star graph (d), with # being the number of players involved in the
experiments. In the complete graph, each participant can see all the others; in the path

graph, every player can see the trajectories of two neighbours with the exception of the
two external participants (the head and tail of the chain) that are constrained to visualize
the motion of only one neighbour; in the ring graph, each player can see the motion of
only two neighbours; in the star graph, all the players observe the motion of one central
player who, conversely, sees the motion of all the others.

5.1.2 Experiment 2: group performance in the absence of social interac-

tion

Two groups of six participants, each recruited from an initial pool of fourty volunteers,
employees and students at the Euromov center and at University of Montpellier, took
part in the experiment (all right-handed). They had no expertise in typical sensori-motor
synchronization activities (music or dance). Volunteers were divided in two groups as
follows:

• group 1 (CG1)- mean age = 22.5 ± 4.04, 3 females, 3 males;
• group 2 (CG2)- mean age = 26 ± 12.07, 4 females, 2 males.

Participants were connected through the software platform Chronos developed at the
University of Naples Federico II, in collaboration with the University of Bristol [34],
as part of the European project AlterEgo (www.euromov.eu/alterego/). Specifically,
volunteers were asked to move their index finger on a leap motion controller so as to move
a ball on the screen representing their own avatar (Figure 5.3), oscillating from left to
right and vice versa, in a synchronized way with the others. Namely, they were instructed
to "Synchronize the movement of your finger from left to right with the movement of the

others, as naturally as possible, as if you could do it for 30 minutes". A demonstration
was performed to make sure the task was understood by each participant. The Chronos
software allowed to manipulate the structure of the information shared on the screen of
each player so as to implement the 4 different interaction topologies depicted in Figure
5.2. Moreover, participants were separated by barriers and wore headphones playing
white noise (see Figure 5.3(b),(c)). In each configuration, volunteers performed 4 trials of
30 seconds each.

Both studies were carried out according to the principles expressed in the Declaration
of Helsinki, and were approved by the local ethical committee.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.3: Experimental setup (2). Panel (a) shows the second setup (Experiment 2:

group performance in absence of social interaction), where participants had to oscillate
and synchronize the index finger of their preferred hand over a Leap Motion controller
(Leap Motion, Inc. [181]) while being virtually connected with the others through the
platform Chronos [34]. The main difference with the previous setup is the absence of
visual and acoustic coupling among the players. Cardboards were used to visually isolate
participants and headphones playing white noise were during each trial to ensure acoustic
isolation between participants, see panel (b). Each participant was sitting in front of a
laptop pc equipped with headphones and a leap motion controller (as shown in panel(c)).

5.2 Data analysis

5.2.1 Data preprocessing

Before performing data analysis, we preprocessed data.

Experiment 1. Potentiometers were used to compute the projection of the hand motions
on the floor through a voltage-divider formula. The position time-series were smoothed
out through a moving average filter with time window equal to 10 samples, that is, with a
time-step ΔC = 0.05s.

Experiment 2. The Chronos architecture is a computer-based platform consisting of
different hardware/software devices. The positions of each agent are captured by a Leap
Motion device- a low-cost position sensor- and appear on the screens of each individual
personal computer. The position time-series of each player is sampled at 10 Hz.

In this study, data were interpolated through a spline to obtain a 100 Hz sampling.
Then, the position time-series were filtered through a Butterworth filter with a cutoff
frequency equal to twice the typical human natural movement frequency (∼ 3 Hz).

For both datasets, the Hilbert transform method [170] was employed to reconstruct
the phase associated to each agent from its position time series.
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5.2.2 Leadership metrics

To uncover leadership emergence we propose the combined use of two indices. The first,
which we term as "phase leadership" index, identifies who is leading whom in phase in
the group. The other, termed as "influence leadership" index is based on the computation
of the net causation entropy between players. Such an information theoretic concept is
used to infer causality by extracting the directional information flows from the position
(or phase) time-series acquired from the group players during the experiments [228].

We describe below how each of the indices we adopt in our investigation is defined.

Mean phase leadership index. For every individual, say 8, we reconstructed from data
the time-series of the phase of their motion. We then determined the phase leadership
index, say �8 (C), of that individual in the group at every time instant. Namely, the value
of �8 (C) ranges from 1 to 7, with 1 (7) corresponding to player 8 being followed (led) in
phase by all the other player. We then computed the average phase index of individual 8
over the entire trial (�8) to quantify their tendency to lead in phase.

Knowledge of the phase of all the players at each time instant C: allows to compute
the phase difference among every pair of agents, that is,

q8 9 (C: ) = \8 (C: ) − \ 9 (C: ) ∀8, 9 = 1, . . . , #players, ∀: = 1, . . . , #instants, (5.1)

where #instants is the number of time steps of duration ΔC, that is the sampling period, of
the trial of duration ) = #instantsΔC. We say that player 9 is ahead of 8 at time C: when
q8 9 (C: ) < 0. Then, we denote L8 (C: ) the set of players that are ahead of player 8 at time
C: , that is,

L8 (C: ) = { 9 |q8 9 (C: ) ≤ 0} ∀8 = 1, . . . , #players, ∀: = 1, . . . , #instants. (5.2)

The phase leadership index of player 8 at time instant C: , �8 (C: ), is given by the cardinality
of the set L8 (C: ), i.e.

�8 (C: ) = |L8 (C: ) | + 1 ∀8 = 1, . . . , #players, ∀: = 1, . . . , #instants. (5.3)

In every trial of each experiment, we compute the mean phase leadership index �8 of
player 8 as the time average of �8 (C: ):

�8 =
1

#instants

#instants∑

:=1

�8 (C: ), ∀8 = 1, . . . , #players (5.4)

Net causation entropy. To complement the analysis and uncover who is influencing
whom in terms of the information flow between group members, we evaluated the
causation entropy [229] between every pair of agents in the group from the time series
of the phases of their motion. Then, we computed the net predicted information flow,
NetCaus8 , from agent 8 to the rest of the group. This index defines the ability of each
agent of influencing the motion of the whole group.
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Given a discrete random variable + , the Shannon information content associated to +
can be computed as

� (+) = −
∑

E

?(E) log ?(E). (5.5)

where ?(E) is the probability mass function of + . � (+) is called the Shannon entropy

(from now on, simply entropy) associated with + [230].
Given two (discrete) stochastic processes - (C: ) and . (C: ), it is possible to define the
transfer entropy [231] as:

)-→. = � (. (: + g) |. (:)) − � (. (: + g) |- (:), . (:)). (5.6)

)-→. ≥ 0 represents the information that flows from - to . over the time interval
[:, : + g]. In other words, transfer entropy measures the uncertainty reduction in inferring
the future state of the process . when, in addition to its current state . (:), also the current
state - (:) of the process - is known.

Transfer entropy successfully detects the directionality of the information flow and,
therefore, it may be used to detect causality between two processes. However, when other
processes affect both . and - , the causal relationship between - and . might be poorly
related with the transfer entropy [228]. In other words, the transfer entropy is a bi-factor
measure, so it is unable to distinguish direct versus indirect influences when three or more
stochastic processes may be involved. For this reason, in multi-agent systems with more
than 2 interacting entities, causation entropy is used to neutralize the effect on transfer
entropy of the other entities, whose state is encoded in a third (vector) process / (:):

�-→. | (. ,/ ) = � (. (: + g) |. (:), / (:)) − � (. (: + g) |- (:), . (:), / (:)). (5.7)

In the context of the mirror game, we use causation entropy to compute the net
information flow among the players. Specifically, given two players 8 and 9 , we compute
F8 9 = �8→ 9 | ( 9 ,P\ 9) , where P is the set of players participating to the game. Then, for all
players 8 = 1, . . . , #players, we compute the outgoing and the incoming information flow

as Xi,out =
∑#players

9=1, 9≠8
F8 9 and Xi,in =

∑#players

9=1, 9≠8
F 98 , respectively. Finally, we defined the Net

Causation Entropy (NetCaus) score for each player as

NetCaus8 = Xi,out − Xi,in ∀8 = 1, . . . , #players. (5.8)

NetCaus8 quantifies the net information flow between player 8 and all the other players
and therefore is taken as the influence leadership index in this study. Thus, the "influence
leader" is defined as the participant with the highest value of NetCaus.

To reconstruct the influence indices across the players, we followed the oCSE
algorithm [57]. We select as input of the oCSE algorithm the time-series of the positions
of each player. As described in Eq. (5.7), a parameter that needs to be selected is the
time-lag g. We set g to 0.25 seconds, which corresponds to 50 samples in Experiment 1
and to 25 samples in Experiment 2. The selected value of g corresponds to the average
human response time in processing information [232–234]. The oCSE algorithm then uses
the Kraskov-Strogbauer-Grassberger estimator [235] to estimate causation entropy from
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time-series. Specifically, it is a non parametric estimator based on ^-nearest neighbors.
In this study, following [236], we selected ^ as the square root of the sample size of
the joint variables, which corresponds to setting ^ = 75 in Experiment 1 and ^ = 55 in
Experiment 2. The computed causation entropy are then used to calculate the weights F8 9 .
To determine whether or not these positive weights are significantly different from zero,
shuffle tests with significance level U = 0.01 in both the forward (discovery) and backward
(removal) phases of the oCSE algorithm are used. We ran 100 trials in Experiment 1 and
500 trials in Experiment 2 per each hypothesis tests. The different number of trials is
explained by the different length of the time series in the two experiments.

5.2.3 Level of coordination

As the joint task used as a paradigmatic case of study in the paper is oscillatory, we
quantified the level of coordination among the agents by means of the instantaneous cluster

phase or Kuramoto order parameter, z, introduced for the first time by Kuramoto [38].
This index is defined, for each trial 9 , as follows:

I 9 (C: ) =

������

1

#players

#players∑

8=1

4 9 \8 (C: )

������
9 = 1, . . . , #trials : = 1, . . . , #instants. (5.9)

It is equal to 0 for pairwise agents in phase opposition and it becomes 1 when the
players are perfectly overlapped in phase, reaching the highest level of coordination. We
considered the mean value in each trial:

Ī 9 =
1

#instants

#instants∑

:=1

I 9 (C: ) 9 = 1, . . . , #trials. (5.10)

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Leadership emerges in three different patterns when people move

together

Analyzing the results of experiment 1, we found that coordination was achieved through
three main leadership patterns. In Pattern 1, the individual who is the most influential,
as assessed by computing the causation entropy between each pair of group members, is
also the one leading the rest of group motion in phase (see Fig. 5.4(a),(b)). This type of
leadership pattern is reminiscent of one often found in the animal kingdom, where young
pet animals follow the motion of their parents when flocking together, see Fig. 5.4(c). In
Pattern 2, the most influential player is the one lagging behind all the others in phase,
see Fig. 5.4(d)-(f). This leadership pattern often emerges in team sports, as for example
in cycling where domestiques work for the benefit of the team leader, who, although
moving behind all the others, determine the pace of the group. Finally, shared leadership
constitutes a third possible pattern (Pattern 3), where the highest influence leadership
index is shared by the two players with the highest and lowest phase leadership index
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respectively. This leadership pattern is often observed in nature. For example, in animal
migrations, the movement of the entire group towards the next destination is influenced
by the animal in front who knows the route (phase leader) as well as by the pace of the
slowest member, who will be in the back of the group, see Figure 5.4(i).
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Figure 5.4: Description of the leadership scenarios. In the first column, each bar
represents the value of the influence leadership index. The central column shows the mean
phase leadership index for each player. The red bars identify the relationship between
these two metrics typical of each pattern (Pattern 1- top row, Pattern 2- middle row, Pattern
3- bottom row). The third column displays an example for each leadership scenario from
sports world. In particular, Panel (c) reports an example of the first scenario, where the role
of a coxswain is to steer the boat and coordinate the rhythm of the team members. Panel
(f) depicts professional road cyclists racing at the Tour de France. It is a paradigmatic
example of leadership assigned to the participant lagging behind all the others, since
the team leader typically drafts the wheels of her/his teammates (domestiques) but is
pivotal for determining the team strategy. Panel (i) shows an example of shared leadership
observed during team pursuit in track cycling, where the fastest player in front sets the
pace, but also accounts for the position of the third lagging player, since the final time for
the team is taken when the third team member crosses the finish line.
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More specifically, the experimental trials could be classified into 4 different groups,
one where no patterns emerged and the other three associated to each of the leadership
scenarios described above. In the first collection, the participant who obtained the highest
NetCaus was also the person with the highest mean phase leadership index. In the second
group the person with the highest NetCaus was instead the one with the lowest value of
the phase leadership index, while in the third two players, the ones with the highest and
lowest phase pleadership index values were those with the two highest values of NetCaus.
A geometric interpretation of these three patterns can be obtained by plotting the net
predicted information flow against the mean ranking in phase.

The results of our analysis are summarized in Fig. 5.5. To analyse each scenario, we
removed outlier data from the data points. A first order (linear) polynomial regression
analysis shows that, in the trials where the phase leader emerges as the most influential
(Pattern 1), ranking in phase and influence are positively correlated (A (19) = 0.33,
'2 = 0.11, ? < 0.001). Instead, when leadership is assumed by the player most lagging
in phase (Pattern 2), the opposite is observed (A (12) = −0.48, '2 = 0.23, ? < 0.001).
Interestingly, a linear fitting ('2 = 0.02, ? = 0.17) cannot capture Pattern 3, where two
players share leadership, and a parabolic interpolation is required to depict the coexistence
of the lagging and phase leaders ('2 = 0.24, ? < 0.001). Visual inspection of the
QQ-plots and Lilliefors tests on residuals show that the null hypothesis of normality of
data cannot be rejected (� (127) = 0.08, ? = 0.06 for Pattern1, � (80) = 0.07, ? = 0.50

for Pattern2, and � (123) = 0.06, ? = 0.32 for Pattern3).
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Figure 5.5: Distribution and characterization of the leadership patterns in Experi-

ment 1. In Panel (a) the pie chart depicts how the three patterns were distributed among
the trials of Experiment 1. A correlation analysis between the net information flow
NetCaus and the mean position ranking � in the trials where Pattern 1 and 2 were
observed is reported in Panels (b) and (c), respectively. The linear fitting is represented by
a red solid line. In Pattern 3, the relationship between NetCaus and � is instead captured
by a parabolic curve fitting, which is the red solid line in Panel (d).
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5.3.2 Leadership emergence aids coordination

We found that one of the three leadership patterns described above emerged in the 62.50%

of all the trials in Experiment 1. We ascertained that the frequency of occurrence of
one of the three patterns was different from chance by comparing it with the expected
frequency of occurrence (28.57%) using a j2-test (j2 (3) = 83.54, ? < 0.001). Most
importantly, we found that the level of coordination in the group was significantly higher
in those trials where leadership emerged than in those where it did not. In particular, we
computed the group order parameter I to be equal to 0.73 on average when leadership
emerged ("1 = 0.73, (�1 = 0.17) while being equal to 0.60 otherwise ("2 = 0.60,
(�2 = 0.17). An independent t-test calculated on these values showed significant
synchronization differences in the scenarios (independent C-test, C (78) = 3.37, ? < 0.001,
Cohen’s 3 = 0.78).

5.3.3 Leadership emergence patterns are independent of direct visual/auditory

coupling

We performed a second set of experimental trials (denoted Experiment 2 in Section 5.1)
to assess whether the emergence of the identified leadership patterns persisted also in the
absence of direct visual and auditory coupling. Specifically, in Experiment 2 we used
Chronos (see Figure 5.3) and we found again that in 62.50% of the trials one of the three
leadership patterns emerged. A j2-test revealed that the frequency of occurrence of the
leadership patterns was different from chance (j2 (3) = 18.81, ? < 0.001), thus suggesting
that these emergent patterns are still present in the absence of direct visual/auditory
coupling among group.

Again, the average order parameter in the trials where these patterns are observed
is higher than that observed in the remaining trials ("1 = 0.68, (�1 = 0.16 versus
"2 = 0.55, (�2 = 0.14), and this difference is found to be significant (independent C-test,
C (30) = 2.23, ? = 0.03, Cohen’s 3 = 0.82). Also, the geometric interpretation of the
three patterns in this second experiment was qualitatively the same as in the experiments
where players were physically present in the same room, see Figures 5.6(b)-(d). Our
findings confirm that leadership emergence occurs even in the absence of social interaction
between the group members and therefore that some type of unintentional communication
encoded in the motion of each group member causes its occurrence to achieve a prior
common goal. Lilliefors tests on residuals shows that the null hypothesis of normality of
data cannot be rejected (� (55) = 0.08, ? = 0.49 for Pattern1, � (24) = 0.18, ? = 0.05

for Pattern2, and � (35) = 0.11, ? = 0.28 for Pattern3).
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Figure 5.6: Distribution and characterization of the leadership patterns in absence

of social interaction. In Panel (a) the pie chart depicts how the three patterns were
distributed among the trials of Experiment 2. A correlation analysis between the net
information flow NetCaus and the mean phase ranking � in the trials where Pattern 1
and 2 were observed is reported in Panels (b) and (c), respectively. The linear fitting is
represented by a red solid line. In Pattern 3, the relationship between NetCaus and � is
instead captured by a parabolic curve fitting, which is the red solid line in Panel (d).
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5.3.4 Spatial distribution influences leadership emergence

We manipulated the group interaction structure to assess whether different topologies
had an effect on leadership emergence. A j2 test revealed that the distribution of the
three leadership patterns across the topologies is different from uniform (j2 (3) = 10.88,
? = 0.012). In particular, we observed a higher occurrence of leadership emergence when
all players were interacting with everyone else (complete graph topology, Fig. 5.2(a))
or when a central player was interacting with the rest of the group (star graph structure,
Fig. 5.2(d), see Tabs. 5.1-5.2). These topologies are also those that were found in
previous work to facilitate the onset of motor coordination in the group (� (3, 76) = 31.55,
? < 0.001, [2 = 0.55). This is a further confirmation that the emergence of leadership is
associated to improved levels of coordination among the participants.

Table 5.1: Distributions of the leadership Patterns in each topology (Experiment 1).

The last line represents the expected percentages if agents phase and influence leadership
ranking are both extracted from a uniform distributions.

Topology Pattern1 Pattern2 Pattern3 None

Complete 25% 5% 50% 20%

Path 25% 15% 10% 50%

Ring 25% 5% 10% 60%

Star 20% 35% 25% 20%

Expected 11.90% 11.90% 4.77% 71.43%

Table 5.2: Distributions of the leadership Patterns in each topology (Experiment 2).

The last line represents the expected percentages if agents phase and influence leadership
ranking are both extracted from a uniform distributions.

Topology Pattern1 Pattern2 Pattern3 None

Complete 37.5% 12.5% 25% 25%

Path 50% 0% 12.5% 37.5%

Ring 12.5% 0% 25% 62.5%

Star 25% 37.5% 12.5% 25%

Expected 13.33% 13.33% 6.67% 66.67%
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5.3.5 Distribution of leader role across players

The authors of [74] posited the existence of two diverse leadership structures. Specifically,
in a group with a centralized leadership structure, a single member of the group acts as a
leader, while all the other players enable and reinforce the leader identity. In opposition
to this paradigm, leading actions can be distributed among group members across time.
As we observed that the identity of the leaders emerging in the three patterns identified
in the main text was not always the same, we used the Gini index [237] to discriminate
between distributed leadership across the players or centralized leadership [74] emerged.

For each of the six groups of participants (4 for Experiment 1, and 2 for Experiment 2),
we focused on the trials where one of the three patterns was observed, and we computed
for each player, say 8, the percentage G8 of trials where s/he acted as a either a phase or
an influence leader. The agents were indexed in non-decreasing order with respect to G8 ,
that is, for all 8, G8 ≤ G8+1. After normalizing such that

∑
8 G8 = 1, we then obtained 6

distributions of G8 for each group, on which we computed the Gini index 0 ≤ �6 ≤ 1,
6 = 1, . . . , 6, where the subscript 6 identifies the specific group considered. Originally
introduced in economics to measure inequalities in the wealth distribution within a country,
in this context the Gini index quantifies whether leadership is shared among the players,
with �6 = 1 corresponding to a single agent consistently leading in all the trials, and
�6 = 0 to all agents leading in the same number of trials. Specifically, for each of the six
groups, the Gini index can be computed as

�6 = 1 −
2

#players − 1

(

#players −

∑#players

8=1
8G8

∑#players

8=1
G8

)

. (5.11)

The values of the Gini indices depicted in Figures 5.7-5.8 (it ranges between 0.50 and
0.63) suggest that, although some players tends to lead more than others, leadership is
generally shared among the group members.
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(d)

Player

(a)

Player

(b)

Player

(c)

Player

Figure 5.7: How leadership distributes among the players (Experiment 1). Each
panel shows the percentage G8 of trials where player 8 acted as a leader, for all 8 = 1, . . . , 7.
The agents are sorted so that G8 is non-decreasing. Panel (a), (b), (c), and (d) refer to
group G1, G2, G3, and G4, respectively (see the Experimental setup section for details
on how players were clustered in each group). The value of the Gini index for each group
is reported in the top-right corner of each panel.
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(a)

Player

(b)

Player

Figure 5.8: How leadership distributes among the players (Experiment 2). The two
panels show the percentage G8 of trials where player 8 acted as a leader, for all 8 = 1, . . . , 6.
The agents are sorted so that G8 is non-decreasing. Panel (a) and (b) refer to group CG1

and CG2, respectively. The value of the Gini index values (�CG1 ∼ 0.60, �CG2 ∼ 0.57)
given in the top-right corner of every panel suggests that there is no particular group
member always assuming a leadership role but that in different trials different players took
such role.
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5.4 Summary

In this Chapter, we focused on the problem of studying leadership emergence and its effects
in human groups involved in a joint motor task. We found that leadership emergence does
indeed foster coordination and is therefore a natural phenomenon occurring in human
groups even when it is not established a priori. Interestingly, with the combined use
of two metrics- phase leadership and net causation indices-, we uncovered three main
patterns through which leadership emerges. One, where the most influential player is the
one ahead in phase, an other, where the lagging one is the most influential, and the third,
where a shared leadership arrangement emerges between the players ahead or lagging in
phase. Crucially, these three scenarios can be immediately related to some analogous ones
that have been uncovered in the animal kingdom confirming that leadership emergence is
a naturally occurring organizing phenomenon when coordination is the goal of the group.

Our results also highlighted how the emergence of these leadership patterns fosters
coordination in the group, with the order parameter being significantly lower in those trials
where these patterns were absent. This observation was found to be independent of the
presence of physical perceptuo-motor interaction among the players. Indeed, the results
were validated and confirmed via a set of experiments, where the participants could only
perceive each other’s motion through a laptop screen. The persistence of the leadership
patterns we uncovered in different conditions, combined with the observation that they
appear to promote synchronization, suggest that this is a self-organizing phenomenon
emerging when a group needs to perform a cooperative task.

In the following Chapter, we present preliminary experimental evidence showing that
coordination and leadership emergence in a group can be perturbed ad hoc by introducing
an artificial agent in the group of humans performing a joint motor task.
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6 Preliminary investigation on the

effect of virtual players

on group coordination

Investigations on sensorimotor synchronisation introduced in the previous chapters
included experimental setups within ensembles composed only by human agents. The
presence of a virtual player can influence and steer the overall group dynamics towards a
certain level of coordination. The introduction of artificial agents in a human group is
relevant to aid the design of innovative [139,141] and personalized rehabilitation therapies
in those impairments where the imitation and movement synchronization mechanisms
fail [15, 16, 136, 238].
Researchers in Social Neuroscience proposed the use of a new interaction paradigm termed
as Human Dynamic Clamp (HDC) [239]. Inspired by the neuronal dynamic clamp [240],
the HDC allows to directly manipulate in real time the interaction or coupling between
a human and an avatar constructed to behave like a human, driven by well-established
models of coordination dynamics. This novel interaction paradigm allows to explore a
wide repertoire of human behavior and shed light on those features that cannot be easily
accessed in standard human interactions.

In our work, inspired by the human dynamic clamp paradigm, we used our hardware-
software platform Chronos [34] to include artificial agents in a group of humans performing
a joint motor task to analyse how they influenced the emergence of human coordination.
Indeed, several behaviours and hypotheses can be explored and investigated on human
group coordination by varying the mathematical model of the artificial agent and playing
with its parameters.

This chapter presents preliminary results, describing the influence of a stubborn
artificial agent on individual and group synchronization dynamics, and on the emergence
of the leadership patterns introduced in Chapter 5.

Specifically, in Section 6.1 we formalize our research questions. In Section 6.2 we
describe the task and the different sessions of the experiment. Then we present the
individual kinematic characterization in solo session and the experimental synchronization
results obtained in groups both with and without the addition of a virtual player (Section
6.3). Finally, an interpretation of the main findings and contributions of the virtual player
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on the emergence of leadeship patterns is presented in Section 6.4. Finally, a summary of
the key results investigation is given at the end of the Chapter in Section 6.5.

6.1 Research questions

The goal of our study was to address some open research questions about group synchro-
nization, leadership emergence and the influence of an external virtual agent. Specifically,
by introducing and manipulating the virtual agent dynamics we aimed at investigating:

1. which group synchronization frequency emerges;
2. whether the players’ positions in a given group topology influence the group

dynamics (configuration effect);
3. if the virtual player can steer the synchronization group dynamics in a desired

manner;
4. if a virtual agent influence the leadership patterns emerging in the group.

We report below a first attempt at investigating the issues above.

6.2 Task and procedure

In order to analyse the influence of an avatar on the group synchronization performance
we employed the Chronos platform (see 4.1) in three scenarios including solo and group
experiments in an ensemble of 5 agents, with and without a Virtual Player (VP). All
the experiments involve participants moving their favourite hand above their respective
position sensors (Leap Motion [181]), along a 1D direction parallel to the floor. The
experimental setup presented here is the same described in Chapter 5. Data was originally
stored with a frequency rate of 10Hz, and then underwent cubic interpolation with a
sampling frequency equal to 100Hz. 5 volunteers took part in the experiments (4 males
and 1 female). All the subjects were right handed, and none of them had physical and
mental illnesses or disabilities. They were M.Sc. and Ph.D. students from the University
of Naples- Federico II. The experiments took place in three different sessions. All subjects
gave written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Seven different group structures were implemented (see Fig. 6.1): complete (a), path
(b-d), ring (e) and star graph (f-g, for a detailed description of each graph see Chapter 3).
In particular, for path and star graphs multiple configurations were tested. As for the path
graph, three versions of the topology were considered, specifically:

• PG12345: random arrangement of the participants disregarding the individual
kinematic features (see Tab. 6.1);

• PG12534: the random disposition is split by placing the slowest (but also the most
coherent) player in the middle;

• PG53214: in this configuration we positioned the two slowest players at the endpoints
of the group.

Regarding the star graph, we explored two configurations. Namely:
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• SG3cen: the fastest player acted as hub;
• SG5cen: the slowest player was the central node.

For each topology, 7 experiments lasting 45s each were carried out.
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Figure 6.1: Topologies of interest. Panels (a-g) show the four topologies implemented
in the second session of experiments: complete graph(a), path graph(b-d), ring graph(e),
and star graph(f-g). In the complete graph, each participant can see all the others; in the
path graph, every player can see the trajectories of two neighbours with the exception
of the two external participants (the head and tail of the chain) that are constrained to
visualize the motion of only one neighbour; in the ring graph, each player can see the
motion of only two neighbours; in the star graph, all the players observe the motion of one
central player who, conversely, sees the motion of all the others. In addition, for path and
star graphs we ran trials with additional configurations to test any possible effect of how
the players are combined in a given constrained topology. In particular, for the path graph
we considered the fastest and the slowest players in the middle (respectively in panels (b)
and (d)) in the same way of the star topology ((f) and (g)). In addition, in the path graph
we tested also the effect of the slowest players at the head and tail of the chain.

6.2.1 Deployment of a virtual player through Chronos platform

The problem of entraining a human group is relevant in many scenarios like, for instance,
in orchestra performance, in rowing teams or in the field of rehabilitation robotics. With
the support of data analysis and ad-hoc mathematical models, it could be possible, in
principle, to observe and assign at will leadership in a human group by deploying virtual
agents [241, 242]. Indeed, virtual players with specific values of natural oscillation
frequency could be appropriately connected to a subset of the agents in the ensemble and
influence their motion so as to control the group collective behaviour.
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In this work, we deployed the virtual agent implemented in the Chronos platform whose
dynamics is described as follows. Denote with G(C) ∈ R the position of the VP at time C.
The mathematical description modelling its dynamics is given as follows:

¥G(C) = 5 (G(C), ¤G(C)) + D(C) (6.1)

where 5 represents the behaviour of the artificial agent in isolation (i.e., not connected to
other agents), ¤G and ¥G are its velocity and acceleration, and D represents the control input
modelling the coupling interaction between the virtual agent and some other individuals
in the group. The Chronos platform makes it possible to choose several combinations of
inner dynamics and coupling functions to generate the movements of the virtual player.
In our experiments we set the VP model as follows:

• Inner dynamics model. The nonlinear HKB model was selected to describe the
internal dynamics of the avatar. Here:

5 (G, ¤G) = −(UG2 + V ¤G2 − W) ¤G + l2G (6.2)

with U, V, W characterising the damping and friction coefficients, and l influencing
the frequency of oscillation, respectively.

• Control signal. Different options can be selected for the coupling contribution D to
describe the interaction between the VP and another agent. We selected an adaptive
control strategy. Namely, in the case of the virtual player acting as a follower, D is
set as:

D = [k + j(G − H)2] ( ¤G − ¤H) − �4−X ( ¤G− ¤H)2

(G − H) (6.3)

where
¤k = −

1

k
[(G − H) ( ¤G − ¤H) + (G − H)2] (6.4)

¤j = −
1

j
( ¤G − ¤H) [ 5 (G, ¤G) + D] (6.5)

with H, ¤H being position and velocity of the agent connected with the artificial agent,
� and X being control parameters, and where k and j are adaptive parameters.
In the case of the virtual player acting as a leader, the control signal is described as:

D = _

(
[k + j(G−f?)

2] ( ¤G−fE ) −�4
−X ( ¤G−fE )

2

(G−f?)

)
+ (1−_) (H−G) (6.6)

with _ := 4−X |G−H | ,  being a control parameter, and with f? and fE being
reference profiles for position and velocity (kinematic signature) that allow the
virtual agent to spontaneously produce motions.

In this work, we chose a VP acting as a leader with default parameter values: U = 3,
V = 7, W = 0.2, l = 1.75, � = 60, X = 0.5, k(0) = j(0) = −10,  = 40. f? and fE

are pre-recorded signatures chosen from the Chronos database. For more details on the
available options for the virtual player setup to interact in a human-like fashion with its
partners, see [34].
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6.3 Synchronization results

In this section, we present the main results of the analysis on group interaction. All the
metrics employed here to analyse and quantify the coordination level of the participants,
have been defined in Section 3.2. In addition, we employ the coefficient of variation �+
and the dyadic coordination metric.

The first is a measure of the level of dispersion of the natural rhythms of the participants
of group, defined as

�+ (l̃) =
f(l̃)

`(l̃)
(6.7)

where l̃ := [`(l1)`(l2) . . . `(l5)]
) ∈ R5 is the vector of the natural oscillation

frequencies of the players in the group. Specifically, the higher the value of �+ is,
the more different are the frequencies of the participants of group from each other.
Analogously, it is possible to define the individual coefficient of variation �+ (l̃: ) as a
measure of the individual variability of the natural oscillation frequency of the :-th player.

As for the dyadic coordination level, denoting with q8, 9 (:) := \8 (:) − \ 9 (:) the
relative phase between two participants in the group at the sampling time : , it is possible
to estimate their level of dyadic coordination, that is how stable (d38, 9 = 1) or variable
(d38, 9 = 0) their phase mismatch is over the total duration #) of the trial.

d38, 9 :=
1

#)

�����

#)∑

:=1

4 9 q8, 9 (:)

�����
∈ [0, 1], (6.8)

Note that d38, 9 = d3 9,8
, and that low dyadic coordination levels can coexist with high

group coordination values.

6.3.1 Kinematic characterization of the players

Solo trials were performed in the first session. This kind of experiment involves only
one participant. Participants were asked to carry out 7 trials, each lasting 30s, to
produce sinusoidal-like waves at their own preferred rhythm with their favourite hand,
in isolation. In so doing, the movement of each single player alone can be recorded in
order to characterize her/his kinematic features. In Tab. 6.1 we synthesize the individual
characteristics of the players. A one-way ANOVA run on the frequencies recorded across
the seven trials in isolation revealed a significant difference among almost all the players
(� (4, 30) = 84.21, ? < 0.001, [2 = 0.92). In particular, post-hoc Bonferroni tests showed
that participant number 2 is not significantly different from player 1 (? = 0.21) and from
player 3 (? = 0.41) whereas all the agents differ clearly (? < 0.001). Participant identified
by number 3 represents the fastest and the most variable agent of the group (highest
SD) whereas player number 5 shows the slowest velocity and the lowest value of motion
variability in the ensemble. Our attention will be focused on these actors throughout the
study.
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Table 6.1: Kinematic characterization of the players in solo condition.

Player l̄8 std CV

1 7.10 rad/s 0.66 9.34%

2 7.78 rad/s 0.53 6.83%

3 8.31 rad/s 0.92 11.03%

4 5.42 rad/s 0.21 3.83%

5 3.42 rad/s 0.20 5.97%

mean 6.40 ± 1.99 rad/s

CV 31.07%

6.3.2 Group interaction

Group trials were carried out in the second session of the experiments involving several
agents. In particular, any interaction pattern among the players can be assigned by
the administrator, with the possibility of implementing both directed and undirected
topological structures (see Section 4.1). In Figure 6.1 we illustrated the topologies that
we examined. In the case of the Path and Star graphs, we studied different configurations
of the same topology in order to take into account the influence of the position of the
most interesting players- in terms of kinematic features-on group performance. In this
experiment, human subjects were required to synchronise their oscillations with those of
the circles shown on their respective computer displays, representing the motion of the
players interconnected with them. However, players did not have global information on
the interaction patterns.

Slowing down. As we showed in Chapter 4, when human agents are involved in a group
synchronization interaction, they achieve synchronization not on the average value of
their natural kinematic frequencies but on a lower value. In this study, we observed a
further confirmation of this significant result (see Tab.6.2), showing that slowing down is
not the result of the influence of specific players but it is a typical emergent dynamics of
this coordination task. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA with Greenhouse-Geiser
corrections (n = 0.35) run on the group frequencies captured in all the topologies indicated
a considerable interaction effect (� (7, 42) = 82.18, ? < 0.001, [2 = 0.93). Specifically,
in all the topologies players slowed down compared to the average frequency achieved in
isolation (? < 0.001). Moreover, the third configuration of the path graph (Path graph

53214) led to the lowest frequency value reached by the group which was significantly
different from the two additional Path graphs (? = 0.03), from the Ring (? < 0.001), and
from Star graph with participant number 5 acting as the hub (? = 0.03). Furthermore,
the frequency reached by the group in the Star graph with participant number 3 as a central
player was significantly different from that achieved in the Path graph 12534 (? = 0.04),
in the Ring (? = 0.002), and in the Star graph with player 5 as a hub (? = 0.02).
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Table 6.2: Mean and standard deviation of the order parameter and synchronization

frequency indices across the topologies during group interaction.

Order parameter Synchronization frequency

Topology mean±std mean±std

Complete graph 0.93 ± 0.06 4.29 ± 0.03 rad/s

Path graph 12345 0.77 ± 0.13 4.55 ± 0.01 rad/s

Path graph 12534 0.84 ± 0.11 4.41 ± 0.02 rad/s

Path graph 53214 0.93 ± 0.02 4.18 ± 0.02 rad/s

Ring 0.90 ± 0.05 4.46 ± 0.01 rad/s

Star graph- 3 center 0.92 ± 0.04 4.22 ± 0.03 rad/s

Star graph- 5 center 0.91 ± 0.02 4.54 ± 0.03 rad/s

Configuration effect on phase synchronization index and frequency synchronization.

A repeated-measures ANOVA test run on the order parameter recorded in the different
configurations of the Path group topology shows an effect of the configuration on the
synchronization results (� (2, 12) = 6.04, ? = 0.02, [2

? = 0.50). Normality and sphericity
assumptions were met. In particular, LSD post-hoc test shows that the difference is due
to the difference between Path graph PG-12345 and PG-53214 (? = 0.03). This result
shows that there is no difference between putting the fastest or the slowest player in the
middle (? = 0.14) and not between the topology with the slowest player in the middle
and the two slowest players at the head and tail of the path (? = 0.08). These results say
that to have a significant improvement it is important to remove the fastest player from
the middle and put the slowest participants at the extremities of the path. A paired C-test
on the order parameters recorded in the star graphs shows again that putting the fastest
or the slowest player in the center has any effect on the synchronization performance
(C (6) = 0.47, ? = 0.66).

We ran again a repeated-measures ANOVA test on the frequency synchronization
reached by the group recorded in the different configurations of the Path topology.
Results show an effect of the configuration on the synchronization results (� (2, 12) = 8.47,
? = 0.02, [2

? = 0.59). Normality assumptions were met whereas Greenhouse-Geisser
corrections were necessary for lack of sphericity. LSD post-hoc test shows that there is
difference between Path graphs PG-12345 and PG-53214 (? = 0.03) and between Path
graphs PG-12534 and PG-53214 (? = 0.005) but did not uncover any difference between
putting the fastest or the slowest player in the middle (? = 0.08). These results show
that putting the slowest participants at the extremities of the path guarantees a beneficial
containment effect useful to make participants more cohesive in the chain. A paired C-test
on the order parameters recorded in the various configurations of the Star graph shows
again that having the slowest player as the central node has a more significant effect on
the frequency than placing the fastest in the central role(C (6) = −3.33, ? = 0.02).
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6.3.3 Group interaction with VP

The third and last session of the experiments involve the addition to the group of players
described in in Section 6.3.2 of a Virtual Player described implemented through Chronos
(see Section 6.2.1). However, players did not have information on the virtual nature of the
sixth participant.

Figures 6.2 and 6.3 illustrate the topologies that we examined. For each topology, we
explored different interconnection of the VP to the rest of the group. In particular, our
attention focused on trying to influence the fastest and slowest players (number 3 and 5,
respectively) and on players in specific positions of some topologies.

Influence of the virtual player on the synchronization frequency. In each topology,
we ran an ANOVA to check if and how the influence of the avatar on the group interaction
was detectable. One-way repeated measures ANOVA ran on the frequencies recorded
in each topology (Tab. 6.3) showed an effect of the virtual player. All the post-hoc
Bonferroni comparisons results for all the topologies are summarized in Table 6.4.

Specifically, in the Complete graph (see Fig.6.1(a)), normality and sphericity were
met and the rANOVA displayed a VP effect (� (2, 12) = 92.69, ? < 0.001, [2

? = 0.94).
Post-hoc tests showed a significant slowing down in the presence of the VP with respect
to the only human setup but any significant difference was detected between the scenarios
where a player, i.e., the fastest (CG-3pin, see Fig.6.2(a1)) or slowest member in the group
(CG-5pin, see Fig.6.2(a2)), was influenced by the artificial agent.

Then, in the Path graph-12345 (see Fig.6.1(b)), normality and sphericity were met
and the rANOVA displayed a VP effect (� (3, 18) = 75.32, ? < 0.001, [2

? = 0.93). The
presence of a virtual agent resulted in a significant decrease of the average group frequency.
In addition, the analysis also showed a significant difference between PG-12345-1pin

(see Fig.6.2(b1)) and PG-12345-3pin (see Fig.6.2(b2)), between PG-12345-1pin and
PG-12345-5pin(see Fig.6.2(b3)), and between PG-12345-3pin and PG-12345-5pin. In
other words, in the case of Path graph with fastest player in the middle, a stubborn
artificial player made the group slowing down significantly but not in the same way
accross the connected players: manipulating the behaviour of the head (PG-12345-1pin)
or tail (PG-12345-5pin) had a stronger effect and slower the player influenced by the
virtual agent, slower the group dynamics.

In the Path graph-12534 (see Fig.6.1(c)), normality was met but all degrees of
freedom were corrected using the Greenhouse-Geisser estimate of sphericity (n = 0.56).
The repeated-measures ANOVA showed a VP effect (� (1.12, 6.72) = 12.96, ? <

0.001, [2
? = 0.93). In the case of the Path graph with slowest player in the middle, post-

hoc Bonferroni comparisons showed a significant slowing down when a persistent virtual
player played in the group. Moreover, the difference between the two versions affected by
the avatar (PG-12534-1pin, see Fig.6.2(c1), and PG-12534-5pin, see Fig.6.2(c2)) proved
that the head/tail had a stronger effect than the player in the middle.

In the Path graph-53214 (see Fig.6.1(d)), normality and sphericity were met and
the rANOVA displayed a VP effect (� (3, 18) = 28.55, ? < 0.001, [2

? = 0.83). In this
configuration, pair Bonferroni tests showed that the external influence of the behaviour of
a random player (see Fig.6.2(d1)) or that of the slowest participant (see Fig.6.2(d3)) did not
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Chapter 6. Preliminary investigation on the effect of virtual players on group coordination

make the group slow down their frequencies in a significant way. In addition, influecing
the behaviour of the central player (see Fig.6.2(d1)) helped steering the ensemble towards
a slower motion.

Then, in the Ring graph (see Fig.6.1(e)), normality and sphericity were met and the
rANOVA displayed a VP effect (� (2, 12) = 265.24, ? < 0.001, [2

? = 0.98). Post-hoc
Bonferroni comparisons showed that the players significantly reduced their average group
frequency when the VP was connected to a human member but any difference was given
by the choice of the player connected to the artificial agent.

In the Star graph with player 3 as hub (see Fig.6.1(f)), normality and sphericity were
met and the rANOVA displayed a VP effect (� (3, 18) = 240.64, ? < 0.001, [2

? = 0.98).
The presence of a virtual agent resulted in a significant decrease of the average group
frequency, but in this case, influencing the player acting as hub (SG-3cen-3pin, see
Fig.6.3(f2)) or as one of the leaves (SG-3cen-2pin, see Fig.6.3(f1), or SG-3cen-5pin,
see Fig.6.3(f3)) did not have any effect but there was a difference between affecting the
leaves and the slowest player. Controlling the behaviour of the slowest player guaranteed
a higher effect in the reduction of group frequency.

At the end, in the Star graph with player 5 as hub (see Fig.6.1(g)), normality and
sphericity were met and the rANOVA displayed a VP effect (� (2, 12) = 84.61, ? <

0.001, [2
? = 0.93). Pair Bonferroni tests showed a significant slowing down when there

was an artificial agent in the group, whereas any difference was given by the selection of
the player influenced by the avatar (SG-5cen-3pin, see Fig.6.3(g1), and SG-5cen-5pin

(see Fig.6.3(g2)). This case confirmed what found in the previous Star Graph that is
manipulating the behaviour of player in the hub or in the leaf did not make any difference.

These results show that the presence of a stubborn virtual agent has a significant effect
on the reduction of the average frequency reached by the human group. In particular, our
repeated measure analyses show that also the choice of the player controlled by the avatar,
can amplify the reduction effect of the presence of the VP on the human group behaviour
in almost all the topologies, depending both on the position and on the kinematic features
of the manipulated participant.

Influence of the virtual player on the phase synchronization index. Also for the
analysis of the VP influence on the group phase cohesiveness, we ran a one-way repeated
measures ANOVA in each topology. In Table 6.5, we reported all the post-hoc Bonferroni
comparisons results for all the topologies.

Specifically, in the Complete graph, normality and sphericity were met and the
rANOVA displayed a VP effect (� (2, 12) = 90.43, ? < 0.001, [2

? = 0.94). Pair
Bonferroni tests revealed a significant decline of the phase cohesiveness among the
members when a VP acted in the group, with respect to the only human setup. However,
any significant difference was detected between the scenarios where the fastest or slowest
player in the group was influenced by the artificial agent.

In the Path graph-12345, normality was met but all degrees of freedom were corrected
using the Greenhouse-Geisser estimate of sphericity (n = 0.58). The repeated measures
ANOVA displayed a significant VP effect (� (1.74, 10.42) = 1.42, ? = 0.02, [2

? = 0.41).
In particular, post-hoc comparisons showed that, in this case, the unique considerable
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weakening of group phase synchronization was reached when the slowest player behaviour
was manipulated by the artificial agent.

Following, in the Path graph-12534, normality and sphericity were met and the
rANOVA displayed a VP effect (� (2, 12) = 41.94, ? < 0.001, [2

? = 0.87). Post-hoc
Bonferroni comparisons showed a significant reduction of the coordination levels when
the stubborn artificial player was connected to a member in the group. Nonetheless, the
choice of the player to manipulate in the group did not affect considerably the group
cohesiveness.

Then, in the Path graph-53214, normality and sphericity were met and the rANOVA
displayed a VP effect (� (3, 18) = 64.66, ? < 0.001, [2

? = 0.92). The presence of the
virtual agent resulted in a significant decrease of the group phase synchronization. In
particular, in this case, influencing the central player (PG-53214-2pin, see Fig.6.2(d2))
led to a worse performance than influencing player in a random position (PG-53214-1pin,
see Fig.6.2(d1)), different from the end-point (PG-53214-5pin, see Fig.6.2(d3)).

In the Ring graph, normality was met but the Greenhouse-Geisser correction
(n = 0.55) was necessary. The rANOVA displayed a VP effect (� (1.10, 6.62) = 6.34, ? =

0.003, [2
? = 0.78). As it happened in the Complete graph and in the Path graph-

12534, post-hoc Bonferroni comparisons unveiled a significant worsening of the phase
synchronization level reached by the ensemble agents when a stubborn artificial player
played with a group member. However, any significant difference was detected between
the scenarios where different players in the group were connected to the artificial agent.

In the Star graph with player 3 acting as hub, normality and sphericity were met and
the rANOVA displayed a VP effect (� (3, 18) = 4.07, ? = 0.02, [2

? = 0.40). However,
post-hoc tests revealed that the phase cohesiveness achieved by the ensemble worsened
in a significant way only when the virtual player was connected to the central agent
(SG-3cen-3pin, see Fig.6.3(f2)).

Finally, in the Star graph with player 5 acting as hub, normality and sphericity were
met and the rANOVA displayed a VP effect (� (2, 12) = 41.75, ? < 0.001, [2

? = 0.87).
Here again, pair post-hoc comparisons showed that when the VP played with a group
member, the phase synchronization level reached by the ensemble agents worsened
significantly. However, no considerable difference was detected between the scenarios
where different players were influenced by the artificial agent (SG-5cen-3pin and SG-

5cen-5pin).
These results show that the presence of a stubborn virtual agent causes a general

and considerable worsening of level of the group cohesiveness reached by the human
group. In particular, our repeated measure analyses show that, as for the average group
frequency, special attention should be addressed to both the position and the kinematic
traits of the manipulated participant, considering that the choice of the player manipulated
by the avatar can increase the negative effect of the VP presence on the human group
performance, in all the topologies.
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Coefficients of variation and dyadic coordination. In Tables 6.6- 6.8 the frequencies
and the coefficients of variation of group frequencies are reported with and without the VP
in each topology whereas Figures 6.4- 6.6 show the average and the standard deviation of
dyadic synchronization indices for each pair of players in each topology. The combination
of these two indices provides an additional confirmation of the influence of the virtual
player and how it is recognized as an external agent.

It is interesting to highlight that in the Path graph-12345 we observed two different
scenarios depending on what player is being influenced by the VP. Specifically, when
player 1 was connected to the virtual agent (see Tab. 6.6c and Fig. 6.4(c)), the metrics
computed on the group behaviour showed that the ensemble remained united and the
avatar’s dynamics was not recongnized as part of the group and then ignored. Differently,
when participant 5 played also with the virtual player (see Tab. 6.6e and Fig. 6.4(f)),
the dyadic synchronization index clearly showed that the avatar had an influence on the
motion of the human players.

In Figure 6.6, there is another interesting example represented by the Star graph with
player 5 as hub. When player 3 interacted with the avatar, almost all the dyads showed
variability in the synchronization index. Differently, when the hub- participant 5- was
connected to the virtual agent, all the players consistently avoided the external player and
synchronized among themselves as observed in the Complete (Fig. 6.4(b)) and the Ring

(Fig. 6.5(f)) graphs.
Again we observe that a stubborn virtual player spreads its influence in different ways

according to the kinematic features and position in the group of the player it tried to
influence. Also, we can observe a sort of bifurcation behaviour in participant number
5. When s-/he participated to a dyadic or triadic interaction, s-/he tried to integrate the
information coming from the stubborn player represented by the virtual agent. Instead,
when the number of partners was equal or greater than 3, s-/he completely ignored the
virtual player and applied a majority rule [243–246]. Future work could be done to
explore the costs and benefits of group membership as a function of the group size.
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Figure 6.2: Different connections of the Virtual Player to the human group (1). Panels
(a1-d3) show the topologies implemented in the third session of experiments where a
virtual agent was added to influence the behaviour of different players in the human
group. Specifically, circles correspond to human players whereas the square symbolizes
the artificial agent in the group. In panels (a1-a2) we represented the Complete graph
where both the fastest (a1) and the slowest (a2) players were reached by the action of
the VP. Panels (b1-b3), (c1-c2) and (d1-d3) represent the three configurations of the
Path graph, PG-12345, PG-12534, and PG-53214, respectively. In each configuration,
different players at time interacted with the artificial player.
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Figure 6.3: Different connections of the Virtual Player to the human group (2). Panels
(e1-g2) show the topologies implemented in the third session of experiments where a
virtual agent was added to influence the behaviour of different players in the human
group. Specifically, circles correspond to human players whereas the square symbolizes
the artificial agent in the group. In panels (e1-e2) we represented the Ring graph where
both the player 2 (e1) and player 5 (e2) players were connected to the VP. Panels (f1-f3)
and (g1-g2) represent the two configurations of the Star graph, SG-3cen and SG-5cen,
respectively. In each configuration, different players at time were reached by the artificial
player.
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Table 6.3: Mean and standard deviation of the order parameter and synchronization

frequency indices of interests across the topologies during group interaction with a

virtual agent.

Order parameter Synchronization frequency

Topology mean±std mean±std

Complete graph

- 3 pin 0.68 ± 0.05 3.55 ± 0.42 rad/s

- 5 pin 0.79 ± 0.02 3.59 ± 0.46 rad/s

Path graph-12345

- 1 pin 0.70 ± 0.09 3.67 ± 0.50 rad/s

- 3 pin 0.63 ± 0.11 3.99 ± 0.53 rad/s

- 5 pin 0.58 ± 0.04 3.13 ± 0.38 rad/s

Path graph-12534

- 1 pin 0.56 ± 0.08 3.56 ± 0.58 rad/s

- 5 pin 0.58 ± 0.09 4.00 ± 0.66 rad/s

Path graph-53214

- 1 pin 0.65 ± 0.03 3.78 ± 0.55 rad/s

- 2 pin 0.56 ± 0.05 3.10 ± 0.27 rad/s

- 5 pin 0.62 ± 0.10 4.04 ± 0.56 rad/s

Ring graph

- 2 pin 0.74 ± 0.03 3.30 ± 0.32 rad/s

- 5 pin 0.78 ± 0.06 3.15 ± 0.18 rad/s

Star graph- 3 center

- 2 pin 0.79 ± 0.08 3.01 ± 0.06 rad/s

- 3 pin 0.82 ± 0.07 2.88 ± 0.05 rad/s

- 5 pin 0.79 ± 0.09 2.74 ± 0.05 rad/s

Star graph- 5 center

- 3 pin 0.72 ± 0.06 3.03 ± 0.18 rad/s

- 5 pin 0.79 ± 0.02 3.29 ± 0.25 rad/s
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Table 6.4: Post-hoc Bonferroni comparisons run on average sychronization frequencies between different pairs of topologies.

Topology Complete graph - 3pin Path graph-12345 - 1pin - 3pin Path graph-12534 - 1pin Path graph-53214 - 1pin - 2pin Ring graph - 2pin Star graph- 3cen - 2pin - 3pin Star graph- 5cen - 3pin

Complete graph

- 3pin ? < 0.001

- 5pin ? < 0.001 ? = 0.70

Path graph-12345

- 1pin ? = 0.004

- 3pin ? = 0.03 ? = 0.006

- 5pin ? < 0.001 ? = 0.003 ? < 0.001

Path graph-12534

- 1pin ? < 0.001

- 5pin ? < 0.001 ? = 0.03

Path graph-53214

- 1pin ? = 0.11

- 2pin ? < 0.001 ? = 0.048

- 5pin ? = 0.94 ? = 0.98 ? < 0.001

Ring graph

- 2pin ? < 0.001

- 5pin ? < 0.001 ? = 0.06

Star graph- 3cen

- 2pin ? < 0.001

- 3pin ? < 0.001 ? = 0.67

- 5pin ? < 0.001 ? = 0.003 ? = 0.35

Star graph- 5cen

- 3pin ? < 0.001

- 5pin ? < 0.001 ? = 0.06
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Table 6.5: Post-hoc Bonferroni comparisons run on phase synchronization index between different pairs of topologies.

Topology Complete graph - 3pin Path graph-12345 - 3pin - 3pin Path graph-12534 - 1pin Path graph-53214 - 1pin - 2pin Ring graph - 2pin Star graph- 1cen - 2pin - 3pin Star graph- 5cen - 3pin

Complete graph

- 3pin ? < 0.001

- 5pin ? = 0.002 ? = 0.04

Path graph-12345

- 1pin

- 3pin ? = 0.04

- 5pin

Path graph-12534

- 1pin ? = 0.002

- 5pin ? < 0.001 ? = 0.87

Path graph-53214

- 1pin ? < 0.001

- 2pin ? < 0.001 ? = 0.02

- 5pin ? < 0.001 ? = 0.98 ? = 0.96

Ring graph

- 2pin ? < 0.001

- 5pin ? = 0.04 ? = 0.54

Star graph-3cen

- 2pin

- 3pin ? = 0.005

- 5pin

Star graph-5cen

- 3pin ? < 0.001

- 5pin ? < 0.001 ? = 0.14
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Table 6.6: Frequencies of the players during group interaction with a virtual player

in each topology (1).

Player l̄8 std CV

1 3.80 rad/s 0.07 1.87%

2 3.76 rad/s 0.20 5.22%

3 3.32 rad/s 0.27 8.19%

4 3.80 rad/s 0.10 2.74%

5 3.82 rad/s 0.11 2.98%

VP 2.78 rad/s 0 0%

average 3.55 ± 0.42

average without VP 3.70 ± 0.21

CV 11.89%

CV without VP 5.81%

(a) Complete Graph-3pin.

Player l̄8 std CV

1 3.76 rad/s 0.18 4.70%

2 3.76 rad/s 0.18 4.84%

3 3.78 rad/s 0.15 3.93%

4 3.80 rad/s 0.21 5.51%

5 3.80 rad/s 0.16 4.10%

VP 2.65 rad/s 24−3 0.08%

average 3.59 ± 0.46

average without VP 3.78 ± 0.02

CV 12.81%

CV without VP 0.49%

(b) Complete Graph-5pin.

Player l̄8 std CV

1 3.85 rad/s 0.16 2.73%

2 3.87 rad/s 0.06 2.58%

3 3.90 rad/s 0.15 3.30%

4 3.89 rad/s 0.17 3.15%

5 3.88 rad/s 0.12 3.20%

VP 2.65 rad/s 0 0%

average 3.67 ± 0.50

average without VP 3.88 ± 0.02

CV 13.61%

CV without VP 0.56%

(c) Path Graph-12345-1pin.

Player l̄8 std CV

1 4.12 rad/s 0.24 4.99%

2 4.16 rad/s 0.20 5.48%

3 4.22 rad/s 0.22 3.63%

4 4.27 rad/s 0.21 2.00%

5 4.26 rad/s 0.24 2.56%

VP 2.92 rad/s 0 0%

average 3.99 ± 0.07

average without VP 3.88 ± 0.02

CV 13.21%

CV without VP 1.58%

(d) Path Graph-12345-3pin.

Player l̄8 std CV

1 3.46 rad/s 0.13 3.68%

2 3.48 rad/s 0.14 3.98%

3 3.44 rad/s 0.16 4.55%

4 2.98 rad/s 0.34 11.36%

5 2.74 rad/s 0.16 5.75%

VP 2.65 rad/s 0 0%

average 3.13 ± 0.38

average without VP 3.22 ± 0.34

CV 12.21%

CV without VP 10.51%

(e) Path Graph-12345-5pin.

Player l̄8 std CV

1 3.11 rad/s 0.26 8.22%

2 3.28 rad/s 0.24 7.42%

3 4.12 rad/s 0.39 9.51%

4 4.08 rad/s 0.42 10.23%

5 4.00 rad/s 0.41 10.29%

VP 2.78 rad/s 0 0%

average 3.56 ± 0.58

average without VP 3.72 ± 0.48

CV 16.19%

CV without VP 12.98%

(f) Path Graph-12534-1pin.
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Table 6.7: Frequencies of the players during group interaction with a virtual player

in each topology (2).

Player l̄8 std CV

1 4.04 rad/s 0.30 7.37%

2 4.02 rad/s 0.34 9.01%

3 4.57 rad/s 0.14 3.00%

4 4.58 rad/s 0.16 3.48%

5 4.00 rad/s 0.36 9.07%

VP 2.78 rad/s 0 0%

average 4.00 ± 0.66

average without VP 4.24 ± 0.30

CV 16.40%

CV without VP 7.19%

(a) Path Graph-12534-5pin.

Player l̄8 std CV

1 4.00 rad/s 0.29 7.17%

2 4.01 rad/s 0.36 9.04%

3 4.01 rad/s 0.38 9.36%

4 4.04 rad/s 0.33 8.27%

5 3.94 rad/s 0.38 9.57%

VP 2.65 rad/s 0 0%

average 3.78 ± 0.55

average without VP 4.00 ± 0.04

CV 14.59%

CV without VP 0.90%

(b) Path Graph-53214-1pin.

Player l̄8 std CV

1 3.38 rad/s 0.34 9.97%

2 2.89 rad/s 0.23 7.94%

3 3.04 rad/s 0.30 9.81%

4 3.47 rad/s 0.27 7.85%

5 3.06 rad/s 0.24 7.93%

VP 2.78 rad/s 0 0%

average 3.10 ± 0.27

average without VP 3.17 ± 0.24

CV 8.70%

CV without VP 7.73%

(c) Path Graph-53214-2pin.

Player l̄8 std CV

1 4.25 rad/s 0.10 2.42%

2 4.34 rad/s 0.25 5.84%

3 4.40 rad/s 0.30 6.75%

4 4.27 rad/s 0.10 2.26%

5 4.04 rad/s 0.76 18.79%

VP 2.92 rad/s 0 0%

average 4.04 ± 0.56

average without VP 4.26 ± 0.14

CV 13.87%

CV without VP 3.19%

(d) Path Graph-53214-5pin.

Player l̄8 std CV

1 3.41 rad/s 0.11 3.14%

2 3.42 rad/s 0.11 3.10%

3 3.42 rad/s 0.11 3.15%

4 3.44 rad/s 0.13 3.80%

5 3.44 rad/s 0.10 2.96%

VP 2.65 rad/s 0 0%

average 3.30 ± 0.32

average without VP 3.43 ± 0.01

CV 9.58%

CV without VP 0.40%

(e) Ring Graph-2pin.

Player l̄8 std CV

1 3.22 rad/s 0.09 2.84%

2 3.20 rad/s 0.11 3.48%

3 3.25 rad/s 0.06 1.91%

4 3.22 rad/s 0.10 2.95%

5 3.22 rad/s 0.14 4.49%

VP 2.78 rad/s 0 0%

average 3.15 ± 0.18

average without VP 3.22 ± 0.02

CV 5.75%

CV without VP 0.50%

(f) Ring Graph-5pin.
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Table 6.8: Frequencies of the players during group interaction with a virtual player

in each topology (3).

Player l̄8 std CV

1 3.04 rad/s 0.16 5.38%

2 2.94 rad/s 0.06 1.89%

3 3.06 rad/s 0.15 5.06%

4 3.06 rad/s 0.17 5.66%

5 3.04 rad/s 0.12 3.93%

VP 2.92 rad/s 0 0%

average 3.01 ± 0.06

average without VP 3.03 ± 0.05

CV 2.10%

CV without VP 1.66%

(a) Star Graph-3cen-2pin.

Player l̄8 std CV

1 2.89 rad/s 0.24 8.16%

2 2.93 rad/s 0.20 6.71%

3 2.91 rad/s 0.22 7.52%

4 2.87 rad/s 0.21 7.32%

5 2.89 rad/s 0.24 8.15%

VP 2.77 rad/s 0 0%

average 2.88 ± 0.05

average without VP 2.90 ± 0.02

CV 1.79%

CV without VP 0.79%

(b) Star Graph-3cen-3pin.

Player l̄8 std CV

1 2.74 rad/s 0.13 4.84%

2 2.76 rad/s 0.14 5.23%

3 2.77 rad/s 0.14 5.11%

4 2.79 rad/s 0.19 6.91%

5 2.73 rad/s 0.10 3.54%

VP 2.65 rad/s 0 0%

average 2.74 ± 0.05

average without VP 2.76 ± 0.02

CV 1.73%

CV without VP 0.81%

(c) Star Graph-3cen-5pin.

Player l̄8 std CV

1 3.16 rad/s 0.11 5.45%

2 3.14 rad/s 0.11 6.22%

3 2.82 rad/s 0.11 4.70%

4 3.16 rad/s 0.13 6.20%

5 3.12 rad/s 0.10 6.25%

VP 2.78 rad/s 0 0%

average 3.03 ± 0.18

average without VP 3.08 ± 0.15

CV 5.90%

CV without VP 0.81%

(d) Star Graph-5cen-3pin.

Player l̄8 std CV

1 3.40 rad/s 0.15 4.54%

2 3.38 rad/s 0.13 3.92%

3 3.36 rad/s 0.13 3.73%

4 3.40 rad/s 0.11 3.27%

5 3.42 rad/s 0.11 3.08%

VP 2.78 rad/s 0 0%

average 3.29 ± 0.25

average without VP 3.39 ± 0.02

CV 7.60%

CV without VP 0.63%

(e) Star Graph-5cen-5pin.
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Figure 6.4: Dyadic coordination levels observed experimentally in the presence of the

virtual agent (1). Symbols and error bars represent mean and standard deviation, across
the total number of trials recorded during the third session, of the dyadic coordination
levels d3ℎ,: for participants in in Complete graph (a-b), Path graph-12345 (c-e) and
Path graph-12534(f) respectively. Different colours and symbols refer to dyads related
to different players. On the top right of each panel, a small schema of how players are
phisically coupled, is depicted.
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Figure 6.5: Dyadic coordination levels observed experimentally in the presence of the

virtual agent 21). Symbols and error bars represent mean and standard deviation, across
the total number of trials recorded during the third session, of the dyadic coordination
levels d3ℎ,: for participants in Path graph-12534 (a), Path graph-12345 (b-d) and Ring

graph(e-f) respectively. Different colours and symbols refer to dyads related to different
players. On the top right of each panel, a small schema of how players are phisically
coupled, is depicted.
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Figure 6.6: Dyadic coordination levels observed experimentally in the presence of the

virtual agent (3). Symbols and error bars represent mean and standard deviation, across
the total number of trials recorded during the third session, of the dyadic coordination
levels d3ℎ,: for participants in in Star graph-3cen (a-c) and Star graph-5 cen (d-e)
respectively. Different colours and symbols refer to dyads related to different players.
On the top right of each panel, a small schema of how players are phisically coupled, is
depicted.
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6.4 Leadership analysis

In Chapter 5, we showed the emergence of three leadership patterns during human group
synchronization. We also showed that these patterns are independent of the presence of
social interaction but they are inherent in human coordination so that they emerge even in
the absence of physical perceptuo-motor interaction among the players. In this section
we tested the effect of the presence of a VP in the group on the quality of leadership
patterns that emerged and on the distribution of it across the players. Specifically, we
considered all the topologies where player 5 was reached by the VP, since it is the only
player that was connected to the artificial agent in all the graphs. As detailed in Section
5.2 in Chapter 5, to quantitatively uncover each of these patterns we defined two indices,
an influence index based on the computation of causation entropy, and a phase leadership
index based on the phase analysis of the time series of the players’ motion. The results of
our analysis are summarized in what follows.

Influence of the artificial agent on leadership pattern emergence. As highlighted in
Chapter 5, we found that the three leadership patterns described in Section 5.3.1 emerged
in a significant number of trials (91.84%) and we ascertained that this occurrence was
different from chance by comparing it with the expected frequency value (20%) with a
j2-test(j2 (3) = 183.59, ? < 0.001).
A geometric interpretation of these three patterns can be obtained by plotting the net
predicted information flow against the mean ranking in phase (see Fig. 5.5). A linear
fitting shows that, in the trials where the phase leader emerged as the most influential
(Pattern 1), ranking in phase and influence were positively correlated (d(4) = 0.17,
'2 = 0.03, ? = 0.41), although the poor number of samples causes lack of significance.
Instead, when leadership was assumed by the player most lagging in phase (Pattern

2), the opposite was observed (d(4) = −0.63, '2 = 0.40, ? < 0.001). Interestingly,
a linear fitting ('2 = 0.001, ? = 0.64) cannot capture Pattern 3, where two players
share leadership, and a parabolic interpolation is required to depict the coexistence of the
lagging and phase leaders ('2 = 0.53, ? < 0.001).
In Figure 6.8 we represented the characterization of the leadership scenarios in the group
interacting with the avatar. In almost 79.6% of trials we observed these scenarios (differ-
ent from chance, j2 (3) = 71.15, ? < 0.001) but the presence of the VP changed their
distribution. In fact, a j2-test run on both the patterns distributions showed a significant
difference (j2 (3) = 16.33, ? < 0.001)- almost 40% of cases where Pattern3 occurred in
the absence of the VP were converted in the Pattern1 (phase leadership) when the VP was
present. Here again, in the trials where the phase leader emerged as the most influential,
ranking in phase and influence were positively correlated (d(16) = 0.43, '2 = 0.18,
? < 0.001). Instead, when leadership was assumed by the player most lagging in phase
(Pattern 2), the opposite was observed (d(5) = −0.38, '2 = 0.15, ? = 0.02). This result
showed the weakening of the shared leadership supporting a stronger emergence of a
phase leader. In addition, when two players shared leadership (Pattern 3), a parabolic
interpolation was required to characterize the coexistence of the lagging and phase leaders
('2 = 0.37, ? < 0.001).
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Figure 6.7: Distribution and characterization of the leadership scenarios during

group interaction without virtual player. In Panel (a) the pie chart depicts how the
three scenarios were distributed among the trials. A correlation analysis between the net
information flow NetCaus and the mean phase ranking �̄ in the trials where Pattern 1
and 2 were observed is reported in Panels (b) and (c), respectively. The linear fitting is
represented by a red solid line. In Pattern 3, the relationship between NetCaus and �̄ is
instead captured by a parabolic curve fitting, which is the red solid line in Panel (d).
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Chapter 6. Preliminary investigation on the effect of virtual players on group coordination

Effect of the virtual player on the leadership role of the players. Another way to
capture the influence of the virtual player on the group dynamics is to see how it affects the
distribution of the leadership role among group members. To do so, we computed the Gini
indices [237] without and with the VP attached to player 5, as done in Section 5.3.5. Figure
6.9 clearly shows how the Gini index suggests a shift from shared leadership (�G ∼ 0.20,
see that � = 0 in uniform distribution) to a more centralized guidance (�G+VP ∼ 0.60).
As a result, the avatar contributed to define a more centralized scenario where player 1-
not directly influenced by the virtual player- gained leadership in more than half of the
trials where one of the three leadership patterns emerged. It is interesting to highlight that
player 1 was neither the slowest, nor the fastest, the less or the most coherent player that
emerged in the first session dedicated to the kinematic characterization of the participants.
In addition, the virtual player was able to gain leadership in more than the 20% of the
cases, representing the second most decisive player for the group interaction during the
third experimental session.

Further investigations are needed to clarify how players takes advantage of the presence
of the artificial agent to gain the leader role during group synchronization. These are left
for future work.
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Figure 6.8: Distribution and characterization of the leadership scenarios in presence

of the virtual partner. In Panel (a) the pie chart depicts how the three patterns were
distributed among the trials with participant 5 pinned by the virtual player. A correlation
analysis between the net information flow NetCaus and the mean position ranking �̄ in the
trials where Pattern 1and 2 were observed is reported in Panels (b) and (c), respectively.
The linear fitting is represented by ared solid line. In Pattern 3, the relationship between
NetCaus and �̄ is instead captured by a parabolic curve fitting, which is the red solid line
in Panel (d).
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Chapter 6. Preliminary investigation on the effect of virtual players on group coordination

Figure 6.9: How leadership distributes among the players. The two panels show the
percentage G8 of trials where player 8 acted as a leader, for all 8 = 1, . . . , 5 in panel (a) and
for all 8 = 1, . . . , 6 in panel (b). The agents are sorted so that G8 is non-decreasing. Panel
(a) and (b) refer to group interaction without and with virtual agent, respectively. The
value of the Gini index when any player was pinned (�G ∼ 0.20, given in the top-right
corner of the panel) clearly suggests that there is no particular group member always
assuming a leadership role but that in different trials different players took such role,
implementing a distributed version of leadership structure. Whereas when player 5 is
pinned by the virtual agent, the Gini index (�G+VP ∼ 0.60) shows that it is able to steer the
group towards a more centralized leadership structure where player 1 gains the role as
leaders.
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6.5. Summary

6.5 Summary

In this chapter, we compared the behaviour of an ensemble of human participants asked to
synchronize their movement with and without the presence of a VP trying to influence the
motion of some of them. Participants were unaware of the existence of a virtual player in
the group. Experiments carried out using the hardware/software platform Chronos showed
that the addition of a VP to the group changes the collective dynamics significantly. Our
preliminary results also show that the leadership patterns emerging from the interaction
are affected by the presence of the VP. The investigation of these and other observations
reported in this chapter are left for future work.
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7 Conclusion

Human coordination is a complex yet fascinating phenomenon common to a large number
of different human activities. In this Thesis, features of coordination and emergence of
leadership have been analysed by means of a combination of analytical, experimental, and
numerical tools during human interpersonal coordination in the context of the paradigmatic
mirror game task.

The work presented addressed the following key research questions:
i) establish how the interaction patterns among people in the group and their individual

dynamics affect the coordination level of the ensemble;
ii) propose mathematical models to capture and analyse group coordination as observed

experimentally;
iii) analyse formally and quantitatively how leadership in human group motor synchro-

nization emerges through group interactions;
iv) explore whether levels of group cohesiveness and leadership agency distribution

can be influenced by introducing some virtual players in the group.

7.1 Summary of the main results

After introducing the Thesis motivation in Chapter 1 and the key challenges discussed
therein, a brief literature review of the main results on human coordination was given
in Chapter 2. Specifically, works about human group interpersonal coordination and
leadership emergence were reviewed, together with an overview of the models and
data analysis’ tools used in literature, placing emphasis on those shown to be useful to
investigate and explore the synchronization processes arising in human group coordination.

The investigation of human group coordination then started with Chapter 3, where we
focused on the properties characterising interpersonal coordination among multiple agents.
Specifically, we analysed the human ability to move in unison with others as a function
of the group spatial configuration, similarity in behaviour among the group members,
expertise and amount of visual exchange. In two experiments we demonstrated that inertial
homogeneity between participants and their expertise in perceptuo-motor synchronization
were prone to facilitate synchronized behaviours, reinforced by specific configurations
of the players in space. Importantly, we also demonstrated that cohesiveness can be
maintained for a certain amount of time (about 7 seconds) after visual exchanges were
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7.1. Summary of the main results

interrupted, and we investigated the origin of this strong persistence of synchronization
by introducing a memory effect in three different extensions of networks of Kuramoto
oscillators.

Indeed, networks of nonlinear oscillators were shown to be a good mathematical model
to capture the experimental observations made in the literature on some representative
human group coordination tasks. Additional modelling approaches were presented in
Chapter 4. Therein, we investigated why human agents reduce their oscillation frequency
while executing a joint motor task. We proposed three different models and we found that
a model considering neural delays in information processing is the most able to capture the
slowing down found in the experimental results. Our modelling results returned delays’
values that are in the range typically evidenced in motor science literature [171,226].

It is important to point out that both the data analysis and modelling results observed
in Chapter 3 and 4 highlight how the "social" interpretation of these phenomena can be
potentially misleading in this context. Our findings show how these processes reflect an
underlying dynamics of "plastic" biological oscillatory systems coupled to other systems.
Indeed, as the experiments which employ the Chronos platform suggest, these phenomena
are observed also when people coordinate with dots on a screen, in addition to other
research that demonstrated how individuals can reach synchronization when coupled to
humans and artificial environment rhythms or stimuli [20, 58].

Next, in Chapter 5, we focused on the problem of studying leadership emergence
and its effects in human groups involved in a joint motor task. We found that leadership
emergence does indeed foster coordination and is, therefore, a natural phenomenon
occurring in human groups even when it is not established a priori. Interestingly, with the
combined use of two metrics- phase leadership and net causation indices-, we uncovered
three main patterns through which leadership emerges. Crucially, these three scenarios
can be immediately related to some analogous ones that have been uncovered in the
animal kingdom confirming that leadership emergence is a naturally occurring organizing
phenomenon when coordination is the goal of the group. These observations were found
to be independent of the presence of physical perceptuo-motor interaction among the
players. Indeed, the results were validated and confirmed via a set of experiments, in
the absence of social interaction among the participants where the volunteers could only
perceive each other’s motion through a laptop screen.

Finally, Chapter 6 was devoted to presenting some preliminary investigation of the
influence of a virtual player interacting within a human ensemble on the levels of group
synchronization and leadership emergence. Virtual players with specific kinematic
characteristics, appropriately connected to a subset of the participants in the ensemble,
were found to be able to influence both group coordination and leadership emergence.
These encouraging results show that artificial agents could used to influence and guide the
collective behaviour, enhancing or disrupting coordination. With this respect, artificial
agents could be effectively employed to offer complementary therapeutic methods for
rehabilitating socially challenged people.
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7.2 Possible applications and future work

Artificial agents represent a novel method to investigate human movement coordination
and to explore the important principle in social psychology and to test such hypothesis
numerically as well as through experiments with human partners. The availability of a
mathematical model of human group coordination is of crucial importance to implement
avatars interacting with other partners for rehabilitation purposes in the interaction with
socially challenged people (e.g., schizophrenia or autism).

A mathematical description of human group coordination, as those explored in Chapters
3 and 4, is fundamental not only to shed light on the mechanisms underlying cooperation
and synchronisation among numerous people, but also to predict the performance level
achieved as function of interconnection structures or individual intrinsic behaviours for a
better development of artificial entities. In this latter scenario, since leaders are those
who influence the most the motion of the agents, it is sensible to put them in contact with
a virtual player so as to promote a desired behaviour over the human group engaged in a
rehabilitation exercise.

As regards possible future work, concerning modelling, possible extensions and
improvements of the work presented in this study include the possibility of combining
the adaptive and personalized parameters of the individual behaviour, as well as time-
varying quantities as function of the real-time coordination level with the other partner, to
enable virtual players to match experimental results on human group coordination even
closer. However, there exists a plethora of different characteristics influencing collective
behaviours that still deserve further investigation and contrasting the proposed modelling
strategies in a variety of situations, where perceptual and topological parameters are
manipulated, would help to better characterize their respective contribution and their
possible complementary nature.

Also, the analytical investigation of leadership emergence in human group coordination
presented in Chapter 5 could be applied to different and more complex movements.
Ordinary situations, such as team rowing, everyday working meetings, or musical
ensemble performance, are far richer than the than simple oscillatory tasks performed
here, both on the action side and on the perception side. How multiple and coexisting
configurations, within and across our senses, modulate our collaborative behaviours, in
those and other situations, remains largely unknown and constitute a promising research
line for future studies.

In spite of leadership being studied in this thesis in terms of motion dominance
and influence over the others in the particular case of the mirror game, our preliminary
experimental results in Chapter 6 can in general provide hints on how to select the
members to be controlled by an artificial agent in order to obtain a desired behaviour, as
for example during evacuation procedures, or when selecting coxswains in team rowing.
An open problem left for further study is to investigate leadership emergence with a virtual
agent in more systematic experimental setups to confirm our preliminary results.

Finally, the leadership strategies that we highlighted might be used to plan the motion
of one or more artificial agents to enhance the performance of human-robot groups.
This could be relevant, for instance, to aid the design of innovative artificial partners for
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industrial applications, where a correct trade-off between robots autonomy and human
intervention is necessary to maximise production but in a safe manner [247] or for search
and rescue in hazard areas, not accessible for human beings [248].

Also, and more importantly, the results presented in this Thesis represent a sound
basis to build upon in order to develop new exergames for the rehabilitation of patients
with social disorders, such as autism that were described in Section 2.5 of this Thesis.
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A From Individual to

Group Motor Signature

Signatures play a key role in healthcare. They present a novel, low-cost and non-invasive
potential diagnosis tool for different motor diseases, such as schizophrenia [35] and
autism [249]. Clinical identification requires expert diagnostic training. Data analysis and
machine learning allow a quicker biometric identification that distinguishes an individual
from most other members of an ensemble. If each person had a unique movement
signature it would be possible to identify this person on a subsequent testing session by
his or her location in a multidimensional space.

Signatures are important especially in motor science [250] and for this reason
they have been explored in the context of improvisation [251] and coordination [252].
However, very little attention has been addressed to the use of signatures to characterize
group performance and interactions. Indeed, the spatiotemporal organization of bodily
movements (i.e., interpersonal or social motor coordination) can reflect feelings such as
connectedness, social rapport or cohesion. In [79], authors proposed an index, namely
an individual motor signature (IMS), able to capture the subtle differences in the way
each of us moves and useful to study sociomotor coordination. IMS captures the main
kinematic features of the motion of a person that significantly differs from those of other
individuals. This allowed to quantify the dynamic similarity and demonstrated that it
facilitates coordination during interaction. In particular, they showed how coordination in
a dyadic joint-action task is higher if the motions of the players share similar dynamic
features.

In this appendix, we present preliminary results on the definition of a Group Motor

Signature, useful to describe and study group synchronization dynamics.
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A.1 Motor Signatures

The Individual Motor Signature, as defined in [79], is represented by the probability
density function of the individual velocity profile and it has been shown that it satisfies
two main features:

• time-persistence;
• capability to differentiate among individuals.

Therefore, IMS allows to identify each different participant and is useful to measure the
dynamic similarity between players and to study its effects on joint synchronization.

In Chapter 2, we highlighted how the majority of studies on human group coordination
focused mainly on dyadic interactions. This preliminary investigation is devoted to the
definition of a Group Motor Signature (GMS), able to identify and discriminate different
human groups, useful to study the degree of synchronization among the agents and to
understand how player plasticity can facilitate a good group performance.

In this Appendix, we aim at investigating:

• if it is possible to define a GMS able to discriminate and classify groups;
• whether it is task-invariant;
• and if it is topology-invariant.

A.2 Experimental setups

The results presented in this appendix are based on the analysis of data collected in three
distinct experimental scenarios, each with a different group of participants.

Respectively, in scenario 1, participants interacted through the hardware/software
Chronos platform (see Section 4.1). In scenario 2, we collected data in a different context
where volunteers were asked to track each other finger’s movements. At the end, in
scenario 3, human participants were asked to synchronize the movement of pendula.

In the following sections, we detail data collection and experimental setups in each
scenario.

Scenario 1- Virtual interaction

For this scenario, we considered the data described in Chapter 6. Specifically, we
considered only the first and the second experimental sessions that include the trials
dedicated to the kinematic characterization of the players and to the group interaction.
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Scenario 2- Social interaction

Seven volunteers took part in the experiment- 4 males and 3 females, 2 out of the 7
participants were left handed. Participants were required to sit in a circle and move
their preferred hand back and forth (i.e., away from and towards their bodies, along a
straight direction) to produce oscillations, as smoothly as possible, and to synchronize
their movement with the others. The motion was required to be performed on a parallel
direction to the floor. Four different interaction patterns were implemented among
subjects- the Complete graph, the Path graph, the Ring graph and the Star graph.

The group performed the experiments in two different sessions:

1. Eyes-closed condition. Participants were required to oscillate their preferred hand
at their own natural rhythm for 30s, trying to maintain a constant oscillation
frequency while keeping their eyes closed. 16 trials were performed.

2. Eyes-open condition. Participants were asked to intentionally synchronize the
motion of each other’s preferred hands during 30s trials, while keeping their eyes
open. For each topology, 10 trials were performed.

In order to detect the movements of the participants, circular markers were attached
on top of the index finger of their preferred hands, respectively. Eight infrared cameras
(Nexus MX13 Vicon System, 350Hz) were appropriately located around the experimental
room to record the positions of the markers.

Data were interpolated with a sampling frequency of 100Hz.

Scenario 3: social interaction with pendula

A total of 7 volunteers took part in this experiment: 5 males and 2 females, all right-handed.
Participants were asked to sit comfortably on a chair and to create motion by moving

a pendulum (see Fig. 3.1). The group performed 5 trials for each topology (Complete,
Path, Ring and Star graphs). During group interaction, each participant was required to
perform five trials, lasting 45s, each divided in the following way:

1. 15 s in Eyes-closed condition;
2. 30 s in Eyes-open condition.

The motion was captured by rotary potentiometer sensors connected to a laptop, with
sampling frequency equal to 200Hz.

Table A.1: Details of the three experimental setups.

Experiment Setup Social Interaction Number of Number of

dimension players trials

Scenario 1 Chronos No Voluntary synchronization 5 7
Scenario 2 Arm Yes Voluntary synchronization 7 10
Scenario 3 Pendulum Yes Spontaneous synchronization 7 5
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A.2.1 Data processing

The collected data were analysed by means of the software Matlab.
The position timeseries were filtered by means of a Moving Average Filter and used

to numerically estimate the corresponding velocity signals with a fourth-order finite
difference scheme.

IMS is estimated from the probability density function (pdf) of the player’s velocity.
Therefore, we defined the probability density function (pdf) of the group’s velocity
(GMS), as the normalized histogram with 101 equally distant bins between the detected
extreme values, built on the collection of the velocity timeseries of all the players. It can
be easily shown that it is equivalent to the average of the normalized histograms of the
velocity timeseries of each player.

A.2.2 Results

From the global inspection of the distributions obtained in different experimental contexts
and topologies (see Figures A.1, A.2, and A.3), we derived the observations described in
the next sections.

All the estimated group motor signatures are quasi-symmetric, given the oscillatory
nature of the task. In particular, the probability distributions completely change across
the groups. This aspect could support the GMS power to discriminate interacting groups
from their collective dynamics.

Looking at the mean group pdf in Figure A.1 computed during the virtual interaction,
it is possible to notice the presence of 3 peaks, whereas the average of the IMS of each
individual playing in solo condition has two peaks. The synchronization instruction
during the experiment invite people to stop and wait for the others or, at least, stop and
think about what to do. This could explain the emergence of a central peak- corresponding
to null velocity- during group interaction.

When human players are asked to coordinate involving their bodies, the central peak in
the mean GMS is mitigated (Figure A.2). This could be due to the higher inertia involved
(arm instead of forearm) and this element does not allow players to stop a lot and wait for
the others to synchronize. In addition, differently from the virtual scenario, the players
are visually coupled and, therefore, social information could disturb the synchronization
process.

Then, if participants are asked to create motion using a pendula (see Figure A.3), the
central peak in the mean GMS disappears and this can be explained, again, by the higher
inertia involved in the movement (pendula instead of arm). This does not allow players to
stop and wait for the others to synchronize.

At the end, the visual inspection of the GMS estimated in each group shows that the
signature does not change across the topologies.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure A.1: Main results of Scenario 1. In each panel, we represented the average of
the individual motor signatures computed in the solo session, and the GMS estimated in
(a) the Complete graph; (b) the Path graph; (c) the Ring graph, and in (d) the Star graph.
It is worth noting how three peaks in the GMS emerge during the group interaction.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure A.2: Main results of Scenario 2. In each panel, we represented the average of
the individual motor signatures computed in the solo session, and the GMS estimated in
(a) the Complete graph; (b) the Path graph; (c) the Ring graph, and in (d) the Star graph.
It is worth noting how the central peak appearing in the previous GMS is less prominent
in the second context.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure A.3: Main results of Scenario 3. In each panel, we represented the average of
the individual motor signatures computed in the solo session, and the GMS estimated in
(a) the Complete graph; (b) the Path graph; (c) the Ring graph, and in (d) the Star graph.
It is interesting to point out that the GMS is completely different from the average of the
individual motor signatures. In addition, the central peak in the pdf disapperared with
respect to the previous GMS.
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A.3 Summary

In this appendix, we briefly showed few interesting observations about the possibility of
defining a Group Motor Signature (GMS). In our preliminary exploration, we observed
that GMS seems to be task-variant. We considered all oscillating behaviours but each of
them involved different inertias in the movement that, somehow, reflected in the probability
distributions. In addition, GMS seems not changing as function of the configuration
implemented among the players during the interaction.

Obviously, we recognize that there are too many factors that can have influenced the
three experimental setups to understand the potentiality of GMS for the description of
collective behaviour. However, these observations can open future interesting research
lines. It could be useful to test if the GMS is able to discriminate among different groups
playing the same task or if the GMS associated to a single group changes when the
participants are asked to play different tasks to test the task-specifity of the signature. It
could be also relevant to test an important aspect that is the time-invariance of the Group
Motor Signature, by considering additional experimental sessions over time. In addition,
it could be interesting to define or use metrics on the pdf, such as the Earth’s movers
distance, and check if any correlation with the group synchronization indices exists or if
the relation between Individual and Group Motor Signatures could represent a predicting
factor of the individual influence on the collective dynamics and, then, represent an
additional leadership analysis tool.
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B A network model of Italy shows

that intermittent regional

strategies can alleviate

the COVID-19 epidemic

In this appendix, we briefly address a completely distinct topic that, in many ways, is
linked to human social interaction but in a fully different and sad way. It could not be
ignored, given its worldwide significance.

The beginning of the new decade made history with a challenging event, unbelievable
and hard to imagine. A pandemic has upset our lives and we had to learn to face the
distance with our dears and to deal with the unavoidable stall of research activities.
Epidemics are not unknown in human history but research has shown that they will occur
with increasing frequency because of the strongly interconnected reality we live in. In fact,
among the factors facilitating virus diffusion, scientists highlight different hygienic and
climatic conditions, increasing population density and mobility among people. For this
reason, in this context complex science represents the most suitable clue to understand
epidemic dynamics. And in this scenario, I decided to give my contribution to a great
modelling and controlling effort faced by the Complex Network research unit at the
University of Naples Federico II, led by professor Mario di Bernardo.

Network modelling is fundamental to simulate virus spread dynamics and to support
the decision-makers of different yet interconnected regions in a country. Italy was among
the first countries to be particularly hit by the COVID-19 outbreak and, as many other
governments around the world, strict national lockdown rules were adopted to immediately
overcome this emergence and to mitigate the epidemic, ignoring the federal structure of
the Italian constitution. Each of Italy’s twenty administrative regions is independent on
Health and oversees its own share of the Italian National Health service. The regional
presidents and their councils can independently take their own actions, strengthening or,
at times, weakening national containment rules. This heterogeneity between regions plays
a key-role to understand the spread of the epidemic and to design effective strategies to
control the disease. Previous studies have modelled the spread of the epidemics and its
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evolution in the country at the national level by means of aggregate models- originated
from the classical SIR model-, and some have looked at the effects of different types
of containment and mitigation strategies but limited works have taken into account the
spatial dynamics of the epidemic.

In our study [253], we investigated Italy’s dynamics, by modelling it as a network
whose nodes represent the twenty Italian regions, each parametrized with different values
on real data, and the links model both proximity flows and long-distance transportation
routes (ferries, trains, and planes). The goal was to analyse the effectiveness of measures
taken by the Italian government at both the national and the regional level and to uncover
the effects on the epidemic spread of regional heterogeneity and interregional flows of
people. For this purpose, I dedicated to the reconstruction and inference of links, given
the unavailability of public transports data. Specifically, we considered two types of
inter-regional fluxes associated to:

1. daily commuters travelling between neighboring regions;
2. long distance travels covered by high-speed trains, planes, and large ferries.

To estimate commuters’ fluxes, we used the latest official country-wide assessment of
Italian mobility conducted by the Italian Institute of Statistic (ISTAT) in 2011 whereas for
longer distance routes covered by high-speed trains, planes, and large ferries we exploited
information found on different web sources. Specifically,

1. for railway connections, we exploited the knowledge of the total number of daily
high-speed customers of the main Italian carrier, Trenitalia; the total number of
high-speed trains per day; the number of high-speed trains and the total resident
population in region;

2. for flight connections, we retrieved the info about all the operating Italian airports
and for each pair of connected airports, we looked for the number of weekly direct
flights in normal operating conditions (i.e., without any restriction due to the
emergency) and for the average capacity of the regional fleet of the main carrier
serving the route;

3. for ferry connections, we considered the five regions that act as hubs for long range
national maritime travel, that is, the two main insular regions, Sardinia and Sicily,
together with three mainland regions, Campania, Lazio, and Liguria. We looked for
the average number of maritime passengers and for the total number of maritime
connections between regions.

Hence, our model took into account commuters fluxes from one region to the other-
the infected of a region contribute to increasing the likelihood of generating new infected
in the region they move to (see the manuscript [253] and Supplementary Information for
additional details on the model and the link inference process).

At this stage, we used control theoretic tools to propose and assess differentiated, yet
coordinated, regional interventions to alleviate the epidemic impact, to reopen the country,
and to prevent future national lockdowns while avoiding saturation of the regional health
systems and mitigating impact on economic costs.
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Our results confirmed that the model showed the right level of granularity and
complexity to capture the crucial elements needed to correctly predict and reproduce
the available data. In particular, we showed that inter-regional fluxes must be carefully
controlled as they can have dramatic effects on recurrent epidemic waves. In addition,
we convincingly showed that regional feedback interventions, where each of the twenty
regions strengthens or weakens local social distancing or inflow/outflow control as a
function of the saturation of their hospital capacity can be beneficial in alleviating
possible outbreaks and in avoiding recurrent epidemic waves while reducing the costs of
a nationwide lockdown. These kinds of interventions have been actually implemented
during the second wave occurrence in autumn 2020 by the Italian government.
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